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Abstract
Two types of processing methods were used to gain knowledge about single crystal
growth of YBCO materials. Laser Heated Floating Zone (LHFZ) growth was used to
prepare directionally solidified YBCO single crystals. Seeded growth was used to
prepare YBCO single crystals solidified in both the ab- and c-directions. Crystals
produced using these growth methods were used to study relationships between
processing, microstructure and superconducting properties of YBCO materials.
The LHFZ precursor fiber production and growth processes were optimized in an effort to
produce longer single crystals of high quality YBCO materials. Limitations to the
production of long single crystals were examined. A model was proposed to explain
secondary grain nucleation during LHFZ growth. The effect of flux pinning sites in the
form of stacking faults introduced in YBCO materials during oxygen annealing was
examined and related to changes in YBa2Cu307.8 (123) crystal structure and improved
critical current densities in the YBCO material. Critical current densities of 2x10 5 A/cm2
were obtained for 123 single crystals produced by LHFZ growth. This value is near the
current observed maximum critical current density obtained in non-irradiated bulk YBCO
single crystal materials.
123 single crystal growth rates for samples produced by seeded growth were related to
processing parameters such as undercooling and Y2BaCuO5 (211) particle characteristics.
123 single crystal habit was shown to be similar to the crystal habit predicted by periodic
bond chain (PBC) analysis. 123 growth rate and interface structure was shown to vary
according to crystal face. The presence of spiral growth and hopper growth
microstructures were observed on 123 crystals produced by seeded growth. It was shown
that differences in the relationship between growth rate, R, and undercooling, AT, for the
different growth mechanisms of 123 single crystals can account for the fact that the c-face
is the fast growth face at low undercoolings while the ab-face is the fast growth face at
high undercoolings.
211 segregation in stoichiometric 123 and excess 211 YBCO materials was investigated
and quantified. It was shown that 211 segregation in both types of samples was due to
variations in 211 particle dissolution rates in the barium cuprate liquid in front of the 123
crystal. The driving force for the differences in dissolution rates in stoichiometric YBCO
materials was found to be due to differences in the yttrium concentration profile in front
of the faces, edges and corners of the 123 crystal. The driving force for the differences in
dissolution rates in excess 211 YBCO materials was found to be due to barium cuprate
liquid entrapment within the platelet structure of the 123 crystals.
211 particles were shown to coarsen during their residence time in the barium cuprate
liquid formed during melt growth of YBCO materials. Experiments were performed to
examine the coarsening process of the 211 particles and to quantitatively describe their
coarsening behavior above the peritectic temperature by evaluating k, the coarsening
constant, and by determining the 211 particle size distribution vs. coarsening time. The
effectiveness of platinum as a dopant to reduce 211 particle coarsening was also
evaluated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. History of high T, superconducting materials
Superconductivity, the decrease of electrical resistivity to zero below a certain
temperature, was discovered in 1911 by the Dutch physicist Kammerlingh Onnes in the
course of his experiments on the electrical conductivity of metals in liquid helium. The
idea of carrying current through zero-resistance material was promising, although the
temperatures at which these materials remained superconducting were extremely low.
Superconductivity remained mainly a laboratory phenomenon, except for a very few
specialized applications, until the mid 1900s. In the 1940s and 1970s, niobium alloys,
which superconduct at temperatures up to 23 K, were discovered. These temperatures
were still well within the liquid helium range and no new progress was made on
superconducting materials for many years.['1-2]
In mid-1986 J. G. Bednorz and K. A. MUller reported transition temperatures in the 30 K
range for metallic, oxygen deficient compounds in the barium, lanthanum, copper oxide
system and the search for a room-temperature superconductor began in earnest. Other
HTSC materials, also known as type II superconductors, which superconducted close to
40 K, were discovered by the end of 1986 and the beginning of 1987. In the last decade,
superconductivity has been observed in ceramic copper oxide materials containing
lanthanum, strontium, bismuth, calcium, tantalum and many other elements.[3] Wu et al.
discovered superconductivity around 90 K in the yttrium, barium, copper oxide (YBCO)
system in 1987.[4] Materials in this system are of significant technological interest
because of their high critical temperatures, high critical current densities, high field
tolerance and low toxicity. The significant knowledge base established by the large
number of researchers working on this material has made the goal of using HTSC
superconductors in commercial applications a reality. A number of significant problems
related to the properties, processing and performance of these materials must still be
overcome, however, before large scale commercial or non-commercial use will be
feasible.
1.2. Technological importance of bulk HTSC materials
HTSC materials have already been used in a number of applications within the power
industry. Many more applications are planned for the future when greater knowledge of
the processing-properties-performance relationships in HTSC superconductors enable the
mass production of high quality materials. The two main classes of applications for
which HTSC materials are being used or considered are new applications which take
advantage of the special properties exhibited solely by superconductors and traditional
applications whose performance is enhanced through the replacement of standard
materials with HTSC materials. s[5
Two main electrical properties exhibited solely by superconducting materials are zero
electrical resistance and the Meissner effect. Both of these materials characteristics are
important for magnetic energy storage and levitation applications. Current transport with
zero electrical resistance enables superconducting materials to be used for magnetic
energy storage. Energy is stored via current carried in magnetic coils without loss.
Energy stored in superconducting coils can be released to rapidly supply electric power
for short times in cases where main electric power is interrupted. Energy can also be
stored at times of low demand and discharged in periods of high use. Magnetic energy
storage is also important for applications which require high power for short times such
as applications using large lasers.[6 1  Superconductors also exhibit the unique
phenomenon known as the Meissner effect. Magnetic flux is expelled by a
superconductor in a field below He, the critical field. This effect can be utilized for many
magnetic levitation (maglev) applications. Extensive research has been performed in the
area of levitating bearings and flywheels which can function without friction. 161 High-
speed maglev trains have been developed to take advantage of the Meissner effect as
well. Maglev trains use superconducting coils in the vehicle which interact with
guideway conductors to provide suspension, guidance and propulsion (see figure 1.1).[5'71
HTSC materials also have the characteristic that they can support high critical current
densities. HTSC materials revert to their normal nonsuperconducting state above a certain
critical current density, J,. This process is known as quenching. This characteristic
provides an additional unique use for HTSC materials as fault current limiters. A fault
current limiter using HTSC materials designed by the Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO) can carry currents up to 2756 A for a specific diameter. If a fault current above
this value occurs, the HTSC material exceeds its critical current density and quenches.
HTSC materials can quench much faster than an ordinary fuse, which allows fault
currents to be limited much more effectively.1 5,7]
The fact that HTSC materials can support high critical current densities with zero
resistance also makes them attractive for use in traditional current carrying applications.
Generators can be made much more efficient by replacing standard magnetic coils with
superconducting materials. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) are two further applications which take advantage of zero electrical
resistance and high critical current density of HTSC materials. Both of these applications
rely on high magnetic fields which can be produced much more easily with
superconducting materials than with standard materials. t7] AC power transmission can
also be significantly enhanced through the replacement of standard conductors. Although
HTSC materials do exhibit losses and do not have completely zero resistance under AC
conditions, the advantages gained through the use of superconducting materials
outweighs the small losses incurred. 717 A study performed by TEPCO has shown that
HTSC materials can be fitted into existing ducts for standard conductors (150 mm in
diameter) if the critical current density of the superconducting materials is above lx106
A/cm2 at 0.15 T and 2x10 5 A/cm2 at 0.9 T. A schematic of the superconducting cable
design is shown in figure 1.2.[8] A cost reduction of approximately 15% per year can be
achieved through the replacement of standard conductors with such an HTSC material.
These calculations take into account not only the power transmission savings, but also the
cost of construction, refrigeration systems, and operation power and power loss of the
refrigeration system. The fact that primary substations can be eliminated because of
uniform voltages in the HTSC cables increased the overall cost savings to 21% per
year.18 1
1.3. Motivation for work
All of the applications listed above require the production of high quality HTSC materials
with excellent properties. YBCO materials have a critical temperature of above 90 K
and, therefore, fulfill the temperature requirement for use with liquid nitrogen cooling
systems which can cool materials to 77 K. One of the most significant barriers to the use
of YBCO materials in power industry applications is the fact that critical current densities
are below the required value. YBCO materials in thin film form have been prepared with
critical current densities greater than 106 A/cm2 in 0 field.[9] This value is much lower for
bulk YBCO materials, however.[1 0-14] It has been shown that critical current densities in
YBCO materials are significantly degraded by the presence of high angle grain
boundaries (see section 2.2.3).[15191 Any materials produced for use in most of the above
applications must, therefore, have an aligned microstructure or be in single crystal form.
Critical current densities greater than lxl0 5 A/cm2 have been achieved in single crystal
YBCO bulk materials1 '1-12,20] but even this value is not high enough for some
applications. Other methods used to produce YBCO materials with aligned
microstructures result in lower critical current densities. 14,21-24] Extensive research has
shown that the inclusion of flux pinning centers in YBCO materials can significantly
increase critical current densities and lower their field dependence.1251 32 Understanding
the relationship between materials processing, microstructure and critical current
densities in bulk YBCO materials is, therefore, an important step toward being able to
produce HTSC materials with the required properties.
All of the applications listed above also require the production of large quantities of
HTSC materials. As mentioned above, most applications require critical current densities
which can only be achieved in single crystal form. Growth of YBCO materials is limited,
however, by the incongruent melting of the superconducting phase and the highly faceted
nature of the material. The maximum growth rate of single crystal YBCO materials is
currently limited to a few cm per hour.["1'33] This value is much to low for mass
production of HTSC materials for use on an industrial scale. Single crystals produced for
commercial applications must also exhibit uniform properties. Many researchers have
found that some types of single crystal growth methods produce nonuniform
microstructures. [1534-43] Such microstructural inhomogeneity can cause significant
variations in the superconducting properties within the single crystal. Significant research
must, therefore, be conducted to understand how processing parameters affect the
microstructure and growth rate of YBCO single crystals.
The research presented here is concerned with understanding the relationship between
processing parameters, growth rate, microstructure and properties of single crystal YBCO
superconducting materials.
1.4 Thesis organization
The first two chapters of this thesis give an introduction and background to YBCO
materials. Chapter 1 gives a short history of the discovery of YBCO and describes its
many commercial applications. The required improvements in HTSC materials which are
needed for industrial use are presented as motivation for this work and a short overview
of thesis organization and terminology is given. Chapter 2 presents the necessary
background knowledge on the thermodynamics and kinetics of crystal growth in the
YBCO system, the structure of the main materials used in this research, the theory of
superconductivity in the YBCO system and an overview of various solidification methods
for the production of YBCO single crystals. Chapter 2 also describes the importance of
211 particles in YBCO single crystal growth and property enhancement. Chapter 3
presents a study on the coarsening of 211 particles in the semi-solid melt produced via the
peritectic decomposition of the 123 phase. Chapter 4 details the sample preparation and
growth methods of bulk YBCO single crystal fibers by laser heated floating zone (LHFZ)
growth. Improvements in precursor production and growth methods, designed to produce
longer single crystals, are discussed. A secondary grain nucleation model is introduced to
explain limitations in YBCO single crystal growth using LHFZ processing. Chapter 5
details the sample preparation and growth methods of bulk YBCO single crystals
produced by seeded growth. Results on single crystal growth rate, 211 particle
dissolution, crystal habit and interface morphology are presented. Chapter 6 discusses the
effect of 211 dissolution rate on the microstructure of stoichiometric YBCO single
crystals produced by seeded growth. Finite element modeling is used to confirm a new
theory describing the cause of inhomogeneous 211 particle entrapment during growth of
stoichiometric 123 crystals. Chapter 7 discusses the effect of excess 211 particles on the
microstructure of YBCO single crystals produced by seeded growth. Massive 211
particle segregation during growth of excess 211 crystals is demonstrated and analyzed
according to current theories. A new theory based on 211 particle dissolution is
proposed. Chapter 8 discusses the effects of oxygen annealing on the critical current
density and structure of bulk YBCO single crystals. Chapter 9 presents conclusions on
the relationship between processing parameters, growth rate, microstructure, and
properties of bulk YBCO single crystals. The role of 211 particles in single crystal
production and properties is summarized and future work is suggested.
1.5. Terminology
The yttrium-barium-copper-oxide system is denoted as YBCO. The two main YBCO
phases discussed in this work are YBa 2Cu307.8 and Y2BaCuO5. The YBa 2Cu30 7.8 phase
is denoted as 123 and the Y2BaCuO5s phase is denoted as 211 or Y-211 throughout this
work. The YBa 2Cu408 phase is denoted as 124. Samples containing neodymium and
erbium were also produced as part of the research presented here. The NdBa 2Cu307.8
phase is denoted as Nd-123. The Nd4Ba2Cu2010 phase is denoted as Nd-211. The
Er2BaCuOs5 phase is denoted as Er-211. Solid solutions of Er-211 and Y-211 are
denoted as (Er,Y)-211.
Nearly all 123 crystals produced for this work contain some amount of the 211 phase in
particle form. The 211 particles are contained within a single crystal 123 matrix. Such a
crystal is not a single crystal in the standard sense, since it contains many second phase
particles. These quasi single crystals act as single crystals from the standpoint of
superconducting properties as well as crystal growth theory, however. The crystals grown
in this work are, therefore, denoted as single crystals if there are no 123 / 123 grain
boundaries within the material.
Figure 1.1. Maglev train and track produced by Miyazaki.m7]
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of AC high temperature superconducting cable designed by the
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1. Phase equilibria in the Y-Ba-Cu-O and Nd-Ba-Cu-O systems
Figure 2.1 shows the ternary phase diagram of the YBCO system at approximately 850 'C
in air.[45 461 The two main phases pertinent to this work are the 211 phase (labeled as
1:2:1 in figure 2.1) and the 123 phase (labeled as 2:1:3 in figure 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows
the BaO:5/2(Y 20 3) - 3BaO:5CuO binary phase diagram along the section al-a 2 in figure
2.1.[45-46] Most of the experiments conducted for this work had initial compositions either
on the 123 composition line or in the 211+123 phase field. It can be seen from figure 2.2
that the 123 phase undergoes a peritectic reaction to from the 211 phase plus barium
cuprate liquid around 1000 ± 2 *C. Nearly all types of melt processing methods used to
produce YBCO superconductors are based on this peritectic reaction. The 123 phase also
undergoes a phase transformation from a tetragonal structure to an orthorhombic structure
around 500 'C. The orthorhombic phase is the superconducting 123 phase with the
highest To.
The Nd-211 phase was used in a number of LHFZ growth experiments. Nd-123 single
crystal seeds were also used in seeded growth experiments. Figure 2.3 shows the
1/6(NdBa 2Cu 307.s) - 1/8(3BaO:5CuO) binary phase diagram.[46-48] It can be seen that the
Nd-123 phase forms Nd-211 plus liquid at 1090 ± 10 *C. Knowledge of this peritectic
reaction was used to produce large Nd-123 crystals for use as seeds (see section 5.2.1).
2.2. Crystal structure of the 123 phase
The most technologically important superconducting phase in the YBCO system is the
123 phase. A schematic of the 123 crystal structure is shown in figure 2.4.[49] The
structure of the 123 phase resembles three perovskite cells stacked on top of each other.
The lattice parameters of the oxygenated orthorhombic phase are a = 3.820 A, b = 3.885
A and c = 11.683 A for YBa 2Cu30 6.91. [50] The tetragonal 123 phase forms as a result of
oxygen loss and has lattice parameters of a = b = 3.86 A and c = 11.82 A for the
YBa2Cu30 6 .06 composition. s[51 The high Tc superconducting orthorhombic phase can be
obtained at room temperature by annealing the tetragonal phase in oxygen at a
temperature slightly below 500 'C.
It can be seen from figure 2.4 that copper oxide planes run through the crystal
perpendicular to the c-axis. It has been proposed that the interactions between the copper
and oxygen ions in this layer form positively charged holes. These holes may reside on a
Cu site in the form of Cu3+, oanan oxygen site in the form of O0 or between the Cu-O
bond in the form of a [Cu-O] ÷ cluster. It is theorized that current is carried without
resistance by the holes in this layer, causing superconductivity.[52]
2.3. Summary of superconductivity theory
The concepts of critical temperature, critical field and critical current density are
important aspects of superconductivity theory. These superconducting characteristics are
all interrelated and can be affected by processing parameters used to produce the HTSC
material. The elimination of weak links and the introduction of flux pinning sites can
significantly enhance the superconducting properties of the material.
2.3.1. The relationship between T,, J, and H,
The critical temperature, T,, of a superconductor is the temperature at which the
resistance of the material begins to drop rapidly while T,o is the temperature at which the
resistance actually reaches zero. Pure materials will have a T" and T0,o which are
approximately equal while impure materials will exhibit a resistance curve which
progresses from T, to T,o more gradually. The critical current density, J", of a
superconductor is the maximum current density which a material can carry and remain
superconducting. If this critical current density is surpassed, the material will revert to a
non-superconducting state, even below T,. Superconductivity is also dependent on the
magnetic field surrounding the material. Below a certain critical field, Hc, type II
superconducting materials completely expel magnetic flux. This phenomenon is known
as the Meissner effect. As the field is raised above H,, magnetic flux lines penetrate the
superconductor and the material reverts to its normal state if a strong enough magnetic
field, H,2, is applied. The material is said to be in a mixed state between H, and H 2.-
[53
-
54]
Figure 2.5 shows the relationship between Tc, Jc and Hc. [5 31
Material in the mixed state contains cylindrical regions of normal material of radius 4, the
coherence length of the material, surrounded by superconducting material extended to a
distance X, called the penetration depth. This basic unit of the mixed state is known as a
vortex or fluxoid. A supercurrent flows in the superconducting region to generate one
quantum of flux. This is shown in figure 2.6.[551 The equilibrium vortex density in the
material increases as the magnetic field is increased between Hc and He2 and the number
of flux lines penetrating the material increases. Superconductivity disappears above He2
when the normal cores of the fluxoids overlap.
A Lorenz force given by equation 2.1 results when an electric current is applied to HTSC
materials in the mixed state:
f = J, x (2.1)
where (Qo is the direction parallel to the flux density, J. is the supercurrent flux density
and f is the resulting Lorenz force. This force tends to move the vortices in a direction
perpendicular to the applied field, resulting in an electric field, E, parallel to the current.
This results in a resistive dissipation of energy.[541 The material will become normal
unless the motion of the fluxoids is prevented by some mechanism.
2.3.2. Flux pinning
Critical current density has been shown to be dependent on defects in the HTSC
materials. Research suggests that imperfections in the superconducting lattice which are
similar in size to the vortices (i.e. on the order of the coherence length of the
superconducting material) act as flux pinning centers to pin magnetic flux lines and
prevent movement of the vortices. The presence of these flux pinning centers increases
the critical field which the material can withstand and remain superconducting. The
critical current density will also increase for a given Te if the critical field is increased by
the presence of flux pinning centers. The characteristic dimension for such a site in
YBCO materials is on the order of 2 to 4 A for the c-axis and 10 to 20 A for the ab-
axis.[27,54] Many researchers have found that the critical current density is highest in the
ab-direction and decreases as the angle between the applied field and the c-axis of the
crystal is increased.11 1- 12 25 -27,56 -581 The similarity between the c-axis coherence length and
the separation between the copper-oxygen planes in the 123 crystal structure suggests that
the basic structure of the crystal is responsible for intrinsic flux pinning when the
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal.125-271 Tachiki et al.[25-
26] have supported this theory through calculations of the necessary pinning force.
Tachiki et al. [251 also theorized that critical current densities in YBCO materials can be
enhanced by the presence of additional flux pinning sites in the form of microstructural
defects. Gerber et al.128] found that the density of screw dislocations in thin films of
YBCO was extremely high (109 cm-2) and theorized that the high critical current densities
in thin film materials were a result of high flux pinning by these defects. Jin et al. [291
found through TEM analysis that melt textured samples have more than 2 orders of
magnitude more screw dislocations than sintered bulk YBCO samples. They attributed
the fact that thin films have higher Jo values to this phenomenon. Mannhart et al.[321 have
also reported the improvement in critical current densities with the increase of screw
dislocation density in bulk YBCO materials. Other researchers have suggested that flux
pinning takes place due to twin boundaries which form in the 123 crystal when it
undergoes the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transformation.1 44,591 Many researchers
have also speculated that flux pinning takes place via stacking faults and dislocations in
the 123 crystal.[31'44
It has also been shown that Jo is increased by the presence of 211 particles in YBCO
materials. The 211 particles themselves are much larger than the coherence length of
YBCO materials and can, therefore, not act as pinning centers directly. The relationship
between 211 particles and enhanced flux pinning is discussed in section 2.7. Although
many theories have been presented, the exact mechanism by which flux pinning occurs in
the YBCO system has yet to be identified. It is, therefore, crucial to investigate methods
of introducing effective pinning centers in order to further enhance the J, of bulk YBCO
materials.
2.3.3. Weak links
Critical current densities in polycrystalline YBCO materials have been found to be 2 to 4
orders of magnitude lower than bulk single crystals or thin film materials.1 601 This
decrease in Je values for polycrystalline materials is due to the presence of high angle
grain boundaries which act as weak links between the grains. Researchers believe that
high structural disorder at the grain boundaries acts as a barrier to current flow or as an
easy path for flux flow.11 15 71 The Jc decreases as the misorientation between the copper-
oxygen planes on each side of the grain boundary increases. t1 51 Jc values were found to
decrease by almost 2 orders of magnitude for grain boundary misalignment values from
0O to 200. The dislocation arrangement at the grain boundaries was shown to be the most
important factor in the determination of the critical current densities across the grain
boundaries in these materials. 161 Dimos et al.t161 suggested that the superconducting
order parameter is depressed in the region of the grain boundary. They theorized that this
was due to structural disorder at dislocation cores and from distortions caused by the
strain field of the grain boundary. The grain boundary area through which
superconducting current flow can occur will be less than the actual area of the boundary if
the superconducting order parameter is depressed at each dislocation core. The functional
area of the grain boundary depends on the spacing between the dislocations. The
decrease in Jc with misorientation angle saturates at angles above approximately 200,
when the dislocation cores at the grain boundary begin to overlap.[1 61
The problem of high angle grain boundaries acting as weak links is less significant in
materials based on thallium and bismuth, two families of superconducting materials
which have also been researched extensively. Current flows preferentially in the c-
direction across the generally only slightly mis-aligned (001) twist boundaries, which are
the most common grain boundaries in the main superconducting materials in these
families of compounds. 11541 The dissipation characteristics of polycrystalline materials of
these compounds is dominated by flux motion within the grains, rather than weak-links
between the grains. The fact that these materials exhibit poor intrinsic flux pinning
results in extensive flux motion at temperatures above 30 K.1611 The problems of weak
links in YBCO materials and low intrinsic flux pinning in bismuth- and thallium-based
superconductors must be minimized in order to use these materials in tapes and wires
composed of polycrystalline materials. The requirements of many bulk HTSC
applications requiring high Jc values can be met by components with length scales on the
order of those of single crystal HTSC materials, however. The production of single
crystals of YBCO materials eliminates the problem of grain boundaries, thereby making
YBCO materials good candidates for these bulk HTSC applications.
Research has also shown that melt-growth of YBCO materials produces materials with
special high-angle grain boundaries which do not act as weak links. It was found that melt
growth allows the YBCO crystals to adopt low-energy orientations between crystals
sharing a grain boundary.11 s] Zhu et al.162] showed that such boundaries can be described
through a constrained coincident-site lattice (CCSL). Both grains on this type of grain
boundary share many lattice sites at the boundary. 115' 62] These types of high angle grain
boundaries within melt-grown materials can therefore carry relatively high critical
currents. A great deal of research has therefore been directed toward processing methods
involving melt-growth of YBCO materials.
Barium cuprate phases have also been found to wet grain boundaries and form
nonsuperconducting layers between grains in polycrystalline materials. 119] The presence
of nonsuperconducting phases at the grain boundaries can adversely affect critical current
densities because of the low coherence length of YBCO materials relative to the width of
the grain boundaries.E1 51 The fact that critical current densities are anisotropic in YBCO
materials, as discussed in the previous section, is an additional reason for the overall
decrease in J. in polycrystalline materials. Some grains in a polycrystalline sample will
be oriented in high Jc directions relative to current flow, while other grains will be
oriented in directions of lower Jc. The overall Jc of the polycrystalline sample will,
therefore, be lower than that of a textured or single crystal material. This factor in the
reduction of Jc values in polycrystalline materials is heavily outweighed by the problem of
high angle grain boundaries, however.
Melt-texturing and single crystal growth of 123 materials have been investigated by many
researchers in an effort to eliminate weak links and increase critical current densities.[10-
13,14,21-24,33,35,43,63-72] Figure 2.7 shows the various J, values presently obtained for different
types of YBCO materials based on processing methods. [60 1 It can be seen that materials
with less weak links and more flux pinning centers exhibit higher J. values. It can also be
seen from figure 2.7 that single crystal materials have the highest reported Jo values of the
bulk materials due to the fact that all of the problems associated with the presence of high
angle grain boundaries are eliminated. The work presented here was performed on melt-
grown single crystal YBCO materials for this reason.
2.4. Growth mechanism of YBCO crystals
Melt processing of YBCO materials begins by heating the 123 phase above the peritectic
temperature to form 211 and barium cuprate liquid by reaction 2.2:
2YBa 2Cu306 .5 (s) = Y2BaCuOs5 (s) + [3BaCuO 2 + 2CuO] (liq) (2.2)
123 material nucleates as the temperature is brought below the peritectic temperature.
Growth of the 123 phase occurs via the dissolution of 211 particles in the barium cuprate
liquid near the 123 growth interface. This has been shown very clearly using high
temperature imaging and hot stage X-ray diffraction by Rodriquez et al. 173] The solubility
of yttrium in the barium cuprate liquid is approximately 2%.J74-75]  211 particles
dissolving in the barium cuprate liquid, therefore, supply nearly all of the yttrium required
for the formation of the 123 phase. An yttrium concentration gradient in the liquid at the
123 interface relative to the liquid far away from the interface is the driving force for the
dissolution of the 211 particles and the diffusion of yttrium from the dissolving particles
to the 123 growth interface. Two basic theories have been developed to explain the
formation of this yttrium concentration gradient near the 123 growth interface. t1 0' 331
Cima et al.[331 proposed that the compositional driving force for 211 particle dissolution
and yttrium diffusion is a result of constitutional supercooling in front of the 123
interface. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the solidification model proposed by Cima et
al.1331 Figure 2.8 a) illustrates the 211 particles (a phase) in the barium cuprate liquid in
front of the 123 (y phase) growth interface. The 211 particles are separated by a distance
21. Diffusion of yttrium from the dissolving 211 particles to the 123 interface takes place
over a distance 1. Cima et al. assumed that the 211 particles are in interfacial equilibrium
with their surrounding liquid and are large enough that the effect of radius of curvature on
melting point is negligible. Figure 2.9 shows an expanded section of the peritectic region
of the YBCO phase diagram.1331 The dashed line is the metastable extension of the 211 (a
phase) liquidus. The temperature at the 123 (y phase) interface is given by:
AT, = AT( + ATs + ATC  (2.3)
where ATp is the undercooling below the peritectic temperature, ATG is the depression of
the integrated temperature resulting from the temperature gradient, ATs is the maximum
"constitutional supercooling" ahead of the 123 interface and ATc is the temperature
depression resulting from the deviation in solute concentration at the 211 interface from
that of the peritectic liquid composition. These quantities are shown in figure 2.8 c). The
resulting yttrium concentration gradient in front of the 123 interface is shown in figure
2.8 b) where CLp is the yttrium content of the peritectic liquid, C'L is the yttrium content
of the liquid in contact with the 211 particles and CL is the yttrium content of the liquid
in equilibrium with the 123 interface. Cima et al. developed the following equation for
maximum growth rate of a planar interface by equating the solute rejected from the
growing 123 interface with that diffusing into the liquid:
DL [A T) + GI
= (ATm,,ax +GI(2.4)
I (Cs - CL" )  mLY
where Rm,, is the maximum growth rate of a planar 123 interface, I is half the distance
between the 211 particles in the barium cuprate liquid, DL is the diffusion coefficient of
yttrium in the liquid, Cs, is the yttrium content of the 123 phase, CLP is the yttrium
content of the liquid, G is the temperature gradient, (ATs),ma is the maximum
constitutional supercooling ahead of the 123 interface and mLy is the slope of the
equilibrium 123 liquidus (assumed to be constant). Cima et al. assumed that any
perturbations in the 123 growth interface resulting from the presence of a supercooled
region in front of it will be limited by the high surface energy of the faceted YBCO
faces.[331
An alternative solidification model explaining the formation of an yttrium concentration
gradient near the 123 growth interface was proposed by Izumi et al. 11l0 This model also
assumed that the rate limiting step for crystal growth is the diffusion of yttrium from
dissolving 211 particles. Izumi et al. suggest, however, that the yttrium concentration
gradient in front of the 123 interface results from a change in the chemical potential at the
211 / liquid interface caused by the curvature of the 211 particles. 1'0' ]1 The change in
chemical potential is related to the undercooling by the Gibbs-Thomas equation:
2F
ATr - (2.5)
r
where ATr is the undercooling, r is the radius of the 211 particle and 1 is the Gibbs-
Thomas coefficient given by:
r - (2.6)
where a is the interfacial energy between the 211 particles and liquid and AEF is the
volumetric energy of fusion. The resulting yttrium concentration gradient at the 123
interface can then be determined from the phase diagram by:
2r
AC = CL - C - (2.7)
rmL
where AC is the difference between the yttrium concentration in the liquid at the 211
particles and that at the 123 interface, CL is the yttrium concentration at the 211 particle,
C' is the yttrium concentration in the liquid in contact with the 123 interface and mL is
the 211 liquidus slope. The velocity of the 123 interface can be calculated from the initial
size distribution of the 211 particles, the initial volume fraction of the 211 phase, the
diffusivity of yttrium in the liquid, the Gibbs-Thomas coefficient, the maximum 211
dissolution rate, and a number of other variables. [10, l5]
Both solidification models suggest that maximum growth rate is dependent on the size of
the 211 particles, either directly or by the spacing between the 211 particles which is
proportional to the size of the particles. Both theories suggest that growth rate increases
with decreasing 211 particle size. Both theories also calculate maximum growth rates for
planar interfaces of 123 crystals of a few millimeters to a few cm per hour.[1'.331
2.5. Solidification processing of YBCO single crystals
High angle grain boundaries in YBCO materials act as weak links and degrade the
superconducting properties of the material, as described in section 2.3.3. Salama et al.[76]
introduced the concept of melt growth to produce larger 123 crystals. Jin et al.21]
developed a new melt texturing process in an effort to produce an aligned microstructure
in YBCO materials. Much research since then has been directed toward the development
of melt growth processing methods which result in textured or single crystal materials.[1' 0
13,14,21-24,33,35,43,63-72,78] This work focuses on single crystal growth methods in order to
maximize the Je values of the bulk HTSC materials produced. The two single crystal
growth methods explored in this work are seeded growth and laser heated floating zone
(LHFZ) growth. Background information on these and other single crystal growth
techniques is, therefore, provided in the following sections. Information on melt
texturing methods which do not produce single crystal materials, such as melt-textured-
growth (MTG),[14,211  quench-melt-growth (QMG),[221  melt-powder-melt-growth
(MPMG)1 231 and powder-melting-process (PMP),[241 can be found elsewhere.
A number of techniques have been developed to grow YBCO single crystals. These
include Bridgeman growth,[78] floating zone growth, 110 -12' 33'63-65 ] solute rich liquid crystal
pulling (SRL-CP),179-81] seeded growth, t351 flux growth[66-67,69-72] and infusion growth[13,431.
All of these processes rely on growth from a melt. Single crystal materials can be
produced by either directional or non-directional solidification. Some of the most
commonly used growth methods are discussed in the following sections.
2.5.1. Directional solidification
Floating zone growth and Bridgeman growth are directional solidification processes
which grow single crystals along only their fast growth axes. The ab-axis has been shown
to be the fast growing axis at high undercoolings.[ 1 1' 33,63] Bridgeman growth is a simple
directional solidification method performed in a furnace. A bulk YBCO rod or bar is
pressed and solidified in a temperature gradient by pulling it horizontally through the
furnace. The temperature gradient within the furnace is produced by locating heating
coils next to a water cooled quench tank. The YBCO precursor is melted in a crucible
within the furnace. The 123 phase then nucleates and grows as the material is pulled
under the quench tank and the sample temperature falls below the peritectic temperature.
Growth rate can be controlled by the pulling speed and temperature gradient can be
controlled by the relative temperatures of the furnace and quench tank. One major
disadvantage of this method is that most of the sample is molten during its residence time
in the furnace and contamination due to interaction with the crucible material can take
place.[78]
Floating zone growth in general involves passing a sintered YBCO fiber vertically
through a smaller hot zone. The hot zone can be produced using a number of heat
sources. Laser heated floating zone (LHFZ) growth was used to produce YBCO single
crystals for this study and is described in chapter 4. Other floating zone growth methods
include electrically heated floating zone growth and floating zone growth using halogen
or infrared lamps. Some methods of floating zone growth involve moving the precursor
fiber through the zone while others involve moving the hot zone past the rigidly mounted
fiber. The section of the polycrystalline fiber within the hot zone melts to form barium
cuprate liquid and 211 phase. 123 phase nucleates as the fiber moves through the zone
and cools below the peritectic temperature. Single crystal fibers can be produced by
controlling the temperature gradient within the zone and the pulling rate of the fiber.
Figueredo et al.[11 ' 331 found that growth front microstructure is dependent on pulling rate
of the fiber as well as the temperature gradient within the zone, with pulling rate being the
more dominant factor. Figure 2.9 shows the dependence of interface microstructure on
growth rate and temperature gradient.[11,33] Figure 2.10 shows a schematic of the different
interface structures.[11,33] It can be seen that YBCO single crystal fibers can be produced
at a growth rate of up to approximately 3 jLm/s in a temperature gradient of 1x106 K/m.
This is near the current maximum achievable growth rate for YBCO single crystals since
LHFZ growth is able to produce the highest temperature gradient of all growth methods
discussed here.1 1'- 12 Jc values of more than Wxl05 A/cm 2 at 77 K were achieved for
samples produced by LHFZ growth (see figure 2.7). l' -12] Other floating zone techniques
produce YBCO materials with lower critical current densities.1l0]
The solute rich liquid crystal pulling (SRL-CP), developed by Yamada et al.,[791 is a
directional solidification method used to produce large YBCO single crystals.[79-8 1 211
material in a copper rich melt is placed in a crucible and heated from the bottom. The
temperature at the surface of the melt is controlled to be near the peritectic temperature of
the YBCO material. The material at the bottom of the crucible is at a higher temperature
than the material at the top, which produces a temperature gradient within the melt. The
yttrium solute is transported from the higher temperature region at the bottom of the melt
to the surface of the melt through natural and forced convection. A thin film of YBCO is
used as a seed crystal to solidify YBCO at the surface of the melt. The seed is rotated
rapidly and pulled from the melt to produce a semi-continuous single crystal.179 s8 11 The
advantage of this growth method is that large single crystals can be produced. The
disadvantage is that no 211 particles are incorporated into the YBCO material. This may
degrade the properties of the 123 crystal, based on a number of factors discussed in
section 2.7. Grain boundaries have also been observed in crystals produced by SRL-CP,
which may degrade the properties of the crystals produced by this method.
2.5.2. Nondirectional solidification of YBCO single crystals
Seeded growth, flux growth and infusion growth are all non-directional solidification
methods. These solidification processes grow crystals along three axes. The shape and
orientation of the single crystal depend on the attachment kinetics at the various interfaces
and the process parameters used during growth. Seeded growth was one of the
techniques used to produce YBCO single crystals for this study and is described in
chapter 5.
Flux growthl66-67'69'71-72] involves heating a YBCO material above the peritectic
temperature to form a melt. The melt is then slowly cooled below the peritectic
temperature, at which point 123 crystals begin to nucleate. Further slow cooling or
soaking at a particular undercooling results in three dimensional growth of 123 single
crystals. Much research has been performed on growth of YBCO materials from different
melt compositions.[66-67.69-70.72] Researchers found that single crystals can be obtained
through use of a flux composed of excess barium and copper. [66-67,69-72] Flux growth has
the disadvantage that nucleation of 123 crystals cannot be controlled well. Many 123
crystals usually nucleate within the melt, producing large numbers of single crystals
which are extremely small. It is also difficult to remove the crystals from the solidified
flux and separate them from each other after processing. Boutellier et al.[661 have
minimized the problem of flux separation by developing a process where a porous
ceramic is immersed in the liquid flux at the end of growth. The porous material wicks
the flux away from the YBCO crystals. This method works better than standard flux
growth, although the problems of small crystal size and difficulties in crystal separation
are still present. Although flux growth of single crystals is not a method which can
produce crystals of the size necessary for industrial use, it is a simple method to produce
single crystals of YBCO which can be studied to examine the relationships between
processing and microstructure.
Infusion growth, also known as the isothermal peritectic reaction (IPR) process [13' 43] is
performed by producing a sintered mass of 211 phase containing interconnected pores.
The 211 mass is then infused with a Ba-Cu-O glass melt. The sintered 211 particles react
with the barium cuprate liquid to form 123 crystals. This process has similar drawbacks
to standard flux growth in that the number and size of the resulting 123 crystals cannot be
controlled. The infusion growth process is of scientific interest, however, because it uses
a sintered mass of 211 particles. Sintering the 211 particles together renders them
immobile except directly in front of the 123 interface where they dissolve to form the 123
phase. As will be discussed in chapter 7, the immobility of the 211 particles makes the
infusion growth process an ideal method for testing the validity of 211 particle
segregation via particle pushing during melt growth.
2.6. 123 platelet formation
It has been found that 123 single crystals produced by melt growth from excess 211
materials are actually composed of 123 platelets oriented perpendicular to the c-axis of
the 123 crystal. These platelets are interconnected and oriented parallel to each other
such that the overall material is considered a single crystal. YBCO single crystals made
up of this platelet structure will act as a single crystal to current traveling through the
superconducting material, since the current can travel around the platelet gaps to find a
single crystal path through the entire crystal.1 '5,688 21
Platelet formation has been studied extensively by Schmitz et al.J681 and Goyal et al.[821 It
was theorized that the platelet structure results from 211 particles intersecting the 123
interface, resulting in localized impediments to uniform growth of the 123 crystal. Figure
2.12 shows how platelets are nucleated by 123 material growing around a 211 particle at
the interface.[8 21 Figure 2.12 a) shows how a 211 particle intersects the 123 interface in
the semi-solid melt. 211 particles generally intersect the 123 interface asymmetrically,
resulting in unequal growth rates around the 211 particle due to anisotropy in the growth
rates parallel and perpendicular to the 123 platelet growth face, as shown in figure 2.12
b). The result is a new platelet gap, shown in figure 2.12 c), which separates two parallel
platelets. The connection between this type of platelet structure and 211 particle
segregation in YBCO materials containing excess 211 particles will be discussed in
chapter 7.
2.7. Role of 211 particles
211 particles have been found to play many roles in the processing, properties and
performance of YBCO superconducting materials. As discussed in section 2.4, 211
particles act as a yttrium source during melt growth of YBCO materials. 211 particles
dissolve in the yttrium concentration gradient in front of the 123 crystal interface.
Changes in 211 particle characteristics can significantly affect the growth rate of YBCO
materials. Knowledge of 211 volume fraction, particle size and distribution are,
therefore, important in order to predict the growth characteristics of YBCO materials.
The presence of 211 particles within the semi-solid zone in floating zone growth
methods, as well as other melt growth processes not involving crucibles, prevents the
flow of liquid out of the semi-solid zone. Capillary forces produced by the presence of
211 particles within the melt increase the semi-solid zone stability.[11. 631
It has been found that 211 particles coarsen as they sit in the semi-solid melt produced via
the peritectic decomposition of the 123 phase, described by equation 2.2. 211 particle
coarsening during 123 crystal growth processes can effect the size and distribution of the
211 particles within the semi-solid melt. 211 particle coarsening will, therefore, affect
the growth characteristics and properties of the 123 crystals. The addition of various
dopants materials has been shown to decrease the coarsening rate of 211 particles in the
semi-solid melt.[36,8 3-93] Knowledge of 211 particle coarsening and the effect of dopants
on this process are essential in order to predict the solidification characteristics and
properties of YBCO materials. This will be discussed further in chapter 3.
The presence of 211 particles within solidified YBCO materials has also been linked to
the superconducting properties of the material. A number of researchers have reported an
increase in Jo with the incorporation of 211 particles into the 123 matrix during peritectic
solidification. Murakami and others used the uniform distribution of very fine 211
particles to significantly enhance J. values in YBCO materials. [23,94-95] The results of this
work triggered many other researchers to investigate the effectiveness of 211 particles as
pinning centers in the YBCO system.[88' 96-991 These studies reveal the important role of
211 inclusions in pinning flux in 123 materials prepared using melt-texturing. 211
particles are too large to act as flux pinning centers directly, as described in section 2.3.2.
Mechanisms explaining the correlation between 211 inclusions and flux pinning have
been proposed by a number of investigators. Murakami et al. proposed that the interface
between the 211 particles and the 123 matrix acts as a pinning center.1941 Wang et al.t'00°
and Yamaguchi et al.[t'01 suggested that the stacking faults around the 211 inclusions act
as pinning centers. Murakami et al.J221 have also speculated that flux pinning takes place
via dislocations which form around 211 particles due to stresses. 211 particles have also
been linked to the theory that twin structures in YBCO materials contribute to flux
pinning.[591 Research has shown a relationship between twin spacing and 211 particle
distribution within the 123 crystal.118,441
211 particles have also been linked to platelet formation during melt growth of 123 single
crystals, as described in section 2.6 and shown in figure 2.12. Jin et al. have shown that
platelet spacing correlates with 211 particle spacing and scales almost linearly with 211
particle size.129' 891 It has also been shown that the platelet boundaries become cleaner as
the 211 particle size is reduced to below 1 micron.1 29'10 21 As discussed in section 2.3.3,
critical current densities are severely reduced by the presence of second phase layers
which act as weak links in YBCO materials.
The presence of 211 particles within solidified YBCO materials has also been related to
the reduction of crack formation. Murakami et al. suggested that 211 particles suppress
crack formation by accommodating strain along the c-axis of the crystal during the
tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition.[95] Similar results were found by Jin et al. 1021
Significant 211 segregation within 123 crystals produced by non-directional melt growth
processes has been observed.134-431  Variations in 211 particle distribution with
superconducting materials can significantly impact superconducting properties as well as
crack formation in YBCO materials. This phenomenon is examined in chapter 6 and 7.
Research on the effects of 211 particles on the solidification and properties of YBCO is
important for all of the reasons listed above. A significant part of the work presented here
is, therefore, related to examining the role of 211 particles in melt processing of YBCO
single crystal materials.
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Figure 2.1. Ternary phase diagram of the YBCO system at approximately 850 oC in
air.[45-46]
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of the 123 crystal structure.149]
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Figure 2.6. Schematic of a fluxoid produced by magnetic flux penetration in the mixed
state of HTSC materials. The fluxoid consists of a vortex core surrounded
by a supercurrent.[551
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Figure 2.8. a) Schematic of the 211 particles (a phase) in the barium cuprate liquid
in front of the 123 (y phase) growth interface. The resulting yttrium
concentration gradient in front of the 123 interface is shown in figure b).
Figure c) shows the resulting temperature profile at the 123 interface. [331
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Figure 2.9. Expanded section of the peritectic region of the YBCO phase diagram. [33]
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Figure 2.10. Dependence of interface microstructure on growth rate and temperature
gradient for LHFZ growth of YBCO materials. [11331
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Figure 2.11. Schematic of the different interface structures found during LHFZ growth of
YBCO materials. ', 331
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a) Schematic of a 123 platelet intersecting a 211 particle in the semi-solid
melt. b) 211 particles generally intersect the 123 interface asymmetrically,
resulting in unequal growth rates around the 211 particle due to anisotropy
in the growth rates parallel and perpendicular to the 123 platelet growth
face. The result is a new platelet gap, shown in figure c).1821
Chapter 3
Coarsening of 211 particles in the semi-solid melt
3.1. Introduction
It is known that 211 particle size plays an important role in microstructural development,
growth rate, and superconducting properties of YBCO single crystals. Knowledge of the
formation of 211 particles, as well as their coarsening behavior, is important for
understanding and controlling 211 particle size. Experiments were carried out to
understand 211 particle formation and coarsening. It is known that the 211 phase within
the semisolid melt of 211 plus barium cuprate liquid, formed during melt processing of
YBCO materials, has two main points of origin. The original 211 particles mixed with
the 123 phase remain in the semi-solid melt after heating above the peritectic
temperature. Additional 211 phase is produced by the peritectic melting of the 123 phase
described by equation 2.2. 211 material from both of these sources combine to form
particles within the semi-solid melt. These particles, in turn, undergo ostwald ripening
during their residence in the melt.
Many researchers have found that the addition of other compounds to YBCO samples
keeps the 211 particle size relatively small. Work in this area includes research on the
addition of BaTiO3,[83-84] BaSnO3,[85-88'10 3] Ag,189- 911 BaCeO 3[921 and CeO2. [92] Platinum
additions have been found to be particularly effective in reducing coarsening of 211
particles.[38,85,92,104-106] A number of different theories have been suggested to explain the
influence of platinum doping on decreased 211 particle coarsening. Izumi et al.
suggested that the chemical potential gradient in the liquid changes as a result of Pt
additions.[93' ,107] Izumi et al. [931 also suggested that platinum additions increase the
viscosity of the barium cuprate liquid, thereby decreasing D, the diffusivity of solute in
the liquid. Varanasi et al. 8Ssi believed that platinum additions reduced the diffusivity of
solute in the liquid, as well. Other researchers suggested that the interfacial energy of 211
particles in the liquid is reduced through the addition of platinum.['04"'08 ] Ogawa et al.[106]
and Durand et al.[401 theorized that platinum additions act as nucleation sites for the
formation of 211 particles produced via peritectic decomposition of the 123 phase.
211 coarsening rate in undoped and Pt-doped samples was, therefore, studied as part of
the research presented here. Microstructural changes in 211 particles due to the addition
of platinum and the effectiveness of platinum as a dopant to reduce 211 particle
coarsening were also evaluated. Experiments were also carried out to determine which
theory is the cause of decreased 211 coarsening in Pt-doped samples.
3.2. Coarsening theory
Coarsening, also known as Ostwald ripening, is the process of large particles or crystals
growing at the expense of small particles or crystals in order to minimize the surface
energy of the system. This process can take place in a solid, liquid or gaseous medium,
so long as the diffusing species has an appreciable solubility or vapor pressure in that
medium. Small particles in a system of multi-sized particles residing in a liquid medium
have a larger surface area per unit volume and, therefore, an increased solubility
compared to larger particles in the system. The increased solubility, ca, of a small particle
is given by the Thompson-Freundlich equation:[1 09-1101
ca =coexp RTa (3.1)
where c, is the equilibrium solubility of a planar interface, a is the particle radius, yis the
interfacial energy (ergs/cm 2), M is the molecular weight, p is the density of the particle, R
is the gas constant and T is the temperature. Diffusion of solute from the small particles
to the large particles, shown in figure 3.1 a), takes place in a diffusion field of a given
radius, r, around the particles, as shown in figure 3.1 b).['09- l0]
The radii of the particles in the system change according the coarsening theory (also
known as the LSW theory) developed by Lifshitz and Slyozov,E"'] Wagner t"121 and
Greenwood.1" 31 The change in particle radii is given by:
a 3 _ o3 = k -t (3.2)
where a' is the average particle radius at time t, Wo is the initial average particle radius
and k, the coarsening constant, is given by:
a(4) Dco yMk pRT (3.3)pRT
where a(4) is a parameter which depends on the volume fraction of the coarsening phase
and D is the diffusion coefficient.[ " -1111 31 It can be seen from equation 3.2 that the particle
size in a coarsening system is dependent on t' /3 and that k, the coarsening constant, can be
obtained by plotting the cube of the relative particle size vs. time and measuring the
slope. Equation 3.3 shows that the coarsening rate of the particles in a system with a
given volume fraction of particles can be affected by changes in T, yand D.
3.3. Experimental procedure and analysis
Sintered YBCO precursor pellets were prepared for use in coarsening experiments. Er-
211 was added to some precursor pellets in order to distinguish excess 211 phase added
before melting from the Y-211 phase formed via peritectic melting of the 123 phase.
Samples were heat treated for various lengths of time at a temperature above the
peritectic temperature of YBCO materials to induce coarsening of the 211 particles in the
barium cuprate liquid. Samples were then analyzed to examine microstructural
development of the 211 particles as well as to quantify the coarsening behavior of the 211
phase with and without platinum doping. These procedures are discussed in the
following sections.
3.3.1. The use of Er-211 as a marker
Er-211 was used as a marker in the coarsening experiments in order to distinguish 211
phase which was added to the precursor pellet from 211 phase formed during peritectic
melting of the 123 phase. The Er-211 and Y-211 phases form a solid solution of (Er,Y)-
211 when they are held together above the peritectic temperature in the presence of
barium cuprate liquid. [1'0 5'4] It was assumed that (Er,Y)-211 exhibits the same
coarsening behavior as Y-211 since the ionic radii of Y and Er are very similar (y3+ =
0.89 A, Er3+ = 0.88 A).l o1S The peritectic temperature of Er-123 is slightly lower than
that of Y-123, but it was assumed that this difference did not significantly affect the
coarsening characteristics of the Y-211 + Er-211 phase mixture since the temperature at
which the experiments were performed was almost 100 'C higher than either peritectic
temperature. It was assumed that the diffusivity of Y3+ and Er3' within the barium
cuprate liquid are comparable. This assumption was also made by other researchers
performing experiments using Er-211.[1105,114]
Erbium and yttrium materials can clearly be distinguished from each other using
backscattered scanning electron microscopy. Er-211 will appear as a light colored phase
using backscattered electron imaging, Y-211 will appear as a darker phase, and (Er,Y)-
211 will have a color somewhere in between, depending on the ratio of Er to Y. This fact
allows the location of the Er-211 phase to be tracked, even after extensive coarsening and
mixing with the Y-211 phase has occurred.
3.3.2. Sample preparation
Three types of samples were produced for use in the coarsening experiments. Undoped
stoichiometric samples were composed of 100% 123 phase. Undoped excess Er-211
samples were produced by mixing 80 wt.% 123 powder with 20 wt.% Er-211 powder.
Pt-doped samples were produced by adding 1 wt.% Pt powder to the 123 + Er-211
powder mixture. The 123 powder was purchased from Seattle Specialty Ceramics (now
Praxair Specialty Ceramics). The Er-211 powder was produced by mixing Er20 3, BaCO3
and CuO with a mortar and pestle, isopressing the powder, calcining it at 950 °C in a
MgO crucible in air for 18 hours and then breaking up the pellet into powder form. This
process was repeated three times to ensure complete reaction of the materials. The final
Er-211 powder had an average particle size of 2.5 microns. All powder was examined by
X-ray powder diffraction and found to be phase pure.
All types of powder combinations were mixed with a mortar and pestle until homogeneity
was achieved. The powder mixtures were then filled into rubber tubes with inside
diameters of approximately 2 mm. The rubber tubes were sealed and isostatically pressed
under 40,000 lbs of pressure to produce compacted rods. The rods were sectioned into
pellets approximately 4 mm in length. The pellets were then sintered at 950 'C for 10
hours in order to densify the samples. These samples were then used as precursors for the
coarsening experiments.
3.3.3. Heat treatment
The coarsening experiments were performed in an electrically heated furnace. A
schematic of the furnace construction is shown in figure 3.2. The heat source in the
furnace consisted of two Kanthal® wire coils connected to variable voltage controllers.
The temperature profile in the furnace was varied by changing the spacing and diameter
of the Kanthal® coils. The maximum temperature in the hot zone was controlled by
varying the voltage across the Kanthal® coils. The sample holder consisted of a platinum
basket lined with single crystal MgO slices. It has been shown that MgO does not react
with the liquid formed during melt processing of 123 materials.13 51 The platinum basket
was attached to a thermocouple which was lowered into and raised out of the furnace
during the coarsening experiments. The tip of the thermocouple was approximately 1
mm from the sample to ensure that temperature measurements were as accurate as
possible.
The heat treatment of the coarsening samples was performed by lowering the
thermocouple, basket and sample into the furnace until a temperature of 1094'C was
reached. This temperature was used because it was a representative temperature in the
211 + Liquid two phase region (see figure 2.2). The coarsening samples were held at
1094 °C for 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes and 120 minutes and then
quenched in water. Quenching was performed to preserve the high-temperature
microstructure of the 211 phase and barium cuprate liquid. The pellets were then
mounted in epoxy, polished and examined using backscattered electron imaging. EDX
and electron probe microanalysis were used to analyze sample composition. A number of
samples were also placed in distilled water in an ultrasonic bath. This procedure
dissolved the quenched liquid phase so that the individual 211 particles could be collected
and examined.
3.3.4. 211 particle size analysis
Analysis of the 211 particle size distribution was performed on the backscattered SEM
images of polished cross-sections of the coarsened samples. Particle size distribution
cannot be determined simply by measuring the size of the particle cross-sections observed
in the micrographs. It can be seen from figure 3.3 that a small observed cross-section
may result from a small particle sectioned through the center or a large particle sectioned
near the surface. Schwartz-Saltykov diameter analysis was used to determine the actual
particle size distribution from the SEM micrographs. [1151 The number of cross-sections
within different radius intervals were counted and tabulated. The number of actual
particles with radii within each radius interval was then calculated according to equation
3.4:
(Nv) •i A(N) -ai+l(NA)+l -A i+2 (NA)i+2 - ..; -,(N ) (3.4)
where Nv is the number of actual particles with radii within the given radius interval. i
and j assume integer values from 1 to k, where k equals the total number of radius
intervals. The index j represents the radius interval and is a constant within each
calculation. i varies from i=j through i+l, i+2 etc., up to i=k. NA is the number of cross-
sections within each radius interval. A is defined as the ratio of the maximum radius to
the total number of groups, k. a, is a statistical coefficient representing the relationship
between cross-section radius and actual particle radius. A chart containing these
coefficients can be found in reference [115]. The calculation described by equation 3.4
was repeated for each radius interval to determine the number of actual particles with
radii within each radius interval.
Equation 3.4 is derived from an examination of spherical particles.111 s] 211 particles
coarsening in barium cuprate liquid are not spherical, however. Scheil and Wurst's
analysis for prolate particles was therefore used to modify equation 3.4 to take into
account the non-spherical shape of the 211 particles.11• s This modification is as follows:
1 k(N - k(q)A ( i j ) (N A )  (3.5)
where k(q) is the shape factor for a prolate spheroid and q is the ratio of the minor to
major axis. A graph relating k(q) to q can be found in reference [115]. q for the 211
particles examined in the coarsening experiments was determined by measuring the
maximum aspect ratio of the 211 particles in each sample from the SEM micrographs of
the cross-sectioned samples. The modified 211 particle size distribution was then
calculated using equation 3.5.
3.3.5. Liquid viscosity experiment
A simple experiment was also performed to examine the effect of Pt-doping on the
viscosity of barium cuprate liquid in YBCO samples raised above the peritectic
temperature. A doped and undoped sample were placed on a porous MgO setter and
raised above the peritectic temperature of YBCO, causing the 123 phase to decompose to
form the 211 phase and barium cuprate liquid. The porosity in the MgO setter resulted in
the barium cuprate liquid being wicked into the setter through capillary action. Increased
viscosity of the barium cuprate liquid will result in a smaller wicking distance of liquid
into the porous setter. The liquid wicking distance was measured for doped and undoped
samples after removal from the furnace in order to determine whether Pt-doping increases
or decreases the viscosity of the barium cuprate liquid.
3.4. Results and discussion
Scanning electron microscopy, EDX and electron microprobe analysis were performed on
polished cross-sections and extracted 211 particles in coarsened samples. The results
were used to examine the microstructural evolution of 211 particles, as well as their
coarsening behavior, with and without the use of platinum as a dopant.
3.4.1. Microstructural evolution of 211 particles
Figure 3.4 a) shows a backscattered SEM micrograph of a polished cross-section of an
uncoarsened precursor sample containing 80 wt.% 123 and 20 wt.% Er-211. The white
spots in figure 3.4 are Er-211 particles surrounded by the gray 123 matrix. The black
areas in figure 3.4 a) are pores in the polycrystalline 123 + 211 precursor. Figures 3.4 b)
and c) show backscattered SEM micrographs of polished cross-sections of samples that
underwent coarsening for 10 and 60 minutes at 1094 'C, respectively. It can be seen that
the 211 particles contain white Er-211 centers and gray Y-211 outsides. This figure
reveals that the initial Er-211 added to the samples acts as a nucleation site for the Y-211
phase formed via the peritectic decomposition of the 123 phase. This conclusion was
supported by work performed by Varanasi et al.['04-10 51 A small percentage of 211
particles in figures 3.4 b) and c) show no Er-211 in the center but this is likely due to the
fact that only particles sectioned somewhere near their centers will show the presence of
the Er-211 phase.
Comparison of figures 3.4 b) and c) shows that after small periods of coarsening, the 211
particles have a relatively pure Er-211 center with a relatively pure Y-211 outside.
Particles which coarsen in the barium cuprate liquid for a longer period of time, however,
exhibit three layers of 211 phase. The center of the particles are still made up of Er-211,
the next layer consists of relatively pure Y-211 and the outside layer, which has a light
gray color, consists of (Er,Y)-211. This microstructural development can be explained as
shown in figure 3.5. The uncoarsened samples below the peritectic temperature are
composed of Er-211 particles in a Y-123 matrix. When the samples are heated to a
temperature above the peritectic temperature, the Y-123 decomposes to form Y-211 and
liquid. During coarsening, the large particles grow at the expense of the smaller particles,
as discussed in section 3.2. After short periods of coarsening, the Y-211 on the outside of
the smaller particles is transferred to the outside of the larger particles, preserving the
original dual-layer appearance of the particles. After longer periods of coarsening, the
insides of the smaller particles begin to dissolve along with the outsides of somewhat
larger particles. The Er-211 phase from the center of the small particles mixes with the
Y-211 phase dissolving from the other particles and grows as (Er,Y)-211 phase on the
outside of the largest particles.
The fact that original 211 particles act as nucleation sites for 211 phase formed from the
decomposition of the 123 phase is an important result because it allows the initial 211
particle size in the semi-solid melt to be controlled. Figure 3.6 shows an SEM picture of
211 particles extracted from a coarsened sample containing 20 wt.% initial Er-211 and 80
wt.% 123 phase. Figure 3.7 shows an SEM picture of 211 particles extracted from a
coarsened sample containing 100% 123 phase. The differences in magnification between
the micrographs in figures 3.6 and 3.7 should be noted. Comparison of figures 3.6 and
3.7 shows that the 211 particles formed from the Er-211 + 123 sample are much smaller
than the 211 particles formed from the 100% 123 sample. This can be understood by
examining the nucleation of the Y-211 phase formed by the decomposition of the 123
phase. The Y-211 phase forms via heterogeneous nucleation on the Er-211 particles for
the samples containing excess original Er-211. The Y-211 phase forming from the 100%
123 samples must undergo homogenous nucleation. The number of 211 particles
nucleated via homogeneous nucleation is less than the number of Er-211 heterogeneous
nucleation sites in the excess 211 samples. This causes fewer particles of larger size to
form in the 100% 123 samples while the number of 211 particles in the excess 211
samples is larger and the particles are smaller. Thus, the addition of excess, small 211
particles is a good method for keeping the 211 particle size in the samples low.
Figure 3.8 shows a backscattered SEM micrograph of a polished cross-section of a Pt-
doped excess Er-211 sample which underwent coarsening for 10 minutes at 1094 °C.
Comparing figure 3.8 with the corresponding figure of an undoped sample (figure 3.4 b))
shows that the aspect ratio of 211 particles in the Pt doped sample is much larger than for
the un-doped sample. This result is supported by similar observations by other
researchers.[ 1.33,3892,104-1051 This increase in aspect ratio of the 211 particles results in an
increased surface area to volume ratio. It is therefore concluded that the presence of Pt
atoms in the melt decreases y, the relative interfacial energy of the 211 particles in the
barium cuprate liquid. Equation 3.3 shows that coarsening rate is proportional to y. It is
concluded that the decrease in 211 particle coarsening rate in Pt-doped samples is
therefore a result of decreased interfacial energy. This conclusion is supported by work
performed by others. 11 4-'05s 1081
Polished cross-sections of 211 particles in Pt-doped samples were also examined using
EDX. No platinum was found in the center of any 211 particles in the doped samples. It
is therefore concluded that the platinum powder added to the doped samples does not act
as a nucleation site for 211 particles formed via the peritectic decomposition of the 123
phase. An additional Bal0Cu4Pt3020 phase was found to form in Pt-doped samples, as
shown in figure 3.9. Other Pt phases have been found by Izumi et al.193] and Varanasi et
al.1381 It has been shown that the surface energy of a material within a melt can be affected
significantly by the presence of a small amount of a sparingly soluble material in the
liquid. Results show that this is likely to be the case in Pt-doped samples of YBCO.
Decreased 211 particle surface energies result in a decreased driving force for coarsening.
Changes in 211 particle surface energy also explain the change in aspect ratio of the
particles. Lowering the surface energy of the end faces of the particles relative to the long
faces causes an increase in aspect ratio.
3.4.2. 211 particle coarsening with and without Pt-doping
Figures 3.10 a) through 3.10 d) show microstructures of 80 wt.% 123 + 20 wt.% Er-211
samples which have undergone coarsening at 1094 OC for various lengths of time. Figures
3.11 a) through 3.11 e) show microstructures of 80 wt.% 123 + 20 wt.% Er-211 samples
doped with 1 wt.% Pt which have undergone coarsening at 1094 'C for various lengths of
time. It can be seen that a significant amount of coarsening of the 211 particles has taken
place in the undoped samples. The platinum doped samples exhibit a much smaller
change in 211 particle size with time. It can be seen that the decrease in coarsening in Pt-
doped samples has kept the 211 particle size lower and the number of 211 particles higher
with time compared to undoped samples.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the results of particle distribution analyses for undoped and
Pt-doped samples, respectively. It can be seen that the particle size distribution flattens
out much more quickly with time for the undoped samples than for the Pt-doped samples.
Figure 3.14 compares the total number of 211 particles per m3 with time for doped and
undoped samples. It can be seen that the total number of 211 particles present in both
samples after initial coarsening is lower than the number of excess Er-211 particles added
to the precursor. This result supports the theory presented in section 3.4.1 that the excess
Er-211 particles act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for 211 phase formed from the
peritectic decomposition of 123. Additionally, the fact that the total number of 211
particles present in the Pt-doped samples after initial coarsening is less than the number
of excess 211 particles added to the precursor also shows that the platinum powder did
not act as a nucleation site for 211 particles. If this had been the case, the total number of
211 particles would have increased after the samples were raised above the peritectic
temperature.
Figure 3.14 shows that the total number of particles per m3 decreases more quickly with
time for the undoped samples than for the doped samples. This decrease in coarsening
rate with platinum doping can also be seen in figure 3.15, where average particle size vs.
time is plotted for doped and undoped samples. The coarsening rate constant, k, can be
estimated from the coarsening data by plotting ri3 - r3 vs. time, as shown in figure 3.16.
The fact that the coarsening curves in figure 3.16 are both linear show that the coarsening
of 211 particles does indeed agree with the expected t1/3 relationship predicted by the
LSW theory. This is supported by additional research performed by other
researchers.'104,10 7-10 8,"l 61 Figure 3.16 shows that k = 3.0 x 10-19 m3/s for undoped samples
held at 1094 °C and k = 1.7 x 10-20 m3/s for samples doped with 1 wt.% Pt. This data
shows quantitatively that the coarsening rate of 211 particles decreases significantly for
Pt-doped samples.
The theory that the addition of platinum decreases coarsening due to a decrease in liquid
viscosity was not supported by the experiments conducted here. More barium cuprate
was wicked into the porous MgO setter in Pt-doped samples than in undoped samples. It
is also concluded that decreased solubility of yttrium in the barium cuprate liquid is not a
likely cause of decreased coarsening in Pt-doped samples. Results presented in chapter 5,
as well as results from other researchers, 1631 have shown that 123 crystal growth rate
increases with the addition of platinum to the precursor samples. This would not be the
case if yttrium solubility in the liquid is reduced through the addition of platinum since
yttrium diffusivity was shown to be a critical variable in the growth rate of 123 crystals
(see chapter 2).
3.5. Conclusions
It has been shown that the use of Er-211 is a good way of "labeling" the initial 211 phase
present during coarsening. It was found that excess 211 particles added to the 123 phase
act as nucleation sites for additional 211 phase formed via the peritectic decomposition of
123 at temperatures above 1000 °C. 211 particles formed via homogenous nucleation
and growth in samples composed of 100 % 123 phase were found to be larger than
particles formed via heterogeneous nucleation in excess 211 samples. Quantitative
evaluation of 211 particle growth with time was also performed and the results agree with
expected coarsening relationships. Results show that the addition of excess 211 particles
is an effective means of keeping 211 particle size as low as possible during the processing
of YBCO materials. Experiments involving the addition of platinum show that platinum
doping decreases the coarsening rate of 211 particles in semisolid melts of barium
cuprate. k, the coarsening rate constant, was found to be 3.0 x 10"19 m3/s for undoped
samples and 1.7 x 10-20 m3/s for Pt-doped samples at 1094 'C. It was found that the
interfacial energy of 211 particles in barium cuprate liquid decreases with the addition of
a platinum dopant. It was concluded that the decreased coarsening rate in platinum doped
samples results from this decrease in interfacial energy. It was found that platinum
powder added as a dopant does not act as a nucleation site for 211 particles.
It will be shown in chapter 5 that the increase in 211 particle aspect ratio also explains the
increase in growth rate of 123 crystals in Pt-doped YBCO samples. It will be shown in
chapter 6 that the dissolution rate of 211 particles depends mainly on the small radius of
the particles rather than their length. Faster 211 particle dissolution provides increased
flux of yttrium to the 123 surface. The smaller 211 particle size in Pt-doped samples
decreases the diffusion distances between the particles and the 123 interface. This was
shown to be a critical variable in the growth rate of 123 crystals (see chapter 5).
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Figure 3.1. a) Schematic showing coarsening of particles with radius al and a2 in liquid.
b) Schematic of diffusion field of radius r around a particle of radius
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the furnace construction used for coarsening
experiments.
Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of the sectioning of spheres. Both cross-sections will
have the same radius.
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Microstructural evolution of 211 particles. a) backscattered SEM
micrograph of a polished cross section of an uncoarsened precursor
sample containing 80 wt.% 123 and 20 wt.% Er-211. b) backscattered
SEM micrograph of a polished cross-section of sample after
coarsening at 1094 'C for 10 minutes. c) backscattered SEM micrograph
of sample after coarsening at 1094 'C for 60 minutes.
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Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram showing evolution of 211 particle microstructure in
coarsening samples.
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Figure 3.6. SEM picture of 211 particles extracted from a sample containing 20 wt.%
initial Er-211 and 80 wt.% 123 phase after coarsening for 30 min.
Figure 3.7. SEM picture of 211 particles extracted from a sample containing 100%
123 phase after coarsening for 30 min.
Figure 3.8. Backscattered SEM micrograph of a polished cross-section of a Pt-doped
excess Er-211 sample after coarsening at 1094 °C for 10 minutes.
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Figure 3.9. Backscattered SEM micrograph of a polished cross-section of a Pt-doped
excess Er-211 sample showing the microstructure and composition of
phases.
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Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10. Backscattered SEM micrographs of polished cross-sections of 80 wt.%
123 + 20 wt.% Er-211 samples which have undergone coarsening at
1094 'C for a) 10 minutes, b) 15 minutes, c) 30 minutes and d) 60
minutes.
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Figure 3.11. Backscattered SEM micrographs of polished cross-sections of Pt-doped 80
wt.% 123 + 20 wt.% Er-211 samples which have undergone coarsening at
1094 'C for a) 10 minutes, b) 15 minutes, c) 30 minutes, d) 60 minutes
and e) 120 minutes.
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Figure 3.12. 211 particle size distribution vs. coarsening time at 1094 'C for samples
composed of 20 wt.% Er-211 and 80 wt.% 123.
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Figure 3.14. Total number of 211 particles per m3 vs. time at 1094 OC for Pt-doped and
undoped samples composed of 20 wt.% Er-211 and 80 wt.% 123.
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Figure 3.15. Average 211 particle size vs. time at 1094 °C for Pt-doped and undoped
samples composed of 20 wt.% Er-211 and 80 wt.% 123.
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Figure 3.16. ri3 - r3 vs. time at 1094 'C for Pt-doped and undoped samples composed of
20 wt.% Er-211 and 80 wt.% 123. k, the coarsening rate constant, was
calculated from the slope of the curves.
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Chapter 4
Laser Heated Floating Zone (LHFZ) growth of YBCO single crystals
4.1. Introduction
Most industrial applications of bulk HTSC materials require large amounts of high
quality YBCO material. As discussed in chapter 2, single crystals exhibit the best
superconducting properties of bulk HTSC materials. Experiments were, therefore,
undertaken to produce long YBCO single crystal fibers using laser heated floating zone
(LHFZ) growth. Polycrystalline precursor fibers were produced by extrusion and melt-
processed using LHFZ growth. Factors limiting growth of high quality single crystals,
such as surface roughness, irregular cross-sections and porosity in the precursor fibers,
and liquid migration and uneven hot zones during LHFZ processing, were identified.
These problems were minimized or eliminated and the precursor fiber production and
LHFZ growth processes were optimized in an effort to produce single crystal samples in
excess of 10 cm in length. Secondary nucleation was found to limit the length of single
crystal fibers which can be produced continuously. The process of secondary nucleation
in LHFZ crystals was examined and the driving force for nucleation was investigated.
4.2. Experimental procedure
LHFZ growth of single crystals of various YBCO materials was performed using
polycrystalline precursor fibers produced by extrusion. Fiber production and LHFZ
growth are detailed in the following sections.
4.2.1. Precursor fiber preparation
Fibers composed of the 123, 211 and Nd-211 phases were produced for use as feed rods
in the LHFZ growth process. The Nd-211 powder was used to label the 211 particles, as
with the Er-211 phase used in the coarsening experiments described in chapter 3. The
123 powder used in the fiber production process was the same type of powder used to
produce the coarsening samples described in chapter 3. The 211 powder, in spray dried
form, was also purchased from Seattle Specialty Ceramics (now Praxair Specialty
Ceramics). The Nd-211 powder was produced by mixing Nd203, BaCO3 and CuO and
processing it using the same method used to produce the Er-211 powder used in the
coarsening samples described in chapter 3. The Nd-211 powder was examined using
X-ray diffraction and found to be phase pure. Two different powder combinations were
used to produce the LHFZ precursor fibers. Excess 211 fibers were produced by mixing
80 wt.% 123 powder with 20 wt.% 211 powder. Excess Nd-211 samples were produced
by mixing 80 wt.% 123 powder with 20 wt.% Nd-211 powder.
The basic precursor production process is described in figure 4.1. The powders were
weighed and mixed using a mortar and pestle until homogeneity was achieved. The
binder solution was produced by dissolving 2 g of Poly(vinyl butyral) (PVB) binder and
1 g of dibutyl phthalate (DBP) plasticizer in 10 ml of octanol. The binder solution was
then mixed with the powder and additional octanol to form a slurry. A paste was
produced by heating the slurry and allowing the octanol to evaporate. The viscosity of the
paste was controlled by monitoring the evaporation of the octanol. The paste was then
filled into a stainless steel extrusion die and the chamber was evacuated using a vacuum
pump. Long fibers, approximately 350 gm in diameter, were then extruded, dried with a
heat gun and rolled onto a spool. A schematic diagram of the extrusion process can be
found in figure 4.2. The long fibers were then cut into 20 cm lengths and arranged on
A120 3 rods to keep them straight. The wet fibers were placed in a vacuum furnace at 120
"C for 12 hours to evaporate the remaining octanol. The dry fibers were then heated at
500 "C for 10 hours to burn out the binder and plasticizer. Finally, the fibers were
sintered at 960 oC for 10 hours to increase their density.
4.2.2. Solidification procedure
The LHFZ processing set-up consisted of a 100 Watt CO2 laser with dual beam heating
optics and a controlled atmosphere growth chamber. A schematic diagram of the LHFZ
set-up is shown in figure 4.3. Two polycrystalline precursor fibers, described in the
previous section, were mounted in chucks with two axes of rotation and two axes of
triangulation. The chucks were mounted on the upper and lower pulling heads of the
crystal grower after aligning the fibers in the chucks. The two precursor fibers were then
connected by heating the ends of the filaments with the laser beams and joining them.
The dual laser beams were focused on opposite sides of the precursor fiber, producing a
hot zone with a maximum temperature above the YBCO peritectic temperature.
It can be seen from the YBCO phase diagram shown in figure 2.2 that a semisolid zone
composed of the 211 phase and barium cuprate liquid is produced by heating the 123 +
211 samples above the peritectic temperature. Semisolid hot zones of 1 to 2 filament
diameters were established by using incident beams with diameters of 900 pm. The
temperature of the hot zone was measured with an optical pyrometer and controlled using
the laser current source. The precursor fibers were pulled through the hot zone at rates
between 0.5 cm/h and 3 cm/h. A standard chamber atmosphere of 100% oxygen at
atmospheric pressure was used for precursor materials of the above composition. A
polished cross-section of a typical quenched semisolid zone is shown in figure 4.4. The
polycrystalline precursor fiber can be seen to the left. A swollen section formed when the
barium cuprate liquid in the zone wicks up into the polycrystalline precursor is located
between the semisolid zone and the precursor fiber. The interface between the growing
single crystal and the semisolid zone can be seen to the right. The 211 phase in the
semisolid zone dissolves in the barium cuprate liquid during solidification and acts as a
yttrium source for the growing 123 crystal. The 211 particles which are not completely
dissolved are incorporated into the 123 single crystal matrix. Figure 4.5 shows an optical
micrograph of a polished cross-section of a typical YBCO single crystal fiber produced
by LHFZ growth. After growth, the LHFZ samples were examined using optical
microscopy, SEM, four-circle X-ray diffraction and SQUID magnetometry.
4.3. Process optimization
A number of problems were encountered during precursor preparation and LHFZ
processing. These included fiber breakage, excess surface roughness, porosity and
irregular cross-sections in the precursor fibers. Solidification problems included uneven
hot zones, liquid migration and secondary grain nucleation. The following sections detail
the changes made in the precursor production and LHFZ growth processes in order to
minimize or eliminate these problems.
4.3.1. Optimization of precursor fiber production
Green fibers with lengths in excess of 10 cm are needed in order to produce single crystal
123 fibers at least 10 cm long. These green fibers must have few surface defects to
minimize surface nucleation of additional 123 crystals during LHFZ growth. The green
fibers must also have uniform cross-sections and low porosity to assure a regular
temperature distribution across the zone. Porosity in precursor fibers results in porous
123 single crystals after LHFZ processing, producing inferior superconducting materials.
Previous green fiber production techniques produced fibers with some surface roughness,
porosity and irregular cross-sections. A number of aspects of the green fiber production
process were changed in order to produce longer green fibers with fewer surface defects
and porosity and more uniform cross-sections.
The extrusion step in the precursor production process was previously performed with a
syringe from which the needle had been removed. The glass casing of the syringe often
cracked under the high extrusion pressures, terminating the extrusion process and
contaminating the paste with glass fragments. A stainless steel extrusion die was,
therefore, constructed and used in place of the syringe. A Swagelok® fitting was welded
to the end of the die to allow various extrusion orifices to be attached to the die. These
extrusion orifices consisted of syringe heads from which the needles had been removed.
The diameters of the extruded fibers was varied by attaching syringe heads of various
gauges to the extrusion die.
The original extrusion process also involved extruding lengths of fiber onto a glass plate.
The maximum length of green fibers which were produced in this manner was limited by
the length of the glass plate. Fibers also deformed slightly after extrusion onto the plate
which resulted in a flat spot along the length of the fiber. Removal of the fibers from the
glass plate after the solvent evaporation step was also difficult due to bonding between
the fiber and glass plate. This resulted in surface defects and roughness in the green
fibers. These problems were minimized by using a heat gun to dry the wet fiber during
the extrusion step. The surface of the wet fiber was dried with hot air as it was extruded
from the stainless steel die. The dried fiber was still extremely flexible due to the
presence of the binder. The long strand of extruded fiber was then rolled onto a take-up
spool. The long fiber was unwound and cut into shorter fibers of the desired length after
extrusion was complete. The fibers were then be placed directly onto alumina rods for
the solvent evaporation, binder burnout and sintering steps since the outside of the fibers
was already dry.
Green fibers produced using the original extrusion method occasionally contained large
pores which interfered in uniform growth during LHFZ processing. These pores resulted
from the incorporation of air during the extrusion process, which was originally
performed without the evacuation of the extrusion chamber. Figure 4.6 shows the porous
microstructure of a LHFZ processed sample produced before improvements were made in
the extrusion process. An additional step designed to reduce pore formation was,
therefore, added to the precursor extrusion process. A hole was bored in the side of the
extrusion die and connected to a vacuum pump to allow the extrusion chamber to be
evacuated. Evacuation of the chamber was performed after the precursor paste was
inserted into the die and before extrusion took place.
Improvements made in the precursor production process resulted in significantly
improved green fibers. The length of the green fibers was no longer limited by the length
of the glass plate. Fibers of nearly unlimited length were produced and rolled onto the
take-up spool. Flat spots along the length of the fiber produced by contact with the glass
plate were eliminated since the surface of the fiber was dried while suspended in air.
Surface roughness and defects produced during removal from the glass plate were also
eliminated. The addition of the evacuation step during paste extrusion significantly
decreased the amount of porosity in the green fibers. SEM micrographs of green fibers
produced using the improved process are shown in figures 4.6 a) and b). It can be seen
that the sectioned surface is homogeneous and no pores are visible. LHFZ samples
produced from these precursors showed virtually no traces of pre-growth porosity.
4.3.2. LHFZ growth optimization
The LHFZ process was also optimized to grow longer single crystals more reproducibly.
The issues of liquid migration, uneven zones, and secondary grain nucleation during
LHFZ growth were addressed in an effort to improve the growth process. Examples of
each of these phenomena are shown in figures 4.8 through 4.10, respectively. Zone
destabilization due to liquid migration in the zone was reduced by decreasing the
maximum temperature in the zone. This decreased the ratio of barium cuprate liquid to
211 solid which retarded the flow of liquid out of the zone (based on the phase rule in the
211 + L region of the YBCO phase diagram shown in figure 2.2). The problem of uneven
zones was corrected by changing the position of the beam splitter on the laser set-up until
both beams were of equal intensity. The resulting change in the symmetry of the hot zone
was observed using the optical pyrometer. The problem of secondary grain nucleation
was not completely solved, but nucleation of grains on the surface of the filaments was
minimized by eliminating the problem of uneven zones and producing precursor fibers
with fewer pores and surface defects.
4.4. Growth rate limitations
The maximum growth rate of YBCO single crystals was found to be approximately 1.5
cm/h. The 123 single crystal interface in samples containing excess 211 changed from a
single crystal interface to a polycrystalline interface at pulling rates above this value.
Samples containing excess Nd-211 were examined using backscattered scanning electron
microscopy in order to obtain visual information on the growth rate dependence of the
structure of the 123 single crystal interface. Neodymium doped materials were used to
increase the contrast between the 211 phase and the 123 phase during SEM imaging, as
was done with Er-211 materials in the previous chapter. The 211 particles in the semi-
solid zone and solidified crystal were easily distinguished from the solidified 123 phase.
The formation of (Nd, Y)-211 phase mixtures within the 211 particles was also observed,
as was seen in the coarsening samples described in chapter 3. Results of experiments
involving the addition of Nd-211 instead of Y-211 provide excellent visual information
on the structural changes of the 123 interface resulting from variations in growth rate.
Figures 4.11 a) through c) show the change in interface structure with growth rate. It can
be seen that a planar single crystal interface is obtained at a growth rate of 1 cm/h, a
blocky/faceted interface is obtained at a growth rate of 2 cm/h and a cellular dendritic
interface is obtained at a growth rate of 3 cm/h. This correlates with the microstructural
changes induced by variations in growth rate observed by Cima et al.[33] and Figueredo et
al., t 1 1 shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11.
It can be seen that the number of 211 particles decreases directly in front of the 123
interface. A diffusion zone which is poor in 211 phase can be seen in front of the 123
interface for samples solidified at all growth rates. This diffusion zone is marked by the
arrows in figures 4.11 a) through c). The presence of this zone confirms that 123 growth
takes place by dissolution of 211 particles into the undercooled liquid in front of the 123
interface followed by yttrium diffusion across the diffusion zone, as described by the
theories developed by Cima et al.[331 and Izumi et al. °0] which were summarized in
section 2.4. The presence of this diffusion zone was also observed by Figueredo l I in
crystals produced by LHFZ growth and by Shen[631 in samples produced by electrically
heated floating zone growth.
4.5. Secondary nucleation
Many high quality 123 single crystals were produced using the optimized precursor
production and LHFZ growth methods. The maximum length of single crystals which
were produced continuously was limited to less than 5 cm due to secondary nucleation
during growth. These short sections were useful for analysis of superconducting
properties and were used for this purpose. Numerous samples were analyzed for a J,
study performed by Sung et al.t311 and for the J, analysis described in chapter 8. Industrial
applications require much longer fibers, however. The dependence of secondary
nucleation on 123 crystal orientation was therefore examined and quantified using four
circle X-ray diffraction. The results of the four circle X-ray diffraction study provide
evidence for a nucleation model explaining secondary grain nucleation in crystals grown
by LHFZ processing.
4.5.1. Crystal orientation determination through the use of four circle X-ray
diffraction
Small changes in growth direction were sometimes observed during LHFZ growth.
These changes in growth direction resulted in small aberrations observable on the outside
of the solidified fiber. Mounting and polishing the fiber revealed that secondary grain
nucleation had taken place at this particular place on the fiber, as shown in figure 4.10.
This secondary grain nucleation resulted in a grain boundary between the end of one
single crystal and the beginning of a second single crystal. Four circle X-ray diffraction
was used to examine the orientation of different single crystal YBCO grains in fibers
produced by LHFZ growth. The boundaries between the grains were located on the
solidified fiber by locating the small aberrations.
The four circle X-ray diffraction apparatus is shown in figure 4.12. Four-circle X-ray
diffraction allows the exact orientation of a crystal to be located relative to the sample.
The sample was oriented in the X-ray diffractometer as shown in the inset in figure 4.12.
The fiber was mounted on a piece of (100) silicon and aligned in the diffractometer using
the aligning cross-hairs with the sample in various positions. The (400) peak of the
silicon was then located by the diffractometer and the angular values were all zeroed to
ensure that the fiber sample was level. It has been shown that the (100)/(010) face is the
fast growing face in 123 single crystals solidified using floating zone growth.[1" 63] The
ab-axis of the crystal, the fast growth direction, was found to grow approximately parallel
to the fiber axis. [11 It was, therefore, assumed that the c-axis of the 123 crystal was
nearly perpendicular to the axis of the single crystal fiber when mounting the fiber in the
X-ray diffractometer. The (006) peak of the 123 crystal was therefore located
approximately by scanning about the X axis of the diffractometer at the 2-theta value of
the 123 (006) peak. The (003) peak of the 123 crystal was also scanned for at the same
value of X. This was done because the 2-theta value of the (006) peak is within 0.1
degrees of the 123 (200) peak and within 1.2 degrees of the 123 (020) peak. It was
determined that the original (006) peak was definitely the (006) peak and not the (200)
peak or the (020) peak by locating the (003) peak at the same X value. The exact (006)
peak position was then optimized by varying co. co determines how much the in-plane
angle of the 123 crystal must be changed in order to obtain the maximum peak position.
The value of co, therefore, gives the misorientation of the c-axis of the 123 crystal relative
to the normal of the fiber. (o also gives the misorientation of the ab-axis relative to the
axis of the single crystal fiber, as shown in figure 4.13, since the ab-axis and the c-axis of
the 123 crystal are separated by 90' .
It was found that the misoreintation between the fiber axis and the ab-axis of crystals
grown at earlier times during the LHFZ growth process was larger than the misorientation
in crystals grown at later points in the process. Figure 4.14 shows the co peaks of two
different single crystal sections in the same fiber. It can be seen that the misorientation of
the growth direction was larger for the crystal near the start of solidification (but after
single crystal growth had been achieved) than for the crystal near the fiber zone (the end
of solidification). Table 4.1 shows that this was the case for all crystals examined using
four-circle X-ray diffractometry. A secondary nucleation model is proposed based on this
data.
Fiber sample number crystal location within fiber measure Co values (degrees)
L15 far from zone 1.94
near zone 0.27
L33 far from zone 3.00
near zone 1.85, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00
L55 far from zone 2.30
near zone 0.62, 0.15, 0.05
Table 4.1. 123 crystal misorientation measured by four-circle X-ray diffraction.
4.5.2. Secondary nucleation model
Figure 4.15 shows a schematic of 123 crystal growth during LHFZ processing.
Figueredo "' showed that mass nucleation and grain selection usually occurs within the
first 30 zone lengths during LHFZ growth. Natural grain selection takes place when the
fastest growing grain grows and dominates the slower growing grains until only this
single grain remains. The grain that remains is oriented such that its ab-axis is more
closely aligned with the fiber axis than any other grains nucleated during initial
nucleation, allowing it to grow faster than the others. Four-circle X-ray diffraction results
have shown, however, that this first grain is not always aligned perfectly with the fiber
axis and is often misaligned by a few degrees.
Figure 4.16 shows a model describing secondary nucleation which is believed to take
place during subsequent growth of the YBCO fiber. The initial single crystal has a large
misorientation relative to the fiber axis (3 degrees, for example). Secondary 123 crystals
nucleate on rough spots or fiber imperfections as the fiber is pulled through the hot zone.
Any 123 crystal nuclei with ab-axes aligned less favorably relative to the already growing
crystal are quickly stopped as the crystal grows past them. Eventually, however, a 123
crystal with a more favorable orientation than the already growing crystal is nucleated.
Such a crystal will grow faster than the already growing crystal. This new crystal will
spread as the fiber is pulled through the hot zone, until it has completely dominated the
original 123 crystal. Secondary nucleation will then occur along this crystal, until another
grain with an even better orientation is nucleated. This process will occur until the ab-
axis of the crystal is oriented exactly parallel to the fiber axis.
This model predicts that a continuous single crystal fiber can eventually be grown using
LHFZ processing. The fact that 123 single crystals have a maximum growth rate of
around I cm/h, however, means that it may take more than 10 or 20 hours to form a
perfectly aligned crystal. The longest sample grown for this study was processed for 19
hours and contained a 10 cm section with a single grain boundary, with the last crystal
approximately 6 cm long. The LHFZ process is a user-controlled process which requires
continual monitoring and adjusting of beam position and zone temperature. Significant
growth fluctuations can occur if the process is left unmonitored for more than a few
minutes. This limits the maximum user-operated growth period to less than 1 day. It has
been shown that this is not enough time to grow a single crystal with perfect orientation.
Continuous monitoring and feedback of beam position and temperature using a
computerized LHFZ system, CCD camera and pyrometer will allow the maximum
processing time to be significantly increased. The maximum growth time will then be
limited by the length of the crystal growing chamber and the length of the sintered
polycrystalline YBCO feed rods which can be produced. The quality of the
polycrystalline precursor rods must also be maximized, since surface imperfections,
pores, and other flaws destabilize the zone during growth. The use of such high quality
precursor fibers, as well as an automated LHFZ growth system, would allow the
production of long sections of single crystal fibers without grain boundaries.
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4.5. Conclusions
YBCO single crystals with lengths of more than 5 cm were grown reproducibly through
the optimization of the precursor fiber production and the LHFZ growth process. The
maximum length of 123 single crystals produced by the user-operated LHFZ growth
process was found to be limited by the slow growth rate of YBCO materials as well as the
problem of secondary grain nucleation. The relationship between 123 crystal growth rate
and interface structure was observed in samples containing Nd-211 particles. The
maximum growth rate below which single crystal growth takes place was confirmed to be
between 1 and 2 cm/h. The 123 single crystal interface changes from a single crystal
interface to a dendritic interface at growth rates above these values. The presence of a
diffusion zone containing a reduced number of 211 particles in front of the 123 growth
interface confirmed the melt-growth models proposed by Cima et al.[33] and Izumi et
al. t'0 1 (see chapter 2). A model describing secondary nucleation in YBCO fibers was
proposed based on 123 crystal orientation results obtained by four-circle X-ray
diffraction. This model suggests that perfectly oriented single crystals can be obtained by
using longer processing times, resulting in much longer sections of 123 single crystals.
Such results can be obtained through the use of a computerized monitoring and feedback
system during LHFZ processing. The use of long, high quality polycrystalline precursor
fibers with no pores or surface imperfections is also critical for automated growth of long
single crystals by LHFZ growth.
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Schematic of the basic LHFZ precursor fiber production process.
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Figure 4.1.
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Schematic of the extrusion process used in the production of LHFZ
precursor fibers.
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Schematic of the LHFZ growth set-up.[tII
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Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a typical quenched
semisolid zone produced by LHFZ growth.
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Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5.
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Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a typical YBCO single
crystal fiber produced by LHFZ growth.
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Figure 4.6. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a fiber produced by LHFZ
growth showing a porous microstructure before improvements were made in
the extrusion process.
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Figure 4.7.
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a) Low and b) high magnification SEM micrographs of sectioned LHFZ
precursor fibers after extrusion.
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Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a LHFZ sample showing
liquid migration out of the semi-solid zone.
i-"---4
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Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a LHFZ sample showing
uneven heating in the semi-solid zone.
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Figure 4.10. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a LHFZ sample showing
secondary grain nucleation on the surface of the fiber.
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Figure 4.11. Backscattered SEM micrographs of excess Nd-211 LHFZ samples grown
at rates of a) 1 cm/h, b) 2cm/h and c) 3 cm/h. It can be seen that the
structure of the 123 interface deteriorates with increasing growth rate. A
diffusion zone which is poor in 211 phase can be seen in front of the 123
interface for samples solidified at all growth rates. This diffusion zone is
marked by the arrows in figures a) through c).
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0Figure 4.12. Schematic of four-circle X-ray diffraction set-up. 117]1 LHFZ fiber samples
were oriented in the X-ray diffractometer as shown in the inset.
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Figure 4.13. Schematic diagram of the c-axis and ab-axis of the 123 crystal relative to
the LHFZ fiber axis. to gives the misorientation of the ab-axis relative to
the axis of the single crystal fiber
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Figure 4.14. co peaks obtained by four circle diffraction of two single crystals in a
LHFZ fiber.
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Figure 4.15. Schematic of 123 crystal growth during LHFZ processing.
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Schematic of model describing secondary nucleation which is believed to
take place during subsequent growth of the YBCO fiber.
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Chapter 5
Seeded growth of YBCO single crystals
5.1. Introduction
Seeded growth is a second method for producing large single crystals of YBCO
superconducting material. The effects of variations in processing parameters on crystal
growth were, therefore, investigated in this study. The dependence of growth rate on
variations in 211 particle characteristics such as volume fraction, particle size and
decreased coarsening rate through platinum doping, was investigated. The dependence of
growth rate on undercooling was also investigated. Observations were made on YBCO
crystal habit and growth interface morphology as a function of 211 particle characteristics
and undercooling. 123 crystal habit was examined and related to expected shapes based
on periodic bond chain (PBC) analysis. Changes in 123 interface morphology were
related to variations in processing parameters. The relationship between growth rate, R,
and undercooling, AT, was examined for the different growth mechanisms of 123 single
crystals.
5.2. Experimental procedure
Seeded growth of YBCO single crystals was performed using single crystal Nd-123 seeds
and YBCO precursor pellets of various compositions. Seed and precursor pellet
production, as well as the seeded growth process, are described in the following sections.
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5.2.1. Nd-123 seed preparation
Single crystal Nd-123 seeds were produced by melt-growth. Nd-123 was chosen as a
seed material because it has a crystal structure and unit cell size very similar to that of Y-
123. Additionally, Nd-123 has a peritectic temperature of 1090 °C in air (see figure 2.3),
which is 90 'C higher than the peritectic temperature of Y-123 (see figure 2.2).
Therefore, Nd-123 crystals remain solid at temperatures between the Y-123 peritectic
temperature and the Nd-123 peritectic temperature. This is the temperature range in
which seeded growth of Y-123 was performed.
Commercial Nd-123 powder (PSC, Inc.), produced using spray pyrolysis, was used to
produce the Nd-123 seed crystals. The powder was examined by X-ray powder
diffraction and found to be phase pure. The Nd-123 powder was weighed and pressed
into 3 g pellets using a 0.5 inch diameter die under 5000 lbs of uniaxial pressure. The
pressed pellets were sintered on a polycrystalline MgO plate for 18 hours at 950 'C in air
to densify them. They were then placed onto a thin slab of single crystal MgO for heat
treatment. Previous work has shown that MgO does not react with the liquid formed
during melt processing of 123 materials.[351 Additionally, since the MgO plates used in
these experiments were single crystals, no pores or cracks were present to wick the liquid
out of the semi-solid melt. The Nd-123 pellet and MgO substrate were placed into a
quartz-lined tube furnace and heated in air to 1126 °C at a rate of approximately 10
°C/min. The samples were held at this temperature for 1 h to assure complete melting of
the YBCO portion of the sample. The samples were then cooled to 860 'C in 76 h. An
extremely low cooling rate of less than 2 degrees per hour was used to ensure growth of
large crystals. The samples were then cooled to room temperature using a cooling rate of
approximately 1 °C/min. The temperature profile used to produce the Nd-123 seeds is
shown in figure 5.1. A schematic of the furnace used for Nd-123 seed production, as well
as for the seeded growth experiments, is shown in figure 5.2. Large Nd-123 single
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crystals, on the order of hundreds of microns in size, were formed as the sample was
slowly cooled below the peritectic temperature.
The heat-treated Nd-123 pellets were mounted in epoxy and sectioned perpendicular to
their axes. The pellet cross-sections were polished and examined in polarized light under
an optical microscope to determine the size of the Nd-123 crystals. The polished samples
were then sectioned into 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm squares using a diamond impregnated wire
saw. The surrounding epoxy kept the resulting cubes of Nd-123 material together in
pellet form. The sectioned pellets were again examined in polarized light under the
optical microscope to determine which sections were made up of single crystals and
which sections contained grain boundaries. The orientation of the Nd-123 crystals was
determined by examining the cracks within the crystals. 123 materials undergo a phase
transition from the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase around 500 °C (see figure 2.2). The
change in crystal volume causes the material to crack. The preferred cracking planes
have been found to be perpendicular to the c-axes of the crystals. tl8s] Therefore, the Nd-
123 crystals exhibiting no cracks can be identified as having their polished surfaces
oriented perpendicular to the c-axis, while cubes with many cracks are known to be
oriented parallel to the c-axis. Crystals with fewer widely spaced cracks have orientations
somewhere in between. Single crystal Nd-123 cubes oriented with polished sections
perpendicular to their c-axis were chosen as seed crystals for use in these experiments.
5.2.2. YBCO precursor pellet preparation
Various types of precursor pellets, including stoichiometric 123 samples, excess 211
samples and platinum doped samples, were prepared for use in the seeded growth
experiments. The labels and compositions of each type of sample are listed in table 5.1.
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Label Composition Milled
Stoichiometric 123 100 wt.% 123 no
Excess 211 80 wt.% 123 + 20 wt.% 211 yes
Pt-doped stoichiometric 99 wt.% 123 + 1 wt.% Pt no
Pt-doped excess 211 79 wt.% 123 + 20 wt.% 211 + 1 wt.% Pt yes
Table 5.1. Composition of precursor pellets used in seeded growth experiments.
The 123, 211 and platinum powder used to prepare the precursor pellets used in the
seeded growth experiments were the same type used to prepare the coarsening samples
and LHFZ samples, described in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Samples labeled as
"unmilled" were produced by mixing the unmilled powders with a mortar and pestle until
a homogenous mixture was obtained. Samples labeled as "milled" were produced by
milling the mixture of 123 and 211 powders in a ball mill with MgO milling media for 24
hours. Some samples were doped with 1 wt.% platinum powder to decrease the
coarsening rate of the 211 particles in the semi-solid melt, as described in chapter 3. The
Pt-powder was added to the unmilled 123 and 211 powders and the mixture was
homogenized using a mortar and pestle. The pellets were pressed and sintered using the
same procedure as for the Nd-123 pellets described in section 5.2.1.
5.2.3. Solidification procedure
Seeded growth involves the placement of a higher-melting R-123 seed material, such as
Nd-123, on top of a YBCO sample. The YBCO material is then heated above the
peritectic temperature to form 211 particles and liquid (see figure 2.2). This semi-solid
melt is undercooled to below the peritectic temperature of 1000 °C and held for a given
amount of time. The Nd-123 seed acts as a nucleation site for the Y-123 material. The
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peritectic reaction which occurs at the 123 solidification interface is described by
equation 2.2. The peritectic reaction occurs by dissolution of the high temperature 211
phase into the liquid followed by reprecipitation onto the 123 surface.
Single-crystal Nd-123 seeds with polished faces parallel to their c-axes were placed face-
down onto sintered 123 pellets for the seeded growth experiments. The samples were
placed onto single crystal MgO substrates and inserted into a quartz-lined tube furnace
(see figure 5.2). The samples were then heated in air to 420 'C and then to 1010 'C in
90 minutes. The samples were held at 1010 °C for 1 hour to ensure complete melting.
The temperature was then lowered to the desired undercooling temperature and the
samples were held at this temperature for the desired growth time. The level of
undercooling, AT, was varied as one of the processing parameters in the seeded growth
experiments. Undercooling was varied between 0 OC and 15 OC. The samples were
quenched in de-ionized water after growth to prevent slow cooling and additional growth
of 123 material below the desired undercooling temperature. The temperature profile
used for the seeded growth experiments is shown in figure 5.3. Three dimensional growth
of a 123 single crystal takes place as shown in figure 5.4. The ab- and c-faces of the 123
single crystal grow outward from the seed material to form four ab-pyramids and two c-
pyramids within the 123 single crystal. The 123 crystal is continuous, however, and there
are no actual physical boundaries between the different pyramids. Only the bottom half
of figure 5.4 was observed in the seeded growth samples since the seed is placed on top
of the YBCO precursor pellet. The seeded growth samples were then examined using
cross-polarized optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
Figure 5.5 shows the top view of a typical YBCO single crystal produced by seeded
growth. The assignment of the crystal faces was performed by examining the direction of
cracks within the crystal which were observed after polishing the surface of the crystal.
The preferred cracking plane in 123 materials is along planes oriented perpendicular to
the c-axis of the 123 crystal, as described in section 5.2.1.
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5.3. Results and discussion of the dependence of 123 crystal growth
rate on variations in processing parameters
An interesting observation made during the analysis of the crystals grown for this study is
that the c-axis growth rate is larger than the ab-axis growth rate (see figure 5.5). This
observation is in direct contrast to results of directional solidification processes in which
the ab-face of the 123 crystal is the fast growing face.[111 63] This difference is due to the
fact that the current seeded growth experiments were performed at low undercoolings
while the directional solidification experiments were performed in high temperature
gradients resulting in large undercoolings. This will be discussed further in section 5.5
which deals with the relationship between growth mechanism and growth rate of 123
single crystals.
The ratio of c-axis to ab-axis on the top surface of the crystals grown for this study ranged
from 1.31 to 1.54. The ratio of c-axis to the ab-axis perpendicular to the seed crystal was
even larger, with at typical value being 16.67. This high ratio of c-axis length to ab-axis
length has also been observed in other 123 crystals produced by seeded growth. 142,1" 91
This is in direct contrast to other crystals produced by melt growth processes, such as flux
growth. The growth rate of the c-axis of typical flux grown crystals was shown to be
much slower than the ab-axes. Ratios of ab-axis length to c-axis length ranged from
6.67x10 4 to 0.05..112o The cause for this difference in the ratios of c-axis to ab-axis
growth rates for crystals produced by seeded growth and those produced by flux growth is
not yet understood.
Figure 5.6 shows the dependence of 123 single crystal growth rate on variations in
processing parameters. Figure 5.7 shows an expanded version of the data for the
stoichiometric samples shown in figure 5.6. The filled symbols represent the ab-axis of
the 123 crystal while the hollow symbols represent the c-axis. It can be seen that growth
rate depends on sample undercooling, 211 volume fraction, and Pt-doping. Variations in
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growth rate with 211 volume fraction and Pt-doping result from changes in 211 particle
characteristics within the samples. The following two sections discuss the dependence of
123 crystal growth rate on sample undercooling and 211 particle characteristics.
5.3.1. The dependence of 123 crystal growth rate on undercooling
Figures 5.8 through 5.10 show polished cross-sections of YBCO crystals grown from
excess 211 precursors by seeded growth for 2 h at undercoolings of 9 °C, 12 °C and 15
°C, respectively. It can be seen that the growth rate of the 123 crystals increases with
undercooling, AT. It can be seen from figure 5.6 that this was the case for all samples, as
predicted by modem solidification theory. This result fits the YBCO solidification model
proposed by Cima et al., 331 described in section 2.4. This model predicted that growth
rate of 123 crystals is heavily dependent on undercooling. Undercooling of the sample
was shown to result in an yttrium concentration gradient in front of the 123 interface.
This concentration gradient is the driving force for 211 particle dissolution and yttrium
diffusion to the 123 interface. The equation relating growth rate to processing variables
(equation 2.4 in section 2.4) can be rewritten for seeded growth to reflect the absence of a
temperature gradient as:
R = T(C, (5.1)
1 C, - CL") m Y
where R is the growth rate of a planar 123 interface, 1 is half the distance between the 211
particles in the barium cuprate liquid, DL is the diffusion coefficient of yttrium in the
liquid, Csr is the yttrium content of the 123 phase, CLp is the yttrium content of the liquid,
ATs is the constitutional supercooling (undercooling) ahead of the 123 interface and mLris
the slope of the equilibrium 123 liquidus (assumed to be constant). 331 It can be seen from
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equation 5.1 that R will increase with AT. This is verified by the results shown in figure
5.6. 211 particle dissolution rate and yttrium diffusion rate increase with undercooling,
therefore increasing the rate of yttrium transport to the 123 interface and resulting in an
increased growth rate of the 123 crystal. It can be seen from figure 5.6 that a two-fold
increase in the sample undercooling, AT, results in a two-fold increase in growth rate, R.
This is in good agreement with results predicted by equation 5.1.
5.3.2. The dependence of 123 crystal growth rate on 211 particle characteristics
It can be seen from figures 5.6 and 5.7 that 123 crystal growth rate depends on 211
volume fraction and Pt-doping. Growth rate increases by almost an order of magnitude
with the addition of excess 211 particles and by almost 10% with the addition of
platinum. Figures 5.9 and 5.11 show YBCO crystals grown from excess 211 and
stoichiometric 123 precursors at an undercooling of 12 °C, respectively. Comparison of
figures 5.9 and 5.11 show that excess 211 additions increase 123 single crystal growth
rate. Figures 5.8 and 5.12 show YBCO crystals grown from excess 211 precursors
without Pt-doping and with Pt-doping at an undercooling of 9 'C, respectively.
Comparison of figures 5.8 and 5.12 show that Pt-doping increases 123 single crystal
growth rate. These results can be explained by examining the relationship between the
addition of excess 211 particles or Pt-doping and the distance between the 211 particles in
the semisolid melt.
The distance between 211 particles in the semi-solid melt is dependent on both 211
particle size and 211 particle volume fraction in the melt. Sung et al.J311 quantified the
relationship between 1, half the distance between 211 particles, d, the 211 particle
diameter, and Vf, the volume fraction of 211 particles in the melt, by assuming a simple
cubic arrangement of evenly spaced particles in the melt. They found this relationship to
be:
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21 = (5.2)
Changes in I due to changes in Vf and d are related to variations in growth rate, R, through
equation 5.1. It can be seen from equation 5.1 that a decrease in 1 by a certain amount
produces an increase in R by the same amount.
It was shown in chapter 3 that 211 particles which form in stoichiometric samples are
much larger than 211 particles in excess 211 samples. This is due to the fact that the 211
phase forms via homogeneous nucleation in stoichiometric samples and heterogeneous
nucleation on excess 211 particles in excess 211 samples. The 211 particles in the semi-
solid melt of stoichiometric 123 samples processed by seeded growth are therefore much
larger than the 211 particles in excess 211 samples. This was found to be true in the
samples produced for these experiments. The average 211 particle diameter for the
stoichiometric samples was approximately 11 plm while the 211 particles in the excess
211 samples had an average diameter of approximately 1.5 pm. Some of this decrease in
particle size can also be attributed to the fact that the excess 211 samples were produced
from milled powder, while the stoichiometric samples were not.
The excess 211 samples also contained 20 wt.% excess 211 particles. The phase rule was
used to estimate the volume% of 211 particles in the stoichiometric and excess 211
samples above the peritectic temperature from the binary phase diagram shown in figure
2.2. It was found that the stoichiometric samples contained approximately 23 vol.% 211
(Vf= .23) phase above the peritectic temperature while the excess 211 samples contained
approximately 43 vol.% (Vf = .43) 211 phase. The values for 211 particle size, d, and
211 particle volume fraction, Vf, were plugged into equation 5.2 and used to calculate the
approximate change in interparticle spacing, 1, for the excess 211 samples relative to the
stoichiometric samples. It was found that I = 7.2 pm for the stoichiometric 123 samples
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and I = 0.8 p.m for the excess 211 samples. These values correspond to a decrease in 1 of
nearly an order of magnitude between the stoichiometric samples and the excess 211
samples. Equation 5.1. shows that an order of magnitude decrease in 1 will result in an
order of magnitude increase in growth rate, R. The results shown in figure 5.7 show that
this is indeed the case for the crystals grown in these experiments. The growth rate of
123 crystals produced from excess 211 samples is approximately an order of magnitude
larger than the growth rate of 123 crystals produced from stoichiometric samples.
It was shown in chapter 3 that Pt-doping reduces the coarsening rate of 211 particles in
the barium cuprate liquid. The change in 211 particle size with Pt-doping in the samples
processed by seeded growth was estimated based on the results given in chapter 3 (see
figure 3.17). The seeded growth samples were held at 10300C for 1 hour and then cooled
to an undercooling temperature slightly below the peritectic temperature of 1000 OC and
held there for 2 hours. Only an approximate decrease in 211 particle size with Pt-doping
can be calculated from the results in chapter 3 because the coarsening experiments were
performed at a temperature of 1094 'C, which is significantly above the temperatures
used in the seeded growth experiments. This approximation is still useful for estimating
the expected increase in growth rate for Pt-doped samples, however. It was estimated
from the results in chapter 3 that the addition of a Pt-dopant will reduce the 211 particle
size in the seeded growth samples by an average of 25 % throughout the growth process.
A 25 % reduction in 211 particle size results in a decrease of 25% in 1, half the
interparticle spacing, as well (based on equation 5.2). Equation 5.1 shows that this
reduction in I corresponds to an increase in growth rate, R, of 25%. Figures 5.6 and 5.7
show that the approximate increase in 123 crystal growth rate with the addition of
platinum is approximately 10%. It is likely that the observed 123 growth rate increase is
lower than the value approximated from the coarsening results given in chapter 3 because
the processing temperature during seeded growth was approximately 90 °C lower than the
temperature used in the coarsening experiments. Coarsening is reduced at the lower
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temperatures, causing the beneficial value of Pt-doping as a coarsening reduction agent to
be reduced as well.
Growth rate of 123 crystals produced from excess 211 precursors may also be affected by
211 particle segregation which was found to occur in these samples. This phenomenon
will be discussed in chapter 7.
5.4. Results and discussion of 123 crystal habit and interface
morphology
YBCO crystals grown by seeded growth displayed crystal habits similar to those expected
by periodic bond chain (PBC) analysis of 123 crystals. The (011) crystal face, which is
predicted by PBC analysis but which is very rare in other melt-grown crystals, was also
observed. The morphology of the 123 crystal interface was examined and found to be
dependent on undercooling, crystal face and growth mechanism. Results of 123 crystal
habit and interface morphology are detailed in the following sections.
5.4.1. Habit of 123 crystals grown by seeded growth
One main crystal habit with small variations was observed in the 123 single crystals
produced by seeded growth for this study. Figure 5.11 shows a polished cross-section of a
typical YBCO crystal grown from a stoichiometric precursor pellet. As described in
section 5.2.1, the c-axis of the crystals can be identified by locating the cracks running
through the sample. These cracks form parallel to the ab-axis of the crystal. The c-axis
of the crystal is therefore perpendicular to the cracks. Figure 5.10 shows the shape of a
typical YBCO crystal grown from an excess 211 precursor pellet. Similar shapes were
found in Pt-doped crystals. It can be seen that the c-axis of the top surface of the crystal
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shown in figure 5.10 is significantly longer than the ab-axis. Some excess 211 samples
also produced crystals such as the ones shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14. The additional
face shown in these pictures was determined to be the (011) face. This face has only been
observed on 123 crystals by one other researcher.""1 2] Figure 5.15 shows a typical cross-
section of a YBCO crystal grown by seeded growth and sectioned perpendicular to the
top of the precursor pellet. It can be seen that the second ab-axis of the crystal (running
vertically through the sample) is significantly shorter than the other ab-axis and the c-axis
of the crystal. This was found to be the case in all crystals grown by seeded growth,
independent of precursor composition.
The manifestation of different crystal faces is due to a combination of the appearance of
the slowest growth directions of the crystal determined by crystal structure and variations
in growth kinetics of these faces due to variations in process parameters during growth. A
number of observations in crystal habit of 123 crystals grown by seeded growth can be
explained by examining the theoretical slowest growth directions using periodic bond
chain (PBC) analysis. The basic theory of periodic bond chain analysis was developed by
Hartman and Perdok. 122] This type of crystal habit analysis depends on the concept of a
periodic bond chain which is an uninterrupted, periodically repeated sequence of strong
bonds in certain crystallographic directions. A strong bond is considered to be a bond
between an atom and its nearest neighbor. A periodic bond chain is a row of strongly
bonded atoms within a crystal which has the stoichiometric composition of the crystal. A
periodic bond chain in a 123 crystal therefore contains yttrium, barium and copper atoms
in a ratio of 1:2:3. Periodic bond chains can be oriented in any direction within the
crystal, as long as the stoichiometry criterion is met. A detailed explanation of PBC
theory can be found elsewhere.[1221
Three categories of crystal faces can be described by examining orientations of the
periodic bond chains within a crystal. An F (flat) face contains two or more non-parallel
periodic bond chains. An S (stepped) face contains only one PBC, and a K (kinked) face
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contains no PBCs. Each of these different faces has a different growth mechanism. A K
face is microscopically rough and needs no nucleation to grow. Atoms are incorporated
directly onto the face by a continuous mechanism. S faces have no connections between
PBCs and grow by a one dimensional mechanism. F faces grow by a two dimensional
growth mechanism. This type of growth can occur either by a spiral growth mechanism
or layer-by-layer growth. These growth mechanisms are much slower than the others,
causing F faces to be the slowest and most visible faces on the crystal. Crystal habit is,
therefore, determined exclusively by F faces.[23,122-123]
One of the most referenced PBC analyses done on 123 crystals was performed by Sun et
al. 1231 They found that the (001), (011), (013), (112),(114) and (100)/(010) faces were F
faces for the tetragonal form of 123 crystals. The theoretical crystal habit of the tetragonal
123 crystal was found to be dominated by the (001), (011) and (100)/(010) faces which
were found to be the slowest growing faces. This crystal structure is shown in figure
5.16.
Sectioning the structure shown in figure 5.16 perpendicular to one ab-face results in the
structure shown in figure 5.17. The correlation between the theoretical tetragonal 123
crystal structure shown in figure 5.17 and the structure observed in the 123 crystals
produced by seeded growth for this study (see figures 5.13 and 5.14) is very good. The
(001), (100)/(010) and (011) faces present in the theoretical structure are all present in the
structure of the crystals produced for this study. This has only been observed once
before.[121]
5.4.2. Interface morphology of 123 crystals grown by seeded growth
PBC analysis suggests that F faces of crystals grow by a two dimensional growth
mechanism.[23' 122-1231 This type of growth can occur either by a spiral growth mechanism
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or layer-by-layer growth. Many researchers have investigated the interface morphology
and growth mechanism of 123 crystals, resulting in many different growth observations
and results. Vandewalle et al.[124-125] suggested sympathetic nucleation of c-faces on fast
growing spirals on the ab-faces, leading to a terraced structure. This growth mechanism
does not seem to be occurring in the crystals produced for this study since the c-face was
found to grow faster than the ab-face. Hopper growth was observed by Hong et al.170] on
the c-face of 123 crystals while Sun et al.1721 observed Hopper growth on the ab-faces. A
schematic of Hopper growth is shown in figure 5.18 a).1126] Growth steps nucleate on the
edges of the crystal and grow inward. Spiral growth was observed on the c-face by Sun et
al. [69'721 and Taylor et al. l1201 and on the ab-face by Narlikar et al.[11271 Growth spirals were
observed on all faces by Marella et al.[128] Figure 5.18 b) shows a schematic of spiral
growth which produces many spiral growth hillocks such as the one shown in the bottom
part of figure 5.18 b).[1291
Experimental observations of the 123/liquid interface of quenched excess 211 samples
processed by seeded growth for this study showed that the ab-face of the crystals grew by
spiral growth while the c-face grew by two dimensional nucleation in the form of Hopper
growth. Figures 5.19 through 5.22 show the different interface morphologies observed in
excess 211 crystals produced by seeded growth. Figures 5.19 a) through c) show SEM
micrographs of the interface morphology of the c-face of 123 crystals produced at
undercoolings of 6 OC, 9 OC and 15 OC, respectively. The flat interface on these c-faces
shows that layer by layer growth is likely. No spiral growth hillocks were observed on
any c-faces of these crystals. Figure 5.20 shows a higher magnification SEM image of
the c-face of an excess 211 crystal grown at and undercooling of 15 *C. It can be seen
that growth steps are present on the surface of the crystal. The c-interface appears slightly
curved in the low magnification optical micrograph of the c-face shown in figure 5.21.
This is due to the fact that the growth steps nucleate on the outer edges of the c-face of
the 123 crystals and grow inward. The inside regions of the c-face are therefore lower
than the outer regions of the c-face where growth steps have already formed. This is a
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typical interface structure for Hopper growth.[' 30] These observations show that two
dimensional growth on the c-faces of the 123 crystals grown from excess 211 precursors
occurred via edge nucleation. This is supported by other research which has shown that
the two-dimensional nucleation barrier at the edges is approximately 25% lower than on
the face.177. 130 1 Scheel et al.[1311 also report observations of edge nucleation on c-faces of
123 crystals.
Figures 5.22 a) through c) show SEM micrographs of the interface morphology of the ab-
face of 123 crystals produced at undercoolings of 6 °C, 9 °C and 15 °C, respectively.
Growth hillocks can clearly be seen on the ab-faces of the 123 crystals. It is, therefore,
concluded that the ab-faces of the 123 crystals produced from excess 211 samples grow
via spiral growth. It can also be seen that the growth hillocks become less pronounced as
undercooling is increased. This is due to the fact that growth perturbations in faceted
crystals are more stable at low undercoolings than at high undercoolings. This
observation lends support to the theory developed by Cima at al.[33] which assumed that
the instability of any perturbations in the 123 growth interface resulting from the presence
of a supercooled region is stabilized by the high surface energy of the faceted YBCO
faces. [331 It can be seen from figures 5.22 a) through c) that this is indeed the case.
5.5. The relationship between growth mechanism and 123 crystal
growth rate
The previous section showed that the ab-face of the 123 single crystals produced for this
study grew by a spiral growth mechanism while the c-faces grew by two-dimensional
Hopper growth. It was shown in section 5.3 that the c-axis growth rate for the 123
crystals produced for this study was always larger than the ab-axis growth rate (see figure
5.5). This observation is in direct contrast to results of directional solidification processes
using large temperature gradients (such as floating zone growth) in which the ab-face of
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the 123 crystal is the fast growing face."11631 This difference is due to the fact that the
current seeded growth experiments were performed at low undercoolings while the
directional solidification experiments were performed in high temperature gradients
resulting in large undercoolings. Equation 5.3 relates growth rate by a spiral growth
mechanism, Rspial, to undercooling, AT, by:[110]
Rspira = fvao 1- exp kTG- (5.3)
where ao is the distance advanced by the interface in a unit kinetic process, k is
Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, AG is the free energy chance accompanying
crystallization and is given by:
AG = AH - TAS (5.4)
where AH and AS are the enthalpy and entropy of crystallization, respectively. v in
equation 5.3 is the frequency factor for transport at the crystal liquid interface and is
given by:
kT
v= 3r (5.5)
where 17 is the viscosity of the liquid. fin equation 5.3 is given by:
ATf = 2p (5.6)
where Tp is the peritectic temperature of the 123 phase.
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Equation 5.7 relates growth rate by a two-dimensional (Hopper) growth mechanism, R2D,
to undercooling, AT, by: [110]
R 2 = Av exp(- (5.7)
where A and B are constants.
The difference in the dependence of growth rate, R, on undercooling, AT, for both growth
mechanisms results in the relationship shown in figure 5.23. It can be seen that the
growth rate vs. undercooling curves for spiral and Hopper growth cross at a particular
undercooling. This correlates well with the experimental observations made in this study,
as well as those of other studies. [11,63] At low undercoolings (such as those used in the
current study), the c-face, which grows by a two-dimensional Hopper growth mechanism,
is found to grow faster than the ab-face, which grows by a spiral growth mechanism. The
LHFZ experiments described in chapter 4, as well as directional solidification
experiments described elsewhere, [11' 631 resulted in the production of YBCO crystals for
which the ab-face was the fast growth face. These experiments were performed at higher
undercoolings (AT > 17 °C). This change from the c-face as the fast growth face at low
undercoolings to the ab-face as the fast growth face at high undercoolings can be
explained by examining the relationship of the growth curves plotted in figure 5.23. The
intersection point in figure 5.23 was estimated by comparing the relationship of fast
growth face to undercooling for seeded growth and floating zone growth experiments.
[11.631 Thus, differences in the relationship between growth rate, R, and undercooling, AT,
for the different growth mechanisms of 123 single crystals can account for the fact that
the c-face is the fast growth face at low undercoolings while the ab-face is the fast growth
face at high undercoolings.
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5.6. Conclusions
It has been shown that growth rate of 123 crystals produced by seeded growth was
dependent on undercooling, AT, and 211 particle spacing. Growth rates increased with
increasing undercooling. The addition of excess 211 phase and platinum dopant
decreased the 211 particle spacing, therefore increasing the growth rate of the 123
crystals. These results support the 123 solidification model proposed by Cima et al.133]
123 crystal habit was shown to be similar to that predicted by PBC analysis. The
presence of the (001), (100)/(010) and (110) 123 crystal faces were observed in samples
produced by seeded growth. The presence of spiral growth hillocks on the ab-faces and
Hopper morphologies on the c-faces of the 123 crystals were shown. The presence of
these growth mechanisms are in agreement with PBC theory which states that F faces of
faceted crystals grow by two dimensional growth mechanisms. It was shown that
differences in the relationship between growth rate, R, and undercooling, AT, for the
different growth mechanisms of 123 single crystals can account for the fact that the c-face
is the fast growth face at low undercoolings while the ab-face is the fast growth face at
high undercoolings. Future work should include an examination of why the vertical ab-
face of the 123 crystal grows more slowly than the horizontal ab-face of 123 crystals
produced by seeded growth.
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Temperature profile used in the production of single crystal Nd-123 seed
crystals.
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Schematic of the furnace used for Nd-123 seed production as well as for
the seeded growth experiments.
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Temperature profile used for seeded growth of YBCO single crystals.
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Schematic of three dimensional growth of a 123 single crystal from a
Nd-123 seed.
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Figure 5.5. Top view of a typical YBCO single crystal produced by seeded growth
using a Nd-123 seed crystal. The c-face (001) and ab-face (100)/(010) are
marked as shown. It can be seen that the c-axis grows faster than the
ab-axis.
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Figure 5.6. The dependence of 123 single crystal growth rate on variations in
processing parameters.
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The dependence of 123 single crystal growth rate on variations in
processing parameters for undoped and pt-doped stoichiometric samples.
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2 mm
Figure 5.8. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth
for 2 h at an undercooling of 9 oC. The c-face (001) and ab-face
(100)/(010) are marked as shown
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Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth
for 2 h at an undercooling of 12 "C. The c-face (001) and ab-face
(100)/(010) are marked as shown.
(100)/(010)
(001)
2mm
Figure 5.10. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth
for 2 h at an undercooling of 15 OC. The c-face (001) and ab-face
(100)/(010) are marked as shown.
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(100)/(010)
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2 mm
Figure 5.11. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from a stoichiometric 123 precursor by seeded
growth for 2 h at an undercooling of 12 'C. The c-face (001) and ab-face
(100)/(010) are marked as shown.
(001) face
(100)/(010)
face
2 mm
Figure 5.12. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from a Pt-doped excess 211 precursor by seeded
growth for 2 h at an undercooling of 9 'C. The c-face (001) and ab-face
(100)/(010) are marked as shown.
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Figure 5.13. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth
for 2 h at an undercooling of 6 *C. The c-face (001), ab-face (100)/(010)
and (011) face are marked as shown.
(100)/(010)
.. (011)
Figure 5.14.
500 Am
Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of the top surface of a 123
single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth
for 2 h at an undercooling of 12 'C. The c-face (001), ab-face (100)/(010)
and (011) face are marked as shown.
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(001) face
200 p~m
(100)/(010) face
Figure 5.15. Optical micrograph of a polished cross-section of a 123 single crystal
sectioned perpendicular to the surface of the sample. The crystal was
produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded growth for 2 h at an
undercooling of 15 'C. The c-face (001) and ab-face (100)/(010) are
marked as shown.
(001) face
ace
(100)/(010)
face
Figure 5.16. Schematic of the theoretical 123 crystal habit calculated by Sun et al.1123]
using periodic bond chain (PBC) analysis.
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(001) face
(011) face
(100)/(010) face
Figure 5.17. Schematic of a section of the theoretical 123 crystal habit shown in figure
5.16. The crystal was sectioned along the c-axis.
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Figure 5.18. a) Schematic of Hopper growth.[ 1261 Growth steps nucleate at the edge
of a face and move inward. b) Schematic of spiral growth.[129] Growth
spirals shown in the top half of figure b) can nucleate on screw
dislocations, causing multiple growth spirals (bottom) to form on the
surface of a face.
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Figure 5.19. SEM micrographs of 123/liquid interface morphologies of the c-face of
123 single crystals produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded
growth for 2 h at undercooling of a) 6 'C, b) 9 'C and c) 15 °C.
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Figure 5.20.
20 gm
Higher magnification SEM micrograph of the c-face of a
123 single crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded
growth for 2 h at undercooling of 15 'C showing the presence of a
Hopper growth step.
curved (001) hopper face
500 gm
Figure 5.21. Optical micrograph of the c-face of a 123 single crystal produced from an
excess 211 precursor by seeded growth for 2 h at undercooling of 12 oC
showing the presence of a Hopper microstructure. The curved c-face is
due to Hopper steps nucleating on the edges and growing inward.
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Figure 5.22. SEM micrographs of 123/liquid interface morphologies of the ab-face of
123 single crystals produced from an excess 211 precursor by seeded
growth for 2 h at undercooling of a) 6 oC, b) 9 'C and c) 15 0C.
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Figure 5.23. Comparison of growth rate, R, vs. undercooling, AT, for spiral growth and
two-dimensional (Hopper) growth mechanisms. The intersection point was
estimated by comparing the relationship of fast growth face to
undercooling for seeded growth and floating zone growth experiments.
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Chapter 6
The effect of 211 particle dissolution rate on the microstructure of
stoichiometric YBCO single crystals produced by seeded growth
6.1. Introduction
Many researchers working on melt growth of YBCO materials have reported seeing
inhomogeneous distributions of 211 particles within stoichiometric 123 single crystals.134
36,38-39] The presence of 211 particles within 123 crystals has been correlated with the
enhanced critical current densities in YBCO materials, as discussed in section 2.7.[87.92 ,94-
95,1011 211 particles also act as an yttrium source for the growing 123 crystal during
solidification from a melt. Understanding the dissolution of 211 particles in front of the
123 interface and the incorporation and distribution of 211 particles within the 123 crystal
during melt growth is, therefore, an important step toward being able to predict the
microstructure and enhance the properties of 123 superconducting materials.
6.2. 211 particle segregation and proposed explanations
211 particles segregate along the intersections of the ab-pyramids and c-pyramids of the
123 crystal (see figure 5.4) during three-dimensional growth of 123 single crystals from
stoichiometric precursors. This type of 211 particle segregation forms planes of 211
particles through the 123 crystal.[34 -351 These planes of 211 particles are observed as "X"
tracks if the 123 single crystal is sectioned at right angles through the seed (see figure
6.1). Other shapes, such as X's with squares in the center or trapezoids, can be formed if
the crystal is sectioned along other planes. [351 Figure 6.2 shows various types of 211
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patterns which can be observed.1351 Such 211 particle segregation patterns have mainly
been observed in crystals grown from the melt either by flux growth or seeded
growth.' 15'34-391 Tracks of 211 particles have also been observed in materials produced by
directional solidification. Shen et al.[63] observed 211 particle tracks emanating from
single crystal points in fiber samples solidified using an electrically heated zone furnace.
Many researchers have explained 211 segregation phenomena using particle pushing
theories.134'36 38'421 Kim et al.[37] and Varanasi et al.[34] suggested that "X" tracks are
formed from 211 particles which are pushed to the edges of the growing 123 crystal by
growth steps which are formed during spiral growth of 123 faces. This conclusion was
based on the work of a number of other researchers who observed growth spirals on the
surfaces of melt grown 123 crystals. [20,29,69,128,132] Varanasi et al. assumed that 123 growth
in melt-textured processing takes place via step growth on three mutually perpendicular
faces of the crystal. They assumed that these steps grow outward to the edges of the
crystal. These growth steps push 211 particles toward the edge of the crystal where they
are entrapped by two intersecting growth spirals.
A second growth mechanism was proposed by Vandewalle et al. 124-125 and Hannay et
al.11321 They observed stacked terraces of 123 plates formed along the c-direction of 123
crystals. This microstructure was explained using the theory that the c-terraces nucleate
sympathetically on the fast growing ab-planes of the 123 crystal. Varanasi et al.[341
extended this theory to assume that such terrace growth takes place on all three faces of
the 123 crystal. They suggested that 211 particles pushed by the terraces are also trapped
at the intersection of these terraces at the edges of the crystal.134] Varanasi et al.
concluded that "X" tracks were more likely to be found in Pt-doped samples containing
small 211 particles which can be pushed by the growth steps more easily.[34,381
These theories do not explain a number of observations. Sun et al.[72] and Hong et al.1701
showed the presence of hopper-like morphologies on the (100)/(010) surfaces of 123
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crystals grown by melt growth. [126] It has been shown that these type of morphologies are
most common in crystals formed on the surface of a melt, such as in flux growth or
seeded growth. 11261 Hopper growth morphology was also found on the c-faces of the 123
crystals produced by seeded growth for the current study, as described in chapter 5. As
shown in figure 5.18 a), 123 material nucleates on the edges and corners of the crystal.
The steps grow inward toward the center of the face during Hopper growth. It has been
shown that the two-dimensional nucleation barrier at the edges is approximately 25%
lower than on the face.[771,30 ] 211 particle pushing by growth steps formed on such
crystals will, therefore, result in lines of 211 particles along the axes of the 123 crystal
instead of at the intersection of the ab- and c-growth pyramids shown in figure 5.4.
Additionally, Shang et al. observed multiple growth hillocks produced by numerous
screw dislocations on the (100)/(010) faces of 123 crystals produced by melt growth. [1331
Sun et al.1721 and Goyal et al. 821 observed the same growth mechanism on (001) faces.
Both groups observed the presence of multiple growth hillocks nucleated in random
patterns on each face. Multiple spiral growth hillocks were also found on the ab-faces of
the of the 123 crystals produced by seeded growth for the current study, as described in
chapter 5. The randomly nucleated spiral growth hillocks grow along the face of the
crystal until they impinge upon each other. Any pushed 211 particles will therefore end
up segregated in a random fashion, instead of in the observed patterns (see figure 6.2).
Such evidence shows that 123 crystals produced using melt processing can grow by either
spiral or Hopper growth. Particle pushing by neither growth mechanism can explain the
formation of "X" tracks of segregated 211 particles in 123 crystals.
This work presents a model of 211 particle segregation in stoichiometric 123 samples
which is based on differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the faces, edges
and corners of a growing 123 crystal. This model can be used to explain "X" track
formation with and without the addition of Pt, as well as for all modes of growth of 123
crystals.
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6.3. Background
As described in chapter 5, seeded growth involves the placement of a higher-melting R-
123 seed material, such as Nd-123, on top of a 123 sample. The 123 material is then
melted to form 211 particles and liquid. This semi-solid melt is undercooled below the
peritectic temperature of 1000 'C and held for a given amount of time. The Nd-123 seed
acts as a nucleation site for the Y-123 material. The peritectic reaction which occurs at
the 123 solidification interface was described by equation 2.2. The peritectic reaction
occurs by dissolution of the high temperature 211 phase into the liquid followed by
reprecipitation onto the 123 surface. The yttrium-rich 211 particles act as a yttrium
source for the growing 123 crystal.['0 ,33,7 s8
Section 2.4 describes the solidification model developed by Cima et al.t33] in which the
undercooling at the 123 interface is given by:
AT, = ATG + ATs + AT (6.1)
where ATp is the undercooling below the peritectic temperature, ATG is the depression of
the integrated temperature resulting from the temperature gradient, ATs is the maximum
"constitutional supercooling" ahead of the 123 interface and ATc is the temperature
depression resulting from the deviation in solute concentration at the 211 interface from
that of the peritectic liquid composition. ATc has been found to be very small. For
purposes of simplification it was therefore assumed that ATc = 0. The single crystals
produced for this study were grown at a constant undercooling which results in ATG = 0.
The model presented here assumes that ATG= 0 and ATc= 0 such that
ATp = ATs = AT (6.2)
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where AT is the actual undercooling of the sample. The results of this study will be
qualitatively the same for growth in a temperature gradient, however.
A schematic of the one dimensional yttrium concentration profile in front of the growing
123 crystal is shown in figure 6.3. CY is defined to be the yttrium concentration in the
liquid and is dependent on distance from the 123 growth interface. CZY is the yttrium
concentration in the liquid far away from the 123 interface, CY is the yttrium
concentration in the liquid in contact with the growing 123 interface and 1 is the length
scale of the yttrium depleted zone, the distance at which the quantity CY -C* becomes
negligible. The distance 1 is given by half the distance between 211 particles in the semi-
solid melt.
AC, the difference in yttrium concentration between the liquid far away from the 123
interface and the liquid in contact with the 123 interface, is given by:
AC = CZ' - C' (6.3)
AC is dependent on AT, the level of undercooling in the system, and is determined by the
phase diagram, shown in figure 6.4. The yttrium concentration in the liquid far away
from the 123 interface at a given undercooling is determined by the extension of the 211
liquidus. The yttrium concentration in the liquid in front of the 123 interface for a given
undercooling is given by the 123 liquidus. It can be seen from figure 6.4 that AC
increases with increasing undercooling.
The three dimensional yttrium concentration gradient in front of the 123 interface, VCi,,
(shown in figure 6.3 for one dimension), is given by:
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ac + ac + acax ,, aZ, in 3 dimensions
where Xint, Yi,t and Zi,, are taken as the distance from the 123 interface in 3 dimensions.
211 particles in the semisolid zone begin to dissolve as the yttrium depleted region in
front of the 123 crystal moves through the sample as the crystal grows outward from the
seed. The driving force for dissolution of the 211 particles is given by AC211 , the
difference between the yttrium concentration near the 211 particle and the yttrium
concentration in the yttrium depleted region in which the particle is sitting. AC211 is
defined as:
AC211 = CZ' - CLY (6.5)
J, the flux of yttrium away from the 211 particle during dissolution is given by Fick's first
law:
J = -DVC 211 (6.6)
where VC211 is the three dimensional yttrium concentration gradient around the surface of
the 211 particle. VC211in three dimensions is given by:
ac+ acr acr
- ax,,, aY,,, +aZ
where X211, Y211 and Z211 are taken as the
dimensions.
in 3 dimensions (6.7)
distance from the 211 particle surface in 3
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(6.4)
S, the dissolution rate if the 211 particle per unit surface area is given by:
S=-JVm (6.8)
where Vm is the molar volume of the 211 phase. Particles with large amounts of their
surface area in a high yttrium concentration gradient, VC 211, will dissolve faster than
particles with smaller percentages of their surface area in the gradient.
Yttrium diffuses from the dissolving 211 particles to the 123 interface. The driving force
for this diffusion is provided by VCint, the yttrium concentration gradient in front of the
123 interface of the growing crystal. Yttrium produced by 211 particles dissolving in the
liquid in front of the 123 interface diffuses down the yttrium concentration gradient,
VCint, (shown in figure 6.3 for one dimension) to the 123 interface. The yttrium at the
123 interface is then used to form a new area of 123 crystal.
The residence time of the 211 particles in the yttrium depleted region, r, is given by:
1
S- (6.9)R
Thus, the length of time during which the particles are dissolving depends on the growth
rate, R, of the 123 crystal. Any 211 particles which dissolve more slowly than the rate at
which the crystal is growing remain undissolved at the end of the residence time. These
undissolved 211 particles are incorporated into the 123 crystal as the growth interface
moves past them.
It is known that the barium cuprate liquid in the semi-solid 211 + liquid melt contains a
higher concentration of copper than is present in the 123 phase. Growth of the 123
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crystal into the semi-solid melt therefore results in the rejection of copper at the growth
interface.[63-641 Figure 6.5 shows that copper rejected from the face of the growing 123
crystal is rejected one-dimensionally into the liquid directly in front of the face. Copper
rejected from the 123 crystal at the edge of the crystal can diffuse around the edge in two
dimensions. Copper rejected from the 123 crystal at the corner of the crystal can diffuse
around the corner in three dimensions. The copper concentration in the liquid in regions
in front of a 123 crystal face will therefore be higher than in front of a 123 crystal edge.
The copper concentration in the liquid in regions in front of a 123 crystal edge will in turn
be higher than in front of a 123 crystal corner. This corresponds to a lower yttrium
concentration in the liquid in regions in front of the 123 crystal face than in front of the
123 crystal edge, and a lower yttrium concentration in the liquid in regions in front of the
123 crystal edge than in front of the 123 crystal corner.
This study examines the dissolution rate of the 211 particles in front of these different
areas of the 123 crystal. Finite element models and calculations of the dissolution rate of
211 particles in front of the face, edge and corner of the growing 123 crystal are used to
explain the formation of "X" tracks of 211 particles trapped within the 123 single crystal
during growth of stoichiometric samples.
6.4. Experimental procedure
Stoichiometric 123 samples prepared as described in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 were used in
the seeded growth experiments described here. The seeded growth process is described
in section 5.2.3. Single-crystal Nd-123 seeds with polished faces parallel to their c-axes
were used in these experiments. The samples were heat treated in air at an undercooling
of AT = 12 °C as shown in figure 5.3. The samples were quenched after 2 hours of
growth to prevent slow cooling and additional growth of 123 material below the desired
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undercooling temperature. The samples were then mounted in epoxy, polished, and
examined using cross-polarized optical microscopy.
123 single crystals with ab-axes of 400 Apm in length and c-axes ptm of 480 Apm in length
resulted from 2 hour seeded growth experiments using an undercooling of AT=12 OC.
The growth rate of the 123 sample was calculated after subtracting the size of the seed
and found to be 1.6x 10-8 m/s for the ab-axis and 2.2x10-8 m/s for the c-axis. The average
growth rate of the 123 crystal can, therefore, be approximated as 1.9x10-8 m/s. An optical
micrograph of a corner of a typical stoichiometric sample is shown in figure 6.2. A
section of the "X" track of 211 particles can be seen along the dashed line. The lines of
211 particles run from the corners of the section toward the center of the crystal. Figure
6.6 shows an optical micrograph of the quenched liquid in front of the 123 single crystal.
Figure 6.7 shows a typical 211 particle extracted from a stoichiometric YBCO sample. It
can be seen that the particles have the approximate shape of cylinders with rounded ends.
The particle size of the 211 particles in the semi-solid melt for the stoichiometric samples
produced for this study ranges from approximately 2 p.m to approximately 25 pLm in
diameter, where particle diameter was taken as the cylinder diameter.
6.5. Modeling of 211 particle dissolution
Figure 6.8 shows six basic ways in which a 211 particle can impinge upon the growing
123 crystal interface. Particles a) and b) are impinging on the face of a 123 crystal.
Particle a) is situated parallel to a face of the 123 crystal. Particle b) is situated
perpendicular to the 123 crystal face. Any particle moving toward the face of the 123
crystal will have an orientation of either a) or b) or something in between. Particles c)
and d) are impinging on an edge of a 123 crystal. Particle c) is situated parallel to the
edge of the 123 crystal. Particle d) is situated perpendicular to the 123 crystal edge. Any
particle moving toward the edge of the 123 crystal will have an orientation of either c) or
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d) or something in between. Particles e) and f) are impinging on the corner of a 123
crystal. Particle e) is situated parallel to the corner of the 123 crystal. Particle f) is
situated perpendicular to the 123 crystal corner. Any particle moving toward the corner
of the 123 crystal will have an orientation of either e) or f) or something in between. It is
theorized here that the "X" tracks of entrapped 211 particles described above result from
differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the faces, edges and corners of the
growing 123 crystal. This theory was tested and modeled using the finite element
modeling program PDEase®[134] produced by Macsyma Inc. Both Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinate systems were used to model the geometry of impinging 211
particles with respect to the 123 interface.
The first task in modeling the growth of the 123 crystal and the dissolution of 211
particles involved defining the conditions of the systems to be modeled. The initial
conditions and boundary conditions on the system were set as follows:
* The initial yttrium concentration in the semisolid melt was set to be:
CL =C•"' (6.10)
C r was chosen to be 1000 moles/m3, the yttrium concentration in the liquid in contact
with the 211 particles at the peritectic temperature. This value was estimated from the
ternary phase diagram published by Mori et al.[1351 and also fits very well with the
yttrium concentration in the quenched liquid measured by Honjo et al.J35] during
similar seeded growth experiments. Although the simulation was designed to produce
a yttrium profile at an undercooling temperature slightly below the peritectic
temperature, it was assumed that CZY does not change significantly with small
changes in temperature.
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* The yttrium concentration at the surfaces of the 123 crystal was set to be:
Cr = Cry -AC (6.11)
where AC is defined in equation 6.3. For this simulation, AC was chosen to be 300
moles/m3. This value was estimated from the ternary phase diagram published by
Mori et al.[1351 This value was also shown by Shen[63] to be a good approximation for
AC at an undercooling of 120C. C(, the yttrium concentration at the 123 interface,
given by equation 6.3, is therefore equal to 700 moles/m 3.
* The yttrium concentration at the surfaces of the 211 particles was set to be:
Cr = Cr'  (6.12)
* The flux of yttrium at the outside edge of the semi-solid melt was set to be 0.
* D, the diffusivity of yttrium in the liquid, is unknown but is expected to be similar to
that for a low viscosity liquid. D was therefore chosen to be 6x10 " m2/s.
* The diameter of the 211 particles was varied between 1 micron and 25 microns. These
values were chosen to be representative of small to large particles found in the semi-
solid melt.
* The distance of the 211 particles from the corner and edge of the 123 crystal was
varied between 0 and 10 microns. These values were chosen in order to examine the
dissolution rate of particles directly in front of the 123 interface as well as far away
from the interface relative to variations in yttrium concentration.
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An yttrium concentration profile away from the 123 crystal was then generated to
simulate the yttrium concentration profile in front of the 123 crystal based on the model
developed by Cima et al.J331 This model is discussed in section 2.4. The model shows
that the driving force for 211 particle dissolution is a concentration gradient of length I
which is formed in front of the 123 interface due to constitutional supercooling at this
interface. The distance I was shown to be half the distance between 211 particles in the
semi-solid melt. A steady state diffusion profile cannot be used to produce such a profile
since steady state diffusion allows diffusion to take place in the barium cuprate liquid at
distances much larger than a distance I away from the 123 interface. Fick's second law of
diffusion was therefore used to produce an yttrium concentration profile of length 1 for the
current model
Fick's second law of diffusion is given by:
aC S= DV2C (6.13)
at
The initial and boundary conditions given above were entered into the PDEase®1341
program and the program was run for a diffusion time which produced an yttrium
concentration profile with a characteristic length, 1, of approximately 7 tm. The diffusion
time needed to produce a gradient of this length was 0.1 s. The value of 7 pm for I was
chosen based on microstructural evaluation conducted on quenched liquid containing 211
particles produced from stoichiometric 123 samples. I was calculated to be 7.2 Rpm for
stoichiometric samples (see section 5.3.2). The value of 7 pm also fits well with
calculations of diffusion length conducted by Shen et al.1641
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Particles situated in orientations a) and c) were modeled using Cartesian coordinates. The
programming code used to model the dissolution of particles in orientations a) and c) can
be found in appendix A. The system was defined in Cartesian coordinates as the top right
quarter of a square (the 123 crystal) surrounded by a quarter of a circle (the semi-solid
melt). The system definition also included two circular regions describing 211 particles
situated parallel to the face and edge of the 123 crystal. One or both of these regions were
bracketed out of the program to examine the effects of each particle individually as well
as the initial yttrium concentration profile in the liquid. The system was defined in the xy
plane, with the z-direction taken to be perpendicular to the modeling plane. These
conditions allowed the modeling of cylindrical 211 particles of infinite length dissolving
parallel to the face and edge of a 123 crystal. End effects were neglected since the
relative rate of dissolution along the radius of cylindrical particles is much higher than
that along the length of the cylinder for particles immersed in a concentration gradient
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The dissolution rate along the radius of such an
infinite particle is, therefore, equivalent to the dissolution rate along the radius of a 211
particle with finite length.
An expanded view of the relevant section of the initial yttrium concentration profile
generated using cartesian coordinates is shown in figure 6.9. The yttrium concentration
profile generated in front of the growing 123 crystal corresponds well to theories and
observations of solute concentration profiles for crystal growth from a liquid.[1 36-1371 It
can be seen from this figure that the yttrium concentration profile in front of the edge of
the 123 crystal is significantly different from the yttrium concentration profile in front of
the face of the 123 crystal. This difference is important since the dissolution rate of 211
particles in the liquid in front of the 123 crystal is heavily dependent on the yttrium
profile in the liquid.
The dissolution rates of 211 particles situated in orientations a) and c) (from figure 6.8) in
the yttrium concentration profile shown in figure 6.9 were then examined. This was done
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by placing a 211 particle in the liquid at various distances in front of the 123 crystal face
and edge. Figure 6.10 shows the resulting yttrium concentration profile for a 1 micron
211 particle dissolving at a distance of 5 microns from the face of the 123 crystal. Figure
6.11 shows the resulting yttrium concentration profiles for a 1 micron 211 particle
dissolving at a distance of 5 microns from the edge of the 123 crystal. J, the flux of
yttrium away from the dissolving 211 particle was calculated by PDEase®[1341 by
evaluating Fick's first law around the radius of the particle according to equation 6.6.
This calculation was performed for particles located at various distances from the face
and corner of the 123 crystal. The yttrium flux away from the dissolving 211 particle was
then converted to the 211 dissolution rate according to equation 6.8.
Particles situated in orientations b) and f) were modeled using cylindrical coordinates.
The programming code used to model the dissolution of particles in orientations b) and f)
can be found in appendix B. The system was defined in cylindrical coordinates as a
perpendicular line (the face of the 123 crystal) or a 900 point (the corner of the crystal).
The facets of the corner of the 123 crystal could not be modeled in cylindrical
coordinates. The 900 point in the two dimensional construction of the system boundaries
resulted in a three dimensional cone with an angle of 900. The dissolution of 211
particles in front of the corner of a 123 crystal was approximated by the dissolution of
particles in front of the 90' cone. The yttrium concentration profile in front of the corner
of the 123 crystal is shown in figure 6.12.
The system definition for particles b) and f) also included two regions describing 211
particles situated perpendicular to the face and corner of the 123 crystal, as shown in
figures 6.13 and 6.14. Each particle orientation was modeled using a separate program
file. The system was defined in the Z-R plane, with the z-direction taken to be the
horizontal direction and the R-direction taken to be the vertical direction. PDEase®@1 341
produced three dimensional results by evaluating the system after rotation around the Z-
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axis. 211 particles perpendicular to the face and corner of the 123 crystal were drawn in
two dimensions as rectangles with rounded ends. The rectangles were oriented parallel to
the axis of rotation in cylindrical coordinates. The radius of the particle ends was taken to
be the same as the width of the rectangle. Three dimensional analysis of these particles in
cylindrical coordinates produced 211 particles shaped like cylinders with rounded ends.
The aspect ratio of the cylinders was approximated as 6:1, based on particle analysis
found in chapter 3. The particle length was not critical to the dissolution rates, however,
since it was found that the particles dissolve much faster in the radial direction than along
their axes.
Particles situated in orientations d) and e) could not be modeled using PDEase,®8' 34] but
conclusions on the effect of their orientations were drawn by comparing the results of the
modeling of particles situated in the other orientations.
6.6. Results
Figure 6.15 compares the profile of the yttrium concentration away from the edge of the
123 crystal (along the dashed line in figure 6.9) to the profile of the yttrium concentration
away from the face of the 123 crystal (along the solid line in figure 6.9). It can be seen
that the yttrium concentration profile in front of the edge is much steeper than that in
front of the face of the 123 crystal. The trend in yttrium concentration at the corner will
be similar to the yttrium concentration in front of the edge of the 123 crystal except that
the yttrium concentration profile at the corner will vary in three dimensions instead of
only two for the case of the edge of the 123 crystal. 211 particle dissolution takes place
within this yttrium concentration gradient. 211 dissolution rates will be highest for
combinations of 123 interface structure and 211 particle orientation which allow a large
area of the 211 particle to be situated in the yttrium concentration gradient in front of the
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123 interface. Larger sections of 211 particles will be in an area of dissolution in front of
the 123 crystal face than in front of the 123 crystal edge. Even less 211 particle area will
be present in the yttrium gradient in front of the 123 crystal corner. 211 particle
dissolution will, therefore, be greater in front of the 123 crystal face than in front of the
123 crystal edge. 211 particle dissolution rates will be even lower in front of the 123
crystal corner.
Figures 6.16 through 6.19 show the calculated average dissolution rates for 1 micron, 3
micron, 10 micron and 25 micron 211 particles dissolving in front of different locations
on the 123 crystal. Figures 6.16 through 6.19 show the dissolution rates of particles
oriented parallel to the 123 crystal face, perpendicular to the 123 crystal face, parallel to
the 123 crystal edge and perpendicular to the 123 crystal corner, respectively. These
orientations correspond to a), b), c) and f) in figure 6.8, respectively. As stated above, the
average growth rate for a stoichiometric sample produced by seeded growth at an
undercooling of approximately AT = 12 OC is 1.9x10-8 m/s. This growth rate is also
marked on figures 6.16 through 6.19 by a horizontal line near the bottom of the diagram.
Figures 6.16 through 6.19 show that particle dissolution rates depend strongly on which
area of the 123 crystal the 211 particle is impinging upon and the orientation of the 211
particle. Particle dissolution rates also increase dramatically in all cases as the particles
get closer to the 123 interface and VC211 becomes large. It can also be seen that particle
dissolution rate depends strongly on particle size.
Figure 6.16 shows a plot of the dissolution rates vs. distance from the 123 interface for
211 particles of various sizes impinging on the face of the 123 crystal in a parallel
orientation (orientation a)). It can be seen that the maximum dissolution rate for a 211
particle dissolving in a parallel orientation in front of the 123 crystal face varies between
1.5x10-4 m/s for a 1 micron diameter particle and 9.1x10-6 m/s for a 25 micron diameter
particle. Thus, it can be seen that if the growth rate of the 123 single crystal is less than
9.1x10-6 m/s, all particles 25 microns in diameter or smaller dissolving in a parallel
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orientation in front of the face of the 123 crystal will completely dissolve by the time the
123 interface sweeps past them. As stated above, the average growth rate for a
stoichiometric sample produced by seeded growth at an undercooling of approximately
AT = 12 OC is 1.9x10-8 m/s. Thus, no 211 particles which started out smaller than 25
microns in size and which are oriented parallel to the 123 face will be trapped by the
growing face of the 123 crystal. Figure 6.17 shows a plot of the dissolution rates vs.
distance from the 123 interface for 211 particles of various sizes impinging on the face of
the 123 crystal in a perpendicular orientation (orientation b)). Comparison of figure 6.16
and figure 6.17 shows that the maximum dissolution rates for 211 particles impinging on
the 123 face in a perpendicular orientation is smaller than the dissolution rates for 211
particles impinging on the 123 face in a parallel orientation. Figure 6.17 shows, however,
that the dissolution rate for all particle sizes of perpendicular 211 particles in front of the
123 interface are larger than the growth rate of the 123 crystal. All 211 particles with
radii of 25 microns or less dissolving in front of the face of the 123 interface will,
therefore, completely dissolve by the time the 123 interface sweeps past them.
Figure 6.18 shows a plot of the dissolution rates vs. distance from the 123 interface for
211 particles of various sizes impinging on the edge of the 123 crystal in a parallel
orientation (orientation c)). It can be seen from figure 6.18 that the maximum dissolution
rates for 211 particles dissolving in a parallel orientation in front of an edge of the 123
crystal are smaller than the dissolution rates for particles in front of the 123 crystal face.
As discussed above, the average growth rate for a stoichiometric sample produced by
seeded growth at an undercooling of approximately AT = 12 °C is 1.9x10-8 m/s. The
dissolution rates of 1, 3 and 10 micron particles dissolving in a parallel orientation in
front of the 123 edge is therefore large enough that the particles will dissolve completely
before being passed by the growing 123 crystal interface. The dissolution rate of a 25
micron particle dissolving in a parallel orientation in front of the 123 edge is lower than
the growth rate of the 123 crystal, however. Particles 25 microns or larger which are
dissolving in a parallel orientation in front of 123 crystal edges will not be completely
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dissolved by the time the edge of the growing 123 crystal sweeps past them. As a result,
the undissolved part of the 25 micron particle will be engulfed by the edge of the 123
crystal. Thus, the critical trapping size for 211 particles oriented parallel to the edge of
the 123 crystal is approximately 25 g±m.
Figure 6.19 shows a plot of the dissolution rates vs. distance from the 123 interface for
211 particles of various sizes impinging on the corner of the 123 crystal in a
perpendicular orientation (orientation f)). It can be seen from figure 6.19 that the
dissolution rates for only the 1 micron and 3 micron particles oriented perpendicular to
the 123 crystal corner are larger than the growth rate of the 123 crystal. 211 particles
larger than 3 microns which are dissolving in a perpendicular orientation in front of 123
crystal corners will therefore not be completely dissolved by the time the corner of the
growing 123 crystal sweeps past them. Thus, the critical trapping size for 211 particles
oriented perpendicular to the corner of the 123 crystal is approximately 3 Am.
It can be seen from a comparison of particles e) and f) in figure 6.8 that particles oriented
in position f) relative to the 123 crystal corner will have a smaller surface area in contact
with the yttrium concentration gradient in front of the corner of the 123 crystal than a
particle oriented in position e). The dissolution rate of particles oriented in position e)
will, therefore, be higher than the dissolution rate of particles oriented in position f). The
smallest particle which can be engulfed by the 123 crystal corner is therefore a 3 micron
particle oriented perpendicular to the 123 comer.
It can be seen from a comparison of particles c) and d) in figure 6.8 that particles oriented
in position d) (perpendicular to the 123 crystal edge) will have a smaller surface area in
contact with the yttrium concentration gradient than a particle oriented in position c)
(parallel to the 123 crystal edge). The dissolution rate of particles oriented in position d)
will therefore be significantly lower than the dissolution rate of particles oriented in
position c). It was shown in figure 6.18 that the critical trapping size for 211 particles
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oriented parallel to the edge of the 123 crystal (orientation c)) is approximately 25 gim.
Even smaller particles will remain undissolved when oriented perpendicular to the 123
crystal edge (orientation d)). The critical trapping size for 211 particles oriented
perpendicular to the 123 crystal edge will be between the critical trapping size for
particles oriented parallel to the 123 crystal edge (25 jim) and perpendicular to the crystal
corner (3tm). It is therefore estimated that the critical trapping size for 211 particles in
oriented perpendicular to the 123 crystal edge is approximately 15 gm.
Entrapment of undissolved particles along the edges and corners of the 123 crystal during
melt growth will cause 211 segregation along the intersection of the ab and c growth
pyramids shown in figure 5.4. These trapped 211 particles will appear as "X" tracks and
other patterns when the 123 crystal is sectioned in various directions. This theory of
particle segregation is valid for all growth mechanisms.
The areas of the YBCO crystal containing entrapped yttrium-rich 211 particles will have a
larger overall yttrium concentration unless the excess yttrium from the 211 particles is
exactly compensated by the entrapment of a barium and copper rich phase within the
YBCO crystal as well. It will be shown in chapter 7 that conservation of mass does
indeed occur in this manner. The basic mechanism of this conservation of mass is linked
to barium cuprate liquid entrapment between 123 platelets formed within the 123 crystal.
It was shown in chapter 2 that platelets form in the 123 crystals when a 211 particle
intersects the growth front. As discussed above, undissolved 211 particles will impinge
on the 123 crystal at the edge and corner in stoichiometric samples and become entrapped
within the crystal. 211 particles generally intersect the 123 interface asymmetrically,
resulting in unequal growth rates around the 211 particles due to anisotropy in the growth
rates along different crystallographic directions. The result is a platelet structure in the
123 crystal, with platelet gaps separating the 123 platelets. The mechanism of platelet
formation is shown in figure 2.12. It will be shown in chapter 7 that barium- and copper-
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rich liquid becomes trapped within these platelet gaps, resulting in an increased overall
concentration of barium and copper in the region of the platelet gap. The presence of
trapped barium- and copper-rich liquid between platelet gaps is linked to the presence of
211 particles since platelet gaps are only formed when 211 particles impinge on the 123
growth interface. The overall mass balance is preserved in this manner. This
phenomenon will be discussed further in chapter 7.
6.7. Conclusions
It has been shown that 211 segregation in stoichiometric 123 samples is not a result of
particle pushing. Finite element models and calculations presented here show that that
the entrapment of particles in stoichiometric 123 samples produced by melt growth is a
result of differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the 123 crystal face
compared to the edge and corner. Large 211 particles in front of the edge and corner of a
123 crystal do not dissolve completely if the particle dissolution rate is lower than the
growth rate of the 123 crystal. Larger particles are trapped at the corners than at the edges
of the 123 crystal. The critical entrapment size of 211 particles varies according to 211
particle orientation relative to the edge and corner of the 123 crystal. Particles
incorporated at the corners and edges of 123 crystals during melt growth form planes of
211 particles which appear as "X" tracks and other patterns when the 123 crystal is
sectioned in various directions. Mass is conserved via barium cuprate liquid entrapment
within platelet gaps formed by the impingement of trapped 211 particles on the 123
growth front. This theory of particle segregation is valid for all growth mechanisms.
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Optical micrograph and schematic showing "X" tracks of 211 particles
trapped within 123 single crystal.
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Optical micrograph of the quenched liquid in front of the 123 single
crystal.
SEM micrograph of a typical 211 particle extracted from a stoichiometric
YBCO sample.
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Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.7.
Schematic of 6 different ways in which 211 particles can impinge upon a
123 crystal.
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Figure6-1-0. -FEM diagram showing a -tmicron 211 particle oriented parallel to the 123
crystal face (position a) in figure 6.8) dissolving in front of a growing 123
crystal for AC = 300 moles/m3. (generated by PDEase®l 13 41)
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Figure 6.11. FEM diagram showing a 1 micron 211 particle oriented parallel to the 123
crystal edge (position c) in figure 6.8) dissolving in front of a growing 123
crystal for AC = 300 moles/m3 . (generated by PDEase®13 41)
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Figure 6.14. FEM diagram showing a 1 micron 211 particle oriented perpendicular to
the 123 crystal corner (position f) in figure 6.8) dissolving in front of a
growing 123 crystal for AC = 300 moles/m3 . (generated by PDEase®[1 3 4])
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Figure 6.16. 211 particle dissolution rate for various diameter 211 particles oriented
parallel to the 123 crystal face (position a) in figure 6.8) in front of a
growing 123 crystal for AC = 300 moles/m3.
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Figure 6.17. 211 particle dissolution rate for various diameter 211 particles oriented
perpendicular to the 123 crystal face (position b) in figure 6.8) in front of a
growing 123 crystal for AC = 300 moles/m3.
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Figure 6.18. 211 particle dissolution rate for various diameter 211 particles oriented
parallel to the 123 crystal edge (position c) in figure 6.8) in front of a
growing 123 crystal for AC = 300 moles/m 3.
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Figure 6.19. 211 particle dissolution rate for various diameter 211 particles oriented
perpendicular to the 123 crystal corner (position f) in figure 6.8) in front of
a growing 123 crystal for AC = 300 moles/m 3 .
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Chapter 7
The effect of excess 211 particles on the microstructure of YBCO single
crystals produced by seeded growth
7.1. Introduction
Many researchers working on melt growth of YBCO materials have also reported seeing
inhomogeneous distributions of 211 particles within single crystals prepared from
samples containing excess 211 phase.135-37,39-431 As discussed in chapter 2, the presence
of 211 particles within 123 crystals has been correlated with the enhanced critical current
densities in YBCO materials.[87' 92' 94 95,10 1] 211 segregation within excess 211 samples,
therefore, causes significant inhomogeneities in superconducting properties of the
materials. This was shown to be true by Endo et al.[42]
The segregation of 211 particles within excess 211 samples is not as simple as the "X"
track segregation taking place in stoichiometric samples, discussed in the previous
chapter. Numerous researchers have been working on this problem and have arrived at
various explanations for the cause of 211 particle segregation in excess 211 samples.
These explanations include mismatch between the 123 and 211 crystal structure,'39,41]
wetting angle,[43] particle pushing,[36-37,42] and variations in 211 particle dissolution
rates.[35] Experimental data obtained during the present study will be presented here and
used to evaluate the validity of each of these theories. It was shown in the previous
chapter that 211 segregation in stoichiometric 123 samples resulted from variations in
211 particle dissolution rates at different locations on the 123 crystal surface. It is
theorized that variations in 211 particle dissolution rates at the different faces of the 123
crystal play a role in 211 particle segregation in excess 211 samples as well. A driving
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force for the differences in 211 particle dissolution at different faces based on barium
cuprate liquid trapping within the 123 platelet structure is proposed.
7.2. 211 particle segregation and proposed explanations
211 particles segregate within the ab-pyramids and c-pyramids of the 123 single crystal
(see figure 5.4) during three-dimensional growth of 123 single crystals from excess 211
precursors. 35s  This type of segregation is more complicated to explain than 211
segregation in stoichiometric 123 samples. 211 particles only segregate along the
interfaces between the growth pyramids in stoichiometric samples, whereas 211 particles
segregate throughout the entire crystal in excess 211 samples. More 211 particles can be
found within the four ab-pyramids relative to the c-pyramids in excess 211 samples. It
has also been observed that the number of 211 particles within each pyramid increases
with distance from the seed.t351 Sectioning the 123 single crystal at right angles to the
seed produces the 211 segregation microstructure shown in figure 7.1. Other shapes such
as the ones shown in figure 7.2 can be observed when the YBCO crystal is sectioned
along other planes.13 51 Researchers have also found pockets of low density and high
density regions of 211 particles within the YBCO single crystal. [31,36"373'41 ] It has been
theorized that these pockets form when barium cuprate liquid flows into a pore or when
211 particles are trapped in a crack in the precursor material. 36"37,39,41  As with the 211
particle segregation occurring in stoichiometric samples, excess 211 particle segregation
patterns have most often been observed in crystals grown from melts, either by flux
growth or seeded growth. 115,34"36,38-391
A number of theories have been developed by other researchers to explain 211 particle
segregation in excess 211 YBCO materials. Jee et al.1431 suggested that differences in the
dihedral angle between the 123 interface and the 211 particles varied with 123 crystal
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axis. This theory was based on the observation that the ab-face of the 123 crystal has
more morphological perturbations than the c-face. Jee et al. suggested that the flatter c-
face of the crystal produced a wetting angle of 00 with the 211 particles impinging upon
it. This allowed a liquid film to remain between the 211 particle and the 123 interface,
allowing 211 dissolution and yttrium transport to occur across the liquid to the 123
crystal. Jee et al. theorized that concavities in the ab-face of the 123 crystal produce a
wetting angle between the 123 interface and 211 particle of more than 00. They supposed
that a dihedral angle of greater than 00 will cause the 211 particle to impinge and touch
the 123 interface, without a liquid layer in between. This 211 particle will not dissolve
due to the absence of the liquid layer through which yttrium transport occurs. Jee et al.
therefore supposed that 211 trapping is greater on the a-face of the crystal than the c-face
of the crystal.154]
This theory is not consistent with 211 particle dissolution theory discussed in chapter 6.
It was shown that 211 particles dissolve differently based on the topology of the interface
with which they are impinging. It was shown in chapter 6 that 211 particle dissolution
was faster in front of a flat interface than at an edge or corner. The opposite will be true
for a concave surface. This concept is summarized in figure 7.3. It can be seen that 211
particle dissolution is faster in front of a concave surface than in front of a flat surface and
slower in front of a convex surface. 211 particles in front of an ab-face such as the one
shown in figure 7.3 a) will have an average dissolution rate which is the same as 211
particles in front of the c-face shown in figure 7.3 b). No extra 211 particles will be
entrapped by the ab-face due to an increased number of morphological perturbations. It is
therefore concluded that 211 segregation in excess 211 samples is not a result of
variations in dihedral angle.
Vandewalle et al. t391 and Cloots et al.[411 proposed that 211 particle segregation occurs
due to differences in lattice mismatch between 211 particles and the different faces of the
123 crystal. This theory was developed based on the results of Pellerin et al. t'381 who
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showed that elongated 211 particles are sometimes incorporated into 123 crystals in
preferred orientations. Vandewalle and Cloots suggested that the 211 particles are
incorporated into the 123 crystal in preferred orientations in order to minimize strain at
the 211/123 interface. They calculated that better lattice matching was achieved between
the b-axis of the 211 particles and the ab-axis of the 123 phase relative to the c-axis of the
123 phase. Many other authors have observed 211 segregation in samples with no
preferred 211 particle orientation, however. [35-37,42" 43] Random 211 particle orientation
within the 123 phase does not minimize any strain whatsoever. The lattice mismatch
theory cannot explain 211 segregation in these cases. Furthermore, any strain in the 123
crystal arising from the incorporation of a 211 particle is produced after the 211 particle is
already incorporated into the crystal. Lattice mismatch is, therefore, not the driving force
for 211 particle segregation in excess 211 systems. There is therefore no driving force for
different 211 particle concentrations along different 123 axes. The preferred orientation
of 211 particles observed by Pellerin et al. 113 8] can be explained based on the 211
dissolution modeling performed in chapter 6. It was shown that 211 particles impinging
perpendicular to the 123 interface dissolve more slowly than 211 particles impinging
parallel to the 123 face. This is also be true for samples containing excess 211 particles
which become trapped within the 123 crystal. 211 particles oriented perpendicular to the
123 interface are more likely to become entrapped within the 123 crystal than 123
particles oriented parallel to the 123 interface, which dissolve faster. This phenomenon
results in a slightly oriented distribution of 211 particles trapped within the 123 crystal.
Endo et al.1421 and others136 '371 have proposed that 211 particle segregation takes place via
particle pushing. They suggested that the interfacial energy of the ab-face of the 123
crystal is lower than that of the c-face. The c-face of the 123 crystal will therefore push
more 211 particles than the ab-face, based on the Uhlmann Chalmers Jackson (UCJ)
particle pushing/trapping theory. 139-1411 Endo et al. suggested that the critical particle size
for trapping is different at different faces because of the following relationship: 1
42
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where R* is the critical growth rate, Aa0 is the 123/211 interfacial energy, 71 is the melt
viscosity and n is an exponent ranging from 1 to 2. Endo et al. also theorized that the
volume fraction of trapped 211 particles will increase with undercooling, AT, since
growth rate, R, of 123 materials increases with undercooling (see chapters 2 and 5). They
suggested that 211 particles are pushed at low AT and entrapped at high AT, as shown in
figure 7.4.[42] 211 particles which are initially pushed by the 123 interface will build up
in front of the interface. Endo et al. assumed that the number of particles becoming
entrapped within the 123 crystal will gradually increase as a greater number of particles
build up in front of the interface. They used this assumption to explain the increase in
211 particle volume fraction with distance along the axes of the 123 crystal from the
center of the crystal to the edge. Endo et al. performed their particle pushing experiments
only on Pt-doped samples and suggested that 211 particle segregation is unlikely in
undoped materials because the particles are too large and above the critical pushing
size.[42]
211 particle segregation in excess 211 samples is not due to the 211 particle pushing
mechanism proposed by Endo et al.[42] The main argument against this mechanism is that
the UCJ particle pushing theory was derived based on one particle, or at most a small
number of particles, being pushed by a faceted interface. Excess 211 samples containing
20 wt.% excess 211 materials will have an approximate volume fraction of 43 vol.% 211
phase within the barium cuprate liquid. A large number of 211 particles must therefore
be pushed by the 123 interface. Additionally, the large volume fraction of 211 particles
within the semi-solid melt causes the pushed 211 particles to impinge on other 211
particles further out in the melt, as shown in figure 7.5. The means that the 123 interface
must not push 1 or 2 particles or even a single layer of 211 particles, but rather many
layers of 211 particles stretching out into the semi-solid melt. This situation is far beyond
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any assumptions which can be made in order to apply the UCJ particle pushing theory to
211 particles in the YBCO system.
Experiments performed by Jee et al. 1431 also support the idea that 211 particle segregation
is not due to particle pushing. Jee et al. grew 123 crystals containing excess 211 particles
using the infusion growth process. As described in chapter 2, infusion growth is
performed by infiltrating a sintered mass of 211 particles with a Ba-Cu-O glass melt. Jee
et al. observed 211 particle segregation in crystals grown using this method. It is
impossible for 211 particle pushing to be the cause for 211 particle segregation in the
crystals produced by Jee et al. because the 211 particles in the melt were sintered together
and were therefore unable to be pushed. 211 particles dissolving in front of the interface
are not able to move through a sample composed of a rigid mass of sintered 211
particles.[431 Results obtained in the current study will be used to further evaluate the
feasibility of 211 particle segregation resulting from the particle pushing mechanism
proposed by Endo et al.[42]
A fourth 211 segregation model based on differences in 211 particle dissolution rates was
proposed by Honjo et al.135' Honjo et al. found differences in copper concentration in
front of the ab-face and c-face. The copper concentration in front of the ab-face was
higher than that in front of the c-face. Honjo et al. theorized that copper diffused through
the liquid from the ab-face to the c-face during initial growth of the 123 crystal when the
crystal faces were shorter than the diffusion length of copper in the liquid. Excess 211
particles dissolve in front of the copper rich c-face in order to keep the yttrium
concentration constant in front of the interface. Fewer 211 particles are likely dissolve in
front of the ab-face in order to compensate for the decrease in copper concentration in
front of this face. This phenomenon results in a decreased number of 211 particles
entrapped along the c-axis of the solidified 123 crystal relative to the ab-axis. Copper
transport through the liquid decreases as the length of the 123 crystal increases during
subsequent growth. The slow decrease in the amount of copper transported to the c-face
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slowly decreases the dissolution of the particles in front of this face, resulting in an
increase in trapped particles along the c-axis of the 123 crystal with increasing growth. 35s
Results obtained during this research show that 211 particle segregation in excess 211
samples is caused by differences in 211 particle dissolution in front of different faces of
the 123 crystal. Observations show that solute transport around the 123 crystal corner is
not the cause of these differences in 211 particle dissolution rate, however. The validity
of the 211 dissolution theory, as well as the assumption of diffusion around the corner of
the 123 crystal as the driving force for differences in 211 dissolution rate, will be
discussed based on the results obtained in the current study.
7.3. Experimental procedure
YBCO samples containing 20 wt.% excess 211 were prepared as described in section
5.2.2 and used in the seeded growth experiments described here. The seeded growth
process is described in section 5.2.3. Single-crystal Nd-123 seeds with polished faces
parallel to their c-axes were used in these experiments. The samples were heat treated in
air at undercoolings of AT = 6 °C, 9 'C, 12 'C and 15 'C, as shown in figure 5.3. The
samples were quenched after 2 hours of growth to prevent slow cooling and additional
growth of 123 material below the desired undercooling temperature. An additional
sample grown at an undercooling of 12 'C was not quenched after 2 h of growth, but
allowed to cool slowly by turning off the furnace. This slower cooling allowed all of the
remaining semi-solid 211 + liquid phase to solidify to form the 123 phase with 211
inclusions. This experiment was performed in order to examine the microstructure of
grain boundaries between different 123 crystals which formed during cooling. The
samples were then mounted in epoxy, polished, and examined using scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), and cross-polarized optical
microscopy.
211 particle segregation within the YBCO crystals produced by seeded growth was
analyzed using optical micrographs taken along the ab-axis and c-axis at various
intervals, as shown in figure 7.6. Points 0ab and Oc correspond to start of growth of the
123 crystal along the ab-axis and c-axis, respectively. Points Xab and Xc correspond to the
end of growth of the 123 crystal along the ab-axis and c-axis, respectively. The optical
micrographs taken along the axes were converted to black and white images and
digitized. The fraction of black and white pixels was then calculated to obtain the area
fraction of 211 particles and 123 phase, respectively. 211 particle volume fraction is
equal to 211 particle cross-section area fraction calculated using this method because the
211 particles are dispersed randomly within the 123 matrix and the sectional areas
analyzed were also chosen at random. [1 15]
SEM analysis was performed on the 123 crystal/liquid interfaces as described in chapter
5. EDX analysis was also performed on the YBCO samples to examine the composition
of the 123 + 211 crystal.
7.4. Results and discussion
The results of 211 particle segregation in excess 211 samples produced by seeded growth
will be detailed in the following sections. The validity of the particle pushing theory vs.
the incomplete 211 dissolution theory will be assessed based on this data. The driving
force for differences in 211 particle entrapment along the different faces of the 123 crystal
will also be examined.
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7.4.1. 211 particle pushing vs. incomplete 211 particle dissolution
The results of the area fraction calculations for 211 particles dispersed throughout the 123
crystals produced from excess 211 precursors by seeded growth at various undercoolings
are shown in figures 7.7 through 7.9. Figure 7.7 shows a typical relationship for the 211
volume fraction vs. distance from the center of the 123 crystal along the ab-axis and the
c-axis. The data shown in figure 7.7 was obtained from a crystal produced at an
undercooling of 15 °C. It can be seen that the volume fraction of 211 particles along the
c-axis was less than the volume fraction along the ab-axis. This was true for all crystals.
Figure 7.8 shows the 211 volume fraction along the ab-axis vs. distance from the center
of the crystal for excess 211 samples produced at undercoolings of 6 OC, 9 OC, 12 °C and
15 'C. It can be seen that the volume fraction of 211 particles along the ab-axis decreases
as the sample undercooling is increased. 211 volume fraction also increases with distance
along the ab-axis. Figures 7.10 a) and b) show the magnitude of this increase for a crystal
produced at an undercooling of 60 C. The photo in figure a) was taken at point 0 ab (shown
in figure 7.6) and the photo in figure b) was taken at point Xab.
The data shown in figure 7.8 directly contradicts the particle pushing theory proposed by
Endo et al.[42] It can be seen from figure 7.8 that the volume fraction of 211 particles
trapped along the ab-axes of the 123 crystals decreases with increasing undercooling. It
was shown in chapters 2 and 5 that the growth rate of the 123 crystals increases with
increasing undercooling. Endo et al. theorized that 211 particle volume fraction trapped
within the 123 crystal will increase with increasing undercooling because the critical
radius for 211 particle pushing decreases with increased growth rates at higher
undercoolings (see equation 7.1 and figure 7.4).[42] This was not found to be the case.
This data therefore provides additional evidence against particle pushing.
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It can also be seen from figure 7.8 that the volume fraction of 211 particles trapped at
nearly all points along the ab-axis within the 123 crystal is above the 20 wt.% (20.6
vol.%) excess 211 which was added to the precursor pellet. The particle pushing theory
proposed by Endo et al.142] suggests that particles are pushed ahead of the 123 interface
during initial growth and are then increasingly entrapped within the 123 crystal as larger
numbers of 211 particles build up in front of the interface and can no longer be pushed.
This assumption requires that the initial volume fraction of 211 particles along the ab-axis
be lower than the 20.6 vol.% which was added to the precursor material because some of
these particles are pushed by the ab-face during initial growth. It can be seen from figure
7.8 that this is not the case. The initial volume fraction of 211 particles along the ab-axis
is either equal to or greater than the 20.6 vol.% excess 211 phase added to the precursor
pellet. This shows that none of the excess 211 particles can be pushed ahead of the ab-
face since they are all incorporated into the 123 crystal. Additionally, the average volume
fraction of 211 particles along the ab-axis is greater than the 20.6 vol.% excess added to
the precursor. The only way that this can result is from incomplete 211 particle
dissolution in front of the ab-face of the 123 crystal.
A number of other observations which refute the particle pushing theory were made
during seeded growth experiments on excess 211 samples. Figures 7.11 a) and b) show
SEM micrographs of typical ab- and c-interfaces between the 123 crystal and the
semisolid melt. It can be seen that there is no layer of excess 211 particles which has
built up in front of either interface as Endo et al. suggested would be the case for 211
segregation via particle pushing (see figure 7.4).[421 This provides additional evidence
against particle pushing.
Figures 7.12 a) and b) show two optical micrographs of the same grain boundary within
an unquenched excess 211 sample grown at AT= 12 'C and allowed to cool slowly. This
slow cooling allowed all of the remaining semi-solid 211 + liquid phase to solidify to
form the 123 phase with 211 inclusions. This grain boundary was created when two
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different 123 crystals oriented in different directions impinged upon each other. The
orientations of the two crystals are marked as shown in figure 7.12. Two different figures
were necessary to show the grain boundary as well as the 211 particles trapped within
each 123 crystal. 211 particle pushing theory states that 211 particles are pushed in front
of the 123 grain boundary, resulting in a layer of excess 211 particles in front of the
interface. This layer of pushed particles will, therefore, be present at the grain boundary
if two 123 interfaces grow toward each other and impinge upon each other. It can be seen
from figures 7.12 a) and b) that this is not the case. No excess 211 particles are found at
the grain boundary between the 123 crystals growing in different orientations.
Endo et al. performed the particle pushing experiments detailed in reference [42] only on
Pt-doped samples and suggested that 211 particle segregation is unlikely in undoped
materials because the particles are too large and are above the critical pushing size. [42]
Experiments performed as part of this study showed that 211 particle segregation does
indeed occur in undoped excess 211 samples. This observation provides additional
evidence against the particle pushing theory.
7.4.2. Driving force for incomplete 211 particle dissolution
It was shown in the previous sections that the only valid explanation for 211 segregation
in excess 211 samples involves differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the
ab- and c-faces of the 123 crystal. Possible driving forces for 211 segregation, including
copper diffusion around the corner of the 123 crystal and platelet formation, are therefore
evaluated in this section. It may also seem that 211 particle coarsening may play a role in
the increasing slopes on the 211 volume fraction vs. distance plots shown in figures 7.7
through 7.9. It has been shown by Endo at al.,[42] however, that 211 particle segregation
takes place in Pt-doped samples. Examination of Pt-doped excess 211 samples produced
for the growth rate study described in chapter 5 showed that this was also the case in the
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crystals produced for this work. It was shown in chapter 3 that Pt-doping severely limits
the amount of 211 particle coarsening which takes place in the semi-solid melt. The fact
that 211 particle segregation occurs in both Pt-doped and undoped excess 211 samples
shows that changes in 211 particle dissolution rates as a result of changes in 211 particle
size with time due to coarsening is not the driving force for 211 particle segregation in
excess 211 samples.
Honjo et al.[351 suggested that differences in 211 dissolution rates at the ab- and c-faces of
the 123 crystal occur due to copper diffusion around the corner of the crystal. This
diffusion becomes limited and eventually stops as the size of the 123 crystal becomes
larger than the diffusion length of the copper in the liquid.t35] A number of observations
made during the current study show that this assumption is not very likely. Figure 7.13
shows a typical interface of the c- and ab-growth pyramids within the 123 single crystal.
The region of the c-pyramid contains a much smaller volume fraction of 211 particles
than the ab-region. It can be seen that the interface between these two regions is very
sharp and abrupt. This was found to be the case along all interfaces between the c-
pyramids and ab-pyramids in all crystals. Copper diffusion around the corner of the 123
crystal will result in a diffuse difference in 211 particle concentration from the ab-face to
the c-face. This was not observed in any crystals examined for this study.
Diffusion of solute around the corner would also cause the 211 particle volume fraction
along the ab-axis to decrease as the 211 volume fraction along the c-axis increases.
Comparison of figures 7.8 and 7.9 shows that this is not the case. Comparison of figures
7.8 and 7.9 also shows that after a certain growth distance, the volume fraction of 211
particles on both 123 crystal axes is greater than 20.6 vol.%. This makes diffusion
around the corner even less likely.
Any possible mechanisms explaining differences in 211 dissolution rates on different
faces of 123 crystals grown from excess 211 samples must explain two basic facts. First
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of all, mass must be conserved. The semi-solid melt out of which the 123 crystal is
growing consists of yttrium rich 211 particles and barium- and copper-rich liquid. As
discussed in chapter 5, the baseline composition for the excess 211 samples consists of 20
wt.% (or 20.6 vol.%) 211 phase and 80 wt.% (or 79.4 vol.%) 123 phase. This
composition is made up of 23.1 atomic% yttrium, 31.7 atomic% barium and 45.2
atomic% copper. YBCO crystals containing an increased volume fraction of 211 particles
due to 211 particle segregation will contain a higher percentage of yttrium relative to the
precursor material, since 211 particles are rich in yttrium. The yttrium concentration in
the 123 phase cannot be changed since the 123 phase is a line compound. Crystals made
up of only excess 211 particles and 123 matrix will therefore have a significantly
increased yttrium concentration if the overall yttrium concentration in the YBCO crystal
(211 particles + 123 matrix) is measured. As a result, the overall copper concentration
will also be significantly reduced. The overall composition of the solidified 123 crystal
containing the segregated 211 particles should have an yttrium concentration significantly
greater than 23 atomic % and a copper concentration significantly less than 45.2 atomic
%, since more than a total of 20.6 volume% 211 particles are trapped within the crystal.
The overall yttrium and copper concentrations within the sample will also vary with
distance, since 211 particle segregation increases with distance from the center of the
crystal.
Figure 7.14 compares the overall yttrium concentration measured by EDX along the ab-
and c-axes of a YBCO crystal containing segregated 211 particles which was grown at an
undercooling of 12 'C. The overall yttrium concentration in the excess 211 precursor
pellets is shown as a dashed line in figure 7.14. Figure 7.15 shows the overall copper
concentration measured along the ab- and c-axes of the same crystal. The overall copper
concentration in the excess 211 precursor pellets is shown as a dashed line in figure 7.15.
It can be seen from figure 7.14 that the overall yttrium concentration in the 123 crystal is
not higher than the yttrium concentration in the YBCO precursor pellet, as would be
expected from massive 211 particle segregation. Figure 7.14 also shows that overall
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yttrium concentration in the 123 crystal does not vary significantly with distance. It can
be seen from figure 7.15 that the overall copper concentration in the 123 crystal is not
significantly lower than the copper concentration in the YBCO precursor pellet, as would
be expected from massive 211 particle segregation. Figure 7.15 also shows that overall
copper concentration in the 123 crystal does not vary significantly with distance. Figures
7.14 and 7.15 show that the overall yttrium and copper concentrations within the
solidified YBCO crystal are approximately the same those in the precursor pellet, even
though the solidified YBCO single crystal contains a higher volume fraction of 211
particles than the precursor pellet. This fact suggests that a phase containing excess
copper must be present within the YBCO crystal to compositionally balance the excess
yttrium in the segregated 211 particles and preserve mass balance. This is indeed the
case, as is described below.
211 particle segregation always occurs such that there are less 211 particles trapped by the
c-face than the ab-face of the 123 crystal. Any proposed dissolution mechanism must
also explain why 211 particle dissolution rates are lower in front of the ab-face than in
front of the c-face of the 123 crystal. One possible mechanism which explains both of
these pieces of data is based on excess barium cuprate liquid entrapment between 123
growth platelets. TEM studies performed by T. H. Sung on other excess 211 crystals
produced in the MIT Ceramics Processing Research Laboratory by the same seeded
growth process showed the presence of a platelet structure within the 123 crystals. The
platelets contained a barium cuprate second phase layer.13 11 Researchers have shown that
this barium cuprate phase is trapped by platelets formed within the 123 crystal during
solidification from the melt. Platelet formation and trapping of barium cuprate liquid
with 123 crystals solidified from barium cuprate melts has been observed by many
researchers.1 20 '44,68,76,82,87,102 ,124-125,144-14 51 It has also been shown that barium cuprate
liquid trapped between 123 growth platelets is preferentially oriented along the ab-axis of
the 123 crystal.120,44,68,76,82,87,102,124-125,144-145  This liquid trapping phenomenon was
thoroughly analyzed by Goyal et al.1821 Figures 7.16 a) through c) 1821 show how barium
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cuprate liquid is trapped behind 211 particles. Figure a) shows the asymmetric
intersection of a 123 platelet gap at the growth front with a 211 particle in the semi-solid
melt. Figure 7.16 b) shows how liquid within the platelet gap can be trapped by a second
211 particle intersecting the 123 interface. This particle can, in turn, produce another
platelet gap and trap more liquid, shown in figure 7.16 c). Goyal et al.,1821 as well as other
authors,[124-1251 have shown that the liquid phase is preferentially segregated along the ab-
axis of the 123 crystals, as shown in figure 7.16.[821 This was also found to be the case in
TEM studies conducted by Sung et al. 311 on other excess 211 crystals produced in the
MIT Ceramics Processing Research Laboratory by the same seeded growth process.
It is theorized that 211 particle segregation in excess 211 samples is a result of liquid
trapping during melt growth. Sung et al. found that ion milling the surface of the single
crystal samples preferentially etched away material from the platelets, making them more
visible using optical microscopy. Figure 7.17 shows an optical micrograph (taken by
T.H. Sung) of the platelet structure of an ion milled excess 211 crystal produced by S.
Honjo in the MIT Ceramics Processing Research Laboratory by the same seeded growth
process. The sample orientation is shown as marked in figure 7.17. It can be seen that
the number of platelets increases along the ab-direction in this sample. This increase in
platelet concentration along the ab-axis mirrors the increase in 211 particle concentration
along the ab-axis of the crystal, as shown in figure 7.8. Figures 7.18 a) and b) show
higher magnification SEM micrographs (taken by T.H. Sung) of high and low 211
particle concentrations within the crystal. It can be seen that a small number of platelets
are present in the low 211 density region shown in figure 7.18 a). A large number of
platelets are present in the high 211 density region shown in figure 7.18 b). These figures
show that the presence of segregated or depleted regions of 211 particles are directly
linked to the trapped barium cuprate liquid between the 123 platelets.
Figure 7.19 shows two optical micrographs (taken by T. H. Sung) of the same region of
solidified crystal The photo in figure 7.19 a) was taken after 1 h of ion milling and the
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photo in figure 7.19 b) was taken after 100 h of ion milling. Figure 7.19 a) shows a
region of a 123 crystal which contains high and low density regions of 211 particles. As
discussed above, such regions can occur when 211 particles are trapped in a crack or
when barium cuprate liquid flows into a pore in the YBCO precursor material. Figure
7.19 b) shows that the high density 211 region contains a high density of barium cuprate
layers trapped between 123 platelets. The low density 211 region contains a low density
of platelets. This figure also shows that the presence of segregated or depleted regions of
211 particles are directly linked to the trapped barium cuprate liquid between the 123
platelets.
It is known that the barium cuprate liquid in the semi-solid 211 + liquid melt contains a
higher concentration of copper than is present in the 123 phase. Growth of the 123
crystal into the semi-solid melt therefore results in the rejection of copper at the growth
interface.163'641 Figure 7.20 shows a schematic of copper rejection in front of the growth
interface for an interface composed of platelets (figure 7.20 a)) and a flat interface (figure
7.20 b)). It can be seen that the copper rejection from growth interfaces on either side of
the platelets results in excess copper being rejected into the platelet gaps. The liquid
inside the platelet gaps is therefore copper rich (yttrium poor) relative to the liquid in
front of a flat interface. The liquid in front of the platelet gaps is copper poor (yttrium
rich) relative to the liquid in front of a flat interface, due to the absence of copper
rejection in the regions directly in front of the platelet gaps. It was shown in chapter 6 that
the driving force for 211 particle dissolution is the yttrium concentration gradient around
the 211 particle in front of the 123 interface. Entrapment of copper-rich (yttrium poor)
liquid between the 123 growth platelets results in a relative increase in yttrium
concentration in front of the interface in the region of the platelet gap, as shown in figure
7.21. (Cj )d.. is the yttrium concentration of the liquid inside the platelet gap shown in
figure 7.20 a). (CLYi ) of..sde is the yttrium concentration of the liquid in front of (outside)
the platelet gap. 211 particles within the yttrium rich liquid in front of the platelet gaps,
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(C' ).sid' will therefore dissolve much more slowly than 211 particles in front of flat
regions of the 123 interface (regions without platelet gaps). This results in a greater
volume fraction of 211 particles being incorporated into the 123 crystal in regions of the
123 crystal composed of platelet gaps.
As discussed above, 211 particle segregation always occurs such that there are less 211
particles trapped by the c-face than the ab-face of the 123 crystal. Any proposed
dissolution mechanism must explain why 211 particle dissolution rates are lower in front
of the ab-face than in front of the c-face of the 123 crystal. Figure 7.22 shows that copper
rejection at the 123 interface and liquid trapping mechanisms vary according to 123
crystal face. Figure 7.22 shows a schematic of the platelet structure at the ab-face and c-
face of the growing crystal. It is known that 123 platelets form in an orientation parallel
to the ab-axis of the 123 crystal.182] As shown in figure 7.22 , structural differences in
platelet formation at the ab- and c-interfaces, caused by this preferred orientation of the
platelets, results in a lower copper concentration in the liquid in front of the ab-face than
in front of the c-face (the yttrium concentration in front of the ab-face is therefore higher
than in front of the c-face). As previously discussed, the driving force for 211 particle
dissolution is the yttrium concentration gradient around the 211 particle in front of the
123 interface. 211 particle dissolution will therefore be lower in front of the ab-face of
the 123 crystal than in front of the c-face of the crystal. This difference in 211 particle
dissolution rates will result in a greater number of 211 particles being trapped by the ab-
face of the 123 crystal than the c-face. This was found to be true for all crystals.
The increase in 211 particle entrapment with growth distance can also be explained by the
liquid entrapment theory. It has been shown by Schmitz et al.t68] as well as by Goyal et
al.[82] that platelet formation and liquid trapping in the 123 crystal is directly related to the
impingement of 211 particles upon the 123 interface. This is described by figures 2.12
and 7.18. As discussed above, the yttrium concentration in front of the 123 interface in
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the region of the platelet will be increased relative to regions without platelets since the
liquid trapped within the platelet gap is yttrium poor. 211 particle dissolution will
therefore decrease in front of the 123 interface around the region of the platelet gap. This
decrease in 211 particle dissolution will result in an increased number of 211 particles
which remain undissolved in front of the platelet gaps. These undissolved 211 particles
will be trapped in the 123 crystal during subsequent growth. Each of these 211 particles
creates a new platelet gap with the potential to trap additional yttrium-poor liquid. The
increased number of trapped 211 particles causes the amount of liquid trapped between an
increased number of platelet gaps to increase as well. This increase in liquid trapping
will increase the number of yttrium rich regions in front of the 123 interface, thereby
producing an increased number of regions with decreased 211 dissolution rates. An even
greater number of 211 particles will therefore be trapped during subsequent crystal
growth. This cycle of increasing platelet formation, increasing liquid entrapment,
decreased 211 dissolution rate and increased 211 entrapment is a positive feedback
process. The relative density of 211 particles trapped within the 123 crystal will therefore
increase as the growth distance from the seed increases.
This feedback loop of platelet formation, liquid entrapment and 211 particle entrapment
is shown in figure 7.23. Region a) is a region of the 123 crystal near the seed, in other
words near the start of 123 growth. 211 particles impinging on the 123 crystal at point a)
are trapped and form a trapped liquid region at point b). This trapped liquid reduces the
211 particle dissolution in front of the 123 interface, resulting in an increase in trapped
particles at point c). These particles cause the formation of platelets which trap liquid at
point d). This increase in trapped liquid at point d) in turn decreases the 211 dissolution
rate in front of the 123 interface near the platelet gaps, resulting in more 211 particles
trapped at point e). This cycle repeats itself along points f) through h).
The increase in 211 particle entrapment with distance, shown in figures 7.7 through 7.9,
can be explained by this mechanism. The fact that excess 211 particles are not present in
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stoichiometric 123 samples also explains why this type of 211 segregation does not occur
in stoichiometric YBCO samples. All 211 particles in front of the 123 crystal face are
dissolved in stoichiometric 123 samples. Excess 211 particles must remain undissolved
in front of the 123 interface in order to impinge upon the 123 crystal, starting the cycle of
platelet gap formation, liquid entrapment and, eventually, increased 211 entrapment. This
process can only occur in samples containing excess 211 phase.
7.5. Conclusions
211 particle segregation within 123 crystals formed from excess 211 precursors was
examined and quantified. It was shown that 211 particle entrapment is greater along the
ab-axis than along the c-axis of the 123 crystal. 211 particle entrapment increases with
growth distance from the center of the 123 crystal. A number of 211 particle segregation
theories were investigated in order to explain this phenomenon. It was found that a
difference in the 211 dissolution rates in front of the ab- and c-faces of the 123 crystal is
the only 211 segregation mechanism which explains all of the data produced in this
investigation and found in the literature. It was shown that it is unlikely that 211 particle
segregation in excess 211 samples occurs as a result of particle pushing, differences in
211/123 wetting angle or differences in lattice mismatch between 211 particles and the
different faces of the 123 crystal. A theory involving barium cuprate liquid entrapment
during 123 crystal growth was proposed as a driving force for differences in 211
dissolution rates in front of the ab- and c-faces of the 123 crystal. This liquid entrapment
theory can explain all of the data produced in this investigation and found in the
literature. It can also explain why bulk 211 segregation in this form is only observed in
excess 211 samples. Future work done in this area should include a study on the kinetics
of platelet formation and liquid trapping on the various faces of 123 crystals in order to be
able to quantify and predict the 211 particle segregation and dissolution phenomenon
more accurately.
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Nd-123 seed
Schematic of 211 particle segregation in a cross-section of a YBCO single
crystal produced from an excess 211 precursor.
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Schematic diagrams of various 211 segregation patterns which can be
observed in excess 211 samples. Patterns a) through d) can be observed
by sectioning the YBCO single crystal along various planes.[3 51
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Schematic diagrams of 211 particles dissolving in front of a) a curved ab-
face and b) a flat c-face of a 123 single crystal. The average dissolution
will be the same for both cases.
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Schematic of 211 particle pushing in front of the 123 crystal interface
after a period of 123 crystal growth. Many layers of 211 particles must be
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ab-face
Schematic of an excess 211 crystal section showing the location of 211
volume fraction analysis performed along the ab-axis and c-axis of the
YBCO crystals.
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Volume fraction of 211 particles vs. distance along the ab-axis and c-axis
within a 123 crystal produced at an undercooling of 15 *C.
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Optical micrographs of 211 particles trapped within the 123 crystal for an
excess 211 sample produced at an undercooling of 60 C. Photo a) was
taken at point Oab (shown in figure 7.6). Photo b) was taken at point Xab.
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Figure 7.11.
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SEM micrographs of typical 123 / semi-solid liquid interfaces for the a)
ab-face and b) c-face of the 123 crystal. It can be seen that no region of
pushed particles is evident in front of either interface.
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Figure 7.12. Cross-polarized optical micrographs of the same grain boundary within an
unquenched excess 211 sample grown at an undercooling of 12 °C. It can
be seen that no layer of pushed 211 particles is present at the grain
boundary in either grain.
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Figure 7.13. a) Optical micrograph and b) schematic of the interface between the ab-
pyramid and c-pyramid in a typical excess 211 crystal. It can be seen that
the interface between regions of high 211 particle volume fraction and low
211 particle volume fraction is very sharp.
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Figure 7.14. Yttrium concentration along the ab- and c-axes of an excess 211 crystal
solidified at an undercooling of 12 °C compared with the yttrium
concentration in the precursor pellet.
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Figure 7.15. Copper concentration along the ab- and c-axes of an excess 211 crystal
solidified at an undercooling of 12 'C compared with the copper
concentration in the precursor pellet.
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Figure 7.16 Schematic showing the process by which barium cuprate liquid is trapped
behind 211 particles. Figure a) shows the asymmetric intersection of a 123
platelet gap at the growth front with a 211 particle in the semi-solid melt.
Figure b) shows how liquid within the platelet gap can be trapped by
a second 211 particle intersecting the 123 interface. This particle can, in
turn, produce another platelet gap and trap more liquid, shown in figure
c).[82]
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Figure 7.17. Optical micrograph (taken by T. H. Sung) of an ion milled seeded growth
sample containing segregated 211 particles. The dark lines in the
micrograph are platelet gaps.
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Figure 7.18. SEM micrographs (taken by T. H. Sung) of two different regions of an ion
milled YBCO single crystal sample produced by seeded growth. Figure a)
shows a low concentration of 123 platelet gaps in a low 211 density
region of the crystal. Figure b) shows a high concentration of 123 platelet
gaps in a high 211 density region of the crystal.
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Figure 7.19. Optical micrographs (taken by T. H. Sung) of the same region of a 123
single crystal produced by seeded growth. The photo in figure a) was
taken after 1 h of ion milling. The photo in figure b) was taken after 100 h
of ion milling.
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Figure 7.20. Schematic of copper rejection in front of a) an interface composed of
platelets and b) a flat interface. The liquid inside the platelet gaps is
copper rich (yttrium poor) relative to the liquid in front of a flat interface.
The liquid in front of the platelet gaps is copper poor (yttrium rich) relative
to the liquid in front of a flat interface.
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Figure 7.21. Schematic of the yttrium concentration profile in front of an interface
composed of platelets. The high yttrium concentration in front of the
platelet gap, (CL )o, , , results in decreased 211 particle dissolution in
these regions.
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Figure 7.22.
c-face growth
Schematic of platelet structure at the ab-face and c-face of a growing
crystal. Structural differences cause the copper concentration in the liquid
to be lower in front of the ab-face than in front of the c-face. The yttrium
concentration is therefore higher in front of the ab-face than in front of the
c-face.
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Figure 7.23. Schematic of 211 particle segregation and barium cuprate liquid
entrapment in excess 211 samples. 211 particles impinging on the 123
crystal at point a) are trapped and form a trapped liquid region at point b).
This trapped liquid reduces the 211 particle dissolution in front of the 123
interface resulting in an increase in trapped particles at point c). These
particles cause the formation of platelets which trap liquid at point d).
This cycle repeats itself along points e) through h).
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Chapter 8
The effect of oxygen annealing on the structure and critical current
density of bulk YBCO single crystals
8.1. Introduction
Results presented in chapter 4 show that LHFZ growth can produce large YBCO single
crystals. As discussed in chapter 2, most applications of HTSC materials also demand
that the critical current density of the material is as high as possible. Many researchers
believe that critical current densities in YBCO single crystals can be enhanced through
the introduction of flux pinning centers. It has been theorized that microstructural defects
within the YBCO crystals can act as flux pinning centers, as discussed in chapter 2.
Many observations by other researchers have linked the presence of enhanced flux
pinning in YBCO materials to the presence of 211 particles within a single crystal or
textured material. [23'8 '94-99] Murakami and others used the uniform distribution of very
fine 211 particles to significantly enhance J; values in YBCO materials. [23' 94-951 211
particles are too large to act as flux pinning centers directly, as described in section 2.3.2.
Murakami et al. proposed that the interface between the 211 particles and the 123 matrix
acts as a pinning center.1941 Wang et al. E11'0 and Yamaguchi et al. 1'0't suggested that the
stacking faults around the 211 inclusions act as pinning centers.
It has also been found that the 211 inclusions are associated with the presence of the
second phase layers. The presence of barium cuprate second phase layers between 123
platelets formed perpendicular to the c-face of the 123 crystal is common in melt-textured
YBCO materials. [20' 44,68'76,82'87,102,124-125,144- 145] The formation of this platelet structure is
discussed in chapter 2. Jin et al. has shown that the spacing between the platelets in 123
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systems containing 211 inclusions is a strong function of the number of 211
inclusions. [1 021
Oxygenation at elevated temperatures has also been shown to increase the
superconducting properties of YBCO materials. This is due to the formation of the high
Tc superconducting orthorhombic phase from the tetragonal phase with increased
oxygenation. [30 ,146-148 ] Recent research has shown that defects which may act as flux
pinning centers are introduced during annealing in oxygen. [31,149] Sung et al.[311 correlated
the formation of these defects with the presence of 211 particles and barium cuprate
layers between platelets.
Ahou et al. [1 49] have reported that the 123 phase is not a thermodynamically stable phase
at room temperature. The 123 phase decomposes by reaction 8.1 to form the 124, 211
and BaCuO 2 phases during low temperature annealing.[149]
YBa 2Cu3O,6. 6(s) -- 1/2 YBa 2Cu40(s) + 1/4 Y2BaCuO,(s) + 3/4 BaCuO2.01(s) (8.1)
The slow kinetics of this reaction at room temperature make the 123 phase
metastable. [1491 The 124 crystal structure is equivalent to the 123 crystal structure with
additional copper and oxygen atoms arranged as shown in figure 8.1.[150] Research by
Sung et al.J311 has shown that intergrowth of extra copper-oxygen planes form in the
YBCO materials during low temperature annealing. [31  The presence of such intergrowth
layers have been confirmed by a number of researchers.1441 These planes of copper-
oxygen intergrowth take the form of single 124 stacking faults (among other types of
stacking faults) along the ab-axis of the material (see figure 8.2). TEM photos by T. H.
Sung[311 of LHFZ fibers show that this reaction occurs near 211 particles and barium
cuprate second phase layers(see figure 8.3). Sung et al.[31 suggested that the 211
particles and barium cuprate layers act as a sink for the 211 phase and barium cuprate
phase produced by reaction 8.1. Murikami et al. have suggested that oxygen diffusion
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rate is larger around the 211 particles.J9 51 Enhanced oxygen diffusion near the 211
interface will enhance the intergrowth reaction in these regions as well.
A series of experiments were therefore performed to evaluate the effect of sample
oxygenation times on crystal structure, flux pinning and critical current density of YBCO
materials.
8.2. Experimental procedure
J, values of single crystal YBCO samples produced by LHFZ growth and annealed in
oxygen for various lengths of time were evaluated using SQUID magnetometry. Sample
preparation, oxygen annealing, four-circle X-ray analysis and Jc analysis using SQUID
magnetometry and Bean's model are presented in this section.
8.2.1. Sample preparation and annealing
YBCO single crystal samples produced by laser heated floating zone growth were
prepared for critical current density measurements and structural evaluation using four-
circle X-ray diffraction. LHFZ single crystal fibers composed of 80 wt.% 123 phase and
20 wt.% 211 phase solidified at 1cm/h were sectioned into lengths of approximately 4
mm. The diameter of the fibers was approximately 250 gm. Samples were annealed in
flowing oxygen at 480 'C for various amounts of time to evaluate the effects of oxygen
annealing time on critical current density. Table 8.1 contains details of all single crystals
prepared for J. evaluation.
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Label Sample number Annealing time
L(A) L55 10 h
L(B) L55 40 h
L(C) L55 100 h
L(D) L55 200 h
L(E) L33 10 h
L(F) L33 100 h
L(G) L33 200 h
Table 8.1. Details of samples produced for J, measurements and structural analysis.
8.2.2. SQUID magnetometry
Single crystal samples annealed for various lengths of time were analyzed using a DC
SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS). A magnetic field is applied to a
superconducting sample by the SQUID magnetometer, which induces a supercurrent to
flow in the sample. The flowing supercurrent in turn sets up an internal magnetic field
large enough to exactly cancel the applied magnetic field. The induced magnetic field
can be measured and converted to critical current density values using Bean's critical
state model (see section 8.2.3.). As discussed in chapter 2, critical current densities of
YBCO samples vary significantly with the direction of the applied field.1-12,25s 27,565
8s s
Figure 8.4 from Figueredo t -1'21 shows the dependence of magnetization vs. angle for
similar fibers produced by LHFZ growth. Maximum magnetization measurements are
obtained when the c-axis of the crystal is oriented perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. LHFZ samples grow with the fiber axis parallel to the ab-axis of the 123 crystal.
Visual examination of the fiber provides no information about the orientation of the c-
axis relative to the fiber radius. Magnetization measurements must therefore be
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performed on the fiber for several rotation angles to determine the position of the c-axis
(as shown in figure 8.4). Magnetization vs. magnetic field can then be evaluated with the
c-axis oriented perpendicular to the applied field.
8.2.3. J, evaluation using the Bean critical state model
Magnetization hysteresis loops such as the one shown in figure 8.5 were obtained for
samples analyzed using SQUID magnetometry. The magnetic hysteresis values were then
converted to critical current densities using the Bean critical state model. t'51l The Bean
critical state model assumes that when a superconducting sample is immersed in a
magnetic field, a supercurrent is set up within a certain penetration depth which is just
large enough to reduce the internal local field to 0. The critical current density within the
penetration depth is then proportional to the induced magnetization of the sample divided
by the penetration depth. The penetration depth into the sample increases as the applied
magnetic field increases. The critical current density within the entire sample will be
proportional to the induced magnetization divided by the sample size if the magnetic field
is large enough to penetrate through the entire sample. This assumption allows critical
current densities to be calculated from the induced magnetization measurements obtained
using SQUID magnetometry. [54.151] Jc is related to magnetization by equation 8.2 for
cylindrical samples.
30AMJc - d for a cylinder (8.2)d
where AM is the hysteresis width of the induced magnetic field and d is the diameter of
the cylinder. Equation 8.2 was used to calculate Jc values for cylindrical single crystal
fibers produced by LHFZ growth.
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8.2.4. Structure analysis using four-circle X-ray diffractometry
Single crystal samples produced by LHFZ growth and annealed for various lengths of
time in flowing oxygen at 500 OC were examined using four-circle X-ray diffractometry.
The basic procedure for sample preparation, alignment and analysis using four-circle X-
ray diffractometry is described in chapter 4. The (006) peaks of the annealed LHFZ
samples were scanned in order to examine how the c-axis lattice parameter changed with
annealing time.
8.3. Results and discussion
The following sections detail the results of Jo measurements and four-circle X-ray
diffraction analysis of 123 single crystal fibers produced by LHFZ growth and annealed in
oxygen for various lengths of time. Variations in J, and crystal structure with increased
annealing times are related to the introduction of copper-oxygen intergrowth layers
formed via the decomposition of the 123 phase during oxygen annealing.
8.3.1. J, dependence on annealing time
Figure 8.6 shows the results of J, analysis by SQUID magnetometry for 123 single crystal
samples produced by LHFZ growth and annealed at 500 OC in flowing oxygen for various
lengths of time. All samples came from the same single crystal fiber. Difference in
superconducting properties are therefore a result of post growth processing. It can be
seen that the sample annealed for 10 hours has the largest amount of deterioration in Jc
with increasing applied field. The sample annealed at for 100 h has a smaller dependence
of J, on applied field. The 200 h sample shows the highest critical current densities at
fields above 2 Tesla. All LHFZ samples have J, values of at least lx105 A/cm2 and the
sample annealed for 100 hours has a Jo of more than 2x10 5 A/cm2. These values are
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equal to or better than the highest critical current densities obtained for unradiated bulk
YBCO samples (see figure 2.7).
It is theorized that the intergrowth of extra copper-oxygen planes within the annealed
YBCO single crystals produced by LHFZ growth acts as pinning centers to increase
critical current densities at high applied fields. This is supported by the Jo data shown in
figure 8.6. The sample annealed for 10 h has the lowest J, values at high applied fields.
Flux pinning is therefore lower in this sample. J, values at high applied fields increases
with oxygen annealing for 100 h and 200 h. Flux pinning is therefore stronger in these
samples. This trend supports the theory by Sung et al.J311 that copper-oxygen intergrowth
formed during oxygen annealing enhances flux pinning and therefore, critical current
densities at high fields, in YBCO materials.
8.3.2. Variations in 123 crystal structure with annealing time
The volume fraction of 124 phase and other intergrowth produced during annealing of
the YBCO fibers was too low to detect using powder or four-circle X-ray diffraction.
Significant flux pinning can be induced in YBCO materials with volume fractions of
intergrowth significantly below the detection limit of X-ray diffractometry. The effects of
oxygen annealing on the c-axis lattice parameter can be observed using four-circle X-ray
diffraction, however. Figure 8.7 shows the results of four-circle X-ray diffraction analysis
of the (006) peaks of the 123 phase for samples annealed at 500 OC in flowing oxygen for
various lengths of time. The intensities of the (006) peaks have been normalized with
respect to each other. It can be seen that the (006) peak position shifts to higher values of
20 with increased oxygen annealing time. Figure 8.8 shows the change in c-axis lattice
parameter with oxygen annealing time calculated from the peak positions shown in figure
8.7. It can be seen that the c-axis lattice parameter increases with oxygenation time. As
discussed in chapter 2, the c-axis lattice parameter for YBa 2Cu306. 91, the oxygenated
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orthorhombic phase, is c = 11.82 A. The c-axis lattice parameter for YBa 2Cu306.06, the
oxygen deficient tetragonal phase, is c = 11.82 A.[51] Jorgensen et al. 1146] calculated the
change in the 123 c-axis lattice parameter with oxygen content. Their results are shown
in figure 8.9. It can be seen that the c-axis lattice parameter of pure 123 decreases with
increasing oxygen addition. This does not correlate with the data taken from the annealed
123 single crystal fibers examined in this study. The results of c-axis lattice parameter
measurements shown in figure 8.8 show that the c-axis of the 123 crystals expands with
increased annealing time. It is concluded that the change in c-axis lattice parameter of the
annealed superconducting material with increasing oxygenation is not due to increased
oxygen content, but rather due to increased stacking faults in the annealed material.
These results, as well as the Jc measurements and the theories proposed by Sung et al.[311
and Ahou et al.,[1491 all support each other. It is therefore concluded that flux pinning and
critical current densities in single crystal YBCO materials can be increased with
annealing in oxygen.
8.4. Conclusions
It was shown that YBCO single crystals produced by LHFZ growth exhibit critical
current densities of more than 2x10 5 A/cm2 at 0 T and 77 K. This value is near the
current maximum observed Jc for non-irradiated YBCO bulk single crystals (see figure
2.7). It was also shown that oxygen annealing increases magnetic flux pinning in 123
single crystals at high applied fields. It is concluded that oxygen annealing introduces
flux pinning centers into the superconducting material via the decomposition of the 123
phase to form 124 intergrowth and other stacking faults, according to the theories
proposed by Sung et al.1311 and Ahou et al.[149] Analysis of the 123 crystal structure using
four-circle X-ray diffraction shows that the 123 lattice expands with increasing annealing,
which is consistent with the introduction of stacking faults along the ab-planes of the 123
structure.
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Figure 8.1.
TEM micrograph (taken by T. H. Sung) of an annealed LHFZ sample
viewed perpendicular to the c-axis showing the presence of stacking faults
in the form of extra copper oxide planes.
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TEM micrograph (taken by T. H. Sung) of an annealed LHFZ sample
viewed perpendicular to the c-axis. 124 intergrowth can be seen near the
211 particle and barium cuprate second phase layer.
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Four circle X-ray diffraction data showing 123 (006) peak shifts taking
place during oxygen annealing.
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Decrease in 123 c-axis lattice parameter due to changes in 123 crystal
structure with the incorporation of additional oxygen atoms. [149]
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1. Conclusions
The work presented here has dealt with improving and understanding single crystal
growth, microstructural development and properties of melt-processed YBCO high
temperature superconductors. A number of new results and theories were presented in
the areas of single crystal production using LHFZ growth and seeded growth, 211 particle
segregation in stoichiometric and excess 211 YBCO materials, coarsening of 211 particle
in the semi-solid melt and current transport properties of the superconducting materials.
YBCO single crystals in lengths of more than 5 cm were grown reproducibly through the
optimization of the precursor fiber production and the LHFZ growth process. The
maximum length of 123 single crystals produced by the user-operated LHFZ growth
process was found to be limited by the slow growth rate of YBCO materials as well as the
problem of secondary grain nucleation. The maximum growth rate below which single
crystal growth takes place was confirmed to be between 1 and 2 cm/h. The 123 single
crystal interface deteriorates at growth rates above these values. A model describing
secondary nucleation in YBCO fibers was proposed based on 123 crystal orientation
results obtained by four-circle X-ray diffraction. This model suggests that perfectly
oriented single crystals can be obtained by using longer processing times, resulting in
much longer sections of 123 single crystals.
YBCO single crystals produced by LHFZ growth exhibit critical current densities of more
than 2x 105 A/cm2 at 0 T and 77 K. This value is near the current maximum observed Jc
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for non- irradiated YBCO bulk single crystals. It was also shown that oxygen annealing
increases magnetic flux pinning in 123 single crystals at high applied fields. It is
theorized that oxygen annealing introduces flux pinning centers into the superconducting
material via the decomposition of the 123 phase to form 124 intergrowth and other
stacking faults, according to the theories proposed by Sung et al.[311 and Ahou et al.[149]
Analysis of the 123 crystal structure using four-circle X-ray diffraction shows that the 123
lattice expands with increasing annealing, which is consistent with the introduction of
stacking faults along the ab-planes of the 123 structure.
It was shown that growth rate of 123 crystals produced by seeded growth is dependent on
undercooling, AT, and 211 particle spacing. Growth rates increased with increasing
undercooling. The addition of excess 211 phase and platinum dopant decreased the 211
particle spacing and increased the growth rate of the 123 crystals. These results support
the 123 solidification model proposed by Cima et al.[331 123 crystal habit was shown to
be similar to that predicted by PBC analysis. The presence of the (001), (100)/(010) and
(110) 123 crystal faces were shown in samples produced by seeded growth. The presence
of spiral growth hillocks on the ab-faces and hopper morphologies on the c-faces of the
123 crystals were shown. The presence of these growth mechanisms are in agreement
with PBC theory which states that F faces of faceted crystals grow by two dimensional
growth mechanisms. It was shown that differences in the relationship between growth
rate, R, and undercooling, AT, for the different growth mechanisms of 123 single crystals
can account for the fact that the c-face is the fast growth face at low undercoolings while
the ab-face is the fast growth face at high undercoolings.
It was shown that 211 segregation in stoichiometric 123 samples is not a result of particle
pushing. Finite element models and calculations presented here show that that the
entrapment of particles in stoichiometric 123 samples produced by melt growth is a result
of differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the 123 crystal face compared to
the edge and corner. Large 211 particles in front of the edge and corner of a 123 crystal
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do not dissolve completely if the particle dissolution rate is lower than the growth rate of
the 123 crystal. Larger particles are trapped by the corners than by the edges of the 123
crystal. The critical entrapment size of 211 particles varies according to 211 particle
orientation relative to the edge and corner of the 123 crystal. Particles incorporated at the
corners and edges of 123 crystals during melt growth form planes of 211 particles which
appear as "X" tracks and other patterns when the 123 crystal is sectioned in various
directions. This theory of particle segregation is valid for all growth mechanisms.
211 particle segregation within 123 crystals formed from excess 211 precursors was
examined and quantified. It was shown that 211 particle entrapment is greater along the
ab-axis than along the c-axis of the 123 crystal. 211 particle entrapment increases with
growth distance from the center of the 123 crystal. A number of 211 particle segregation
theories were investigated in order to explain this phenomenon. It was found that
variation in 211 dissolution rates in front of the ab and c faces of the 123 crystal is the
only 211 segregation mechanism which explains all of the data produced in this
investigation and found in the literature. It was shown that it is unlikely that 211 particle
segregation in excess 211 samples occurs as a result of particle pushing, differences in
211/123 wetting angle or differences in lattice mismatch between 211 particles and the
different faces of the 123 crystal. A theory involving barium cuprate liquid entrapment
during 123 crystal growth was proposed as a driving force for differences in 211
dissolution rates in front of the ab and c faces of the 123 crystal. This liquid entrapment
theory can explain all of the data produced in this investigation and found in the
literature. It can also explain why bulk 211 segregation in this form is only observed in
excess 211 samples.
It was shown that the use of Er-211 is a good way of "labeling" the initial 211 phase
present during coarsening. It was found that excess 211 particles added to the 123 phase
act as nucleation sites for additional 211 phase formed via the peritectic decomposition of
123 at temperatures above 1000 OC. 211 particles formed via homogeneous nucleation
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and growth in samples composed of 100 % 123 phase were found to be larger than
particles formed via heterogeneous nucleation in excess 211 samples. Quantitative
evaluation of 211 particle growth with time was also performed and the results agree with
expected coarsening relationships. Results show that the addition of a platinum dopant as
well as the addition of excess 211 particles is an effective means of keeping 211 particle
size as low as possible during the processing of YBCO materials. k, the coarsening rate
constant, was found to be 3.0 x 10-19 m3/s for undoped samples and 1.7 x 10-20 m3/s for
Pt-doped samples. It was found that the interfacial energy of 211 particles in barium
cuprate liquid decreases with the addition of a platinum dopant. It was concluded that the
decreased coarsening rate in platinum doped samples results from this decrease in
interfacial energy. It was found that platinum powder added as a dopant does not act as a
nucleation site for 211 particles.
9.2. Future work
The research presented here raised a number of questions which have yet to be answered
and which were beyond the scope of this work. It was shown in chapter 5 that the vertical
ab-face of 123 crystals produced by seeded growth grows much more slowly than the ab-
axis of the crystal oriented parallel to the surface of the precursor pellet. It was also
shown that the ratio of c-axis to ab-axis growth rates is much larger for crystals produced
by seeded growth compared to those produced by flux growth. The cause for these
phenomena is not yet understood. One possible cause may be differences in oxygen
content at the surface of the YBCO melt and within the melt. The surface of the 123
crystal produced by seeded growth is in contact with the air atmosphere in the furnace
while the bottom of the 123 crystal is not. The ab-axis growing parallel to the surface of
the YBCO precursor pellet therefore grows in the presence of a larger oxygen
concentration than the ab-axis growing perpendicular to the surface of the melt. Crystals
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grown by flux growth also commonly grow within an oxygen depleted melt. The
decreased ratio of c-axis to ab-axis growth rate in flux grown crystals may also be related
to this decrease in oxygen content. PBC analysis of the 123 crystal structure by Sun et
al.[1231 showed that oxygen concentration plays a significant role in the crystal habit of
123 materials. Future work should include an examination of differences in oxygen
concentration on the surface of the YBCO melt and within the melt to determine whether
oxygen concentration affects the crystal habit of the 123 crystal during melt growth.
Solution of this problem will allow much thicker YBCO single crystals to be produced by
seeded growth.
Chapter 7 showed that 211 particle segregation in excess 211 YBCO crystals produced by
melt growth results from differences in 211 particle dissolution rates in front of the ab
and c faces of the 123 crystal. It was shown that decreased 211 particle dissolution in
front of the 123 crystal faces is due to barium cuprate liquid entrapment within the
platelet structure of the 123 crystal. 123 platelets are known to form parallel to the ab-
axes of the 123 crystal and perpendicular to the c-axis. This preferred platelet orientation
makes platelet formation easier at the ab-faces of the 123 crystal than at the c-faces.
Future work in this area should be aimed at determining the exact difference in platelet
formation kinetics at the different 123 faces. Platelet geometry and the link between
platelet formation and the quantity and composition of the trapped barium cuprate liquid
should also be investigated. Greater knowledge of platelet formation and liquid trapping
could lead to the development of processes to reduce 211 segregation in excess 211
materials.
YBCO single crystals were produced using LHFZ processing. Single crystal fiber length
was limited to less than 10 cm due to the slow growth rate of YBCO materials as well as
the problem of secondary grain nucleation. The LHFZ growth system is currently a user-
controlled process which requires continual monitoring and adjusting of beam position
and zone temperature. This limits the maximum growth period to less than 1 day. It has
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been shown that this is not enough time to grow a single crystal with perfect orientation
due to secondary grain nucleation. Continuous monitoring and feedback of beam position
and temperature using a computerized LHFZ system, CCD camera and pyrometer will
allow the maximum processing time to be significantly increased. The maximum growth
time will then be limited by the length of the crystal growing chamber and the length of
the sintered polycrystalline YBCO feed rods which can be produced. Future work in the
area of LHFZ growth of YBCO materials should include the use of such an automatic
monitoring system which will allow much longer periods of growth. Long sections of
single crystal fibers without grain boundaries could be produced in this manner. The use
of long, high quality polycrystalline precursor fibers with no pores or surface
imperfections is also critical for automated growth of long single crystals by LHFZ
growth.
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Appendix A
PDEase®[ 1341 program for particle dissolution in Cartesian coordinates
Title
"Dissolved Y concentration in front of 123 crystal"
Select
errlim = 0.001 {error limit)
Variables
u(range=0,10000) (moles/m3) ( yttrium concentration, C }
Definitions
dC=300 {AC)
Cinit = 1000 (moles/m 3 } {yttrium concentration in the liquid far away from
the 123 interface, CLY}
Cface=Cinit-dC (yttrium concentration in the liquid in contact with the
growing 123 interface, CL }
a=.5e-6 (particle radius)
l=5*a {distance between particle and 123 crystal)
tf=.1 (profile generation time)
D = 6e-11 { m2/s) } { diffusivity )
edgel=10e-6+1 (position of edge of
centl=10e-6+l+a (position of center o
edge2=10e-6+(1/1.414) (position of edge of
cent2=10e-6+((l+a)/1.414) (position of center o
flux=D*grad(u)
corner)
(flux of yttrium awa
211 particle in front of face)
f 211 particle in front of face)
211 particle in front of corner)
f 211 particle in front of
.y from dissolving 211 particle)
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Initial Values
u = Cinit {moles/m3) (yttrium concentration in the liquid far away from
the 123 interface, C) }
Equations
div(D*grad(u)) = dt(u) {Fick's second law - generates yttrium profile)
Boundaries
{region 1: semi-solid zone)
start(10e-6,-6e-6)
line to (40e-6,-6e-6)
arc (center-=-6e-6,-6e-6) to (-6e-6,40e-6)
line to (-6e-6,10e-6)
value(u)=Cface
line to (10e-6,10e-6)
finish
{region 2: 211 particle in front of corner)
exclude
value(u) = Cinit
start "corner" (edge2,edge2)
arc (center=cent2,cent2) angle=-360
finish
(region 3: 211 particle in front of face)
exclude
value(u) = Cinit
start "face" (edgel,O)
arc (center=centl,O) angle=-360
finish
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Time
0 to tf
Plots
for t=endtime
contour(u) as "Y concentration"
contour(u) as "Expanded Y concentration (moles/m3)"
zoom (-6e-6,-6e-6,30e-6,30e-6)
elevation (u) from (10e-6,0) to (40e-6,0) as " Y concentration away from
face (moles/m3)" print*
elevation (u) from (10e-6,10e-6) to (30e-6,30e-6) as "Y concentration away
from corner (moles/m3)" print*
elevation(magnitude(flux)) on "face" as "Y flux away from particle in front of
face" print*
elevation(magnitude(flux)) on "corner" as "Y flux away from particle in front of
face" print*
End
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Appendix B
PDEase®[ 1341 program for particle dissolution in cylindrical coordinates
Title
"Dissolved Y concentration in front of 123 crystal"
Select
errlim = 0.001
Coordinates
xcylinder("z","r")
Variables
u(range=0,1000) {moles/m3)
Definitions
dC=300
Cinit = 1000 { moles/m3)
Cface=Cinit-dC
a=.5e-6
q=5e-6
l=5*a
g=a+q
b=l-a
tf=.1
n=9*a
w=2*a
e=9.1 *a
rate = 2e-7 ({ m/s)
D = 6e-11 {m2/s) { diffusivity })
flux2=D*grad(u)
dV=(magnitude(flux2))*.000074
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Initial Values
u = Cinit { moles/m3)
Equations
div(D*grad(u)) = dt(u)
Boundaries
region 1
value(u)=Cface
start(0,-n)
line to (0,n)
natural(u)=0
line to(-a,n)
line to(-a,e)
line to(3*e,e)
line to (3*e,-e)
line to(-a,-e)
line to(-a,-n)
finish
exclude
value(u)=Cinit
start "particle" (g,a)
arc (center=g,0) angle=180
line to (l+a+q,-a)
arc (center=l+a+q,0) angle= 180
line to(a+q+1/2,a)
finish
Time
0 to tf by .1
Plots
for t=endtime
contour(u) as "Y concentration"
elevation(dV) on "particle" as "Y flux away from particle in front of face" print*
End
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